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~ u b ~ ~ e d  to th  ~ e ~ ~ e n t s  of ~ c e a n  ~ n ~ n e e r i n g  and
Nuclear ~ n ~ n e e ~ n ~  
A nuclear ~~~~r plant ~ x a ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~~e~ fur the actual study b ~ ~ u ~ ~ *  
The ~ ~ e ~ u ~  for th  study began with The U.S. ~ e p ~ e ~ t  uf ~ ~ e r g ~ ~ s  ~ e n e r a ~ o n  Tv 
a ~ v ~ c ~  reactur t e c ~ o l o ~   pro^^, ttre p r u ~ ~  that will. select the next ~ e n e ~ ~ ~ n  of 
nuclear reactors. ~ e n e r a ~ o ~  Tv chose ~ e n ~ ~ - s e v e n  criteria for use in d e t e ~ ~ n g  w ~ c ~  
nuclear p o ~ e r  plant ~ o n c e ~ t s  wudd be best fur a given ~ s s i o n .  These criteria came in 
the €om of ~ e n ~ ~ - s e ~ e n  ~ u e s ~ u n s  asked of pro~pec~ve c u n c e ~ ~  d e ~ i ~ e ~ s .  The ~ ~ ~ c e p t  
~ e s j ~ e ~  rank d their own design over a range of seven bins and s ~ e ~ i ~ e d  a p ak in the 
most likely bin. The 21 criteria were a s s ~ e d  to be i n ~ p e n d e n ~  and were used in 
& ~ a ~ n g  three major goals ~sus t~nab i~ i ty~  s ~ e t ~  & ~ ~ i a ~ i ~ ~ t y ,  and e ~ ~ n u ~ c s ~ .  That is, 
the score ~ s i ~ ~  in each uf tf2e 27 areas was rolled into 3 majur scores called goals in 
th is  study. ~ e i ~ h t s ~  ~ n ~ o w n  to the conce~t d e s i ~ e r s ~  were a s s i ~ e d  to i n ~ ~ ~ d u ~  
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questions and the three major goals, and then probability mass functions were created 
predicting the success of a given design. 
A robot design course. 
At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) between Fall semester and Spring 
semester (i.e., during January) an independent activities period (IAP) offers the 
opportunity for students to design robots in MASlab (Mobile Autonomous Systems 
Laboratory) Robotics Competition, also known as course 6.186. Therefore, course 6.186 
provides an opportunity for evaluating technological concepts (i.e., in the form of a robot 
design as well as operational contests of those designs). Course 6.186 provides an 
opportunity for students to act as consultants in offering their expertise in the evaluation 
of robots designed by themselves and their competitors. The evaluations are composed 
of questionnaires similar to those described in the nuclear power example. The 
consultants’ responsibilities are to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of other robots. 
The quality of the evaluations is indicated by the results of the robot competition. 
From this experience we learn more about how objective evaluations of the performance 
of competing concepts can be made. As coordinators of this effort, we identify the 
methodology of those consultants who were most successful in identifying, before 
testing, the best robot designs. The methodologies thus identified can be extended to 
large-scale projects in ch as identification of the best, among competing, 
technological concepts. 
Thesis Supervisor: Mi 
Title: Professor of 
Thesis Reader: Henry S. Marcus 
Title: Professor of Marine Systems 
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1.1 Literature search 
Two examples were covered in the literature search, which follows below. The two 
examples are the Navy DD (X) acquisition process and how technology investments are 
targeted in the drug delivery process. Both examples provide insight into the 
methodology used in selection of technological concepts for R&D support, and, 
therefore, were deemed useful to our project. 
1.1.1 Navy DD (X) acquisition process example [ 13 
Because of the large expense in designing and producing a naval vessel (i.e., on 
the order of billions of dollars), the R & D process leading to the detailed design and 
construction is unique to this industry. First, the two major corporations owning 
shipyards in the United States, Northrop Grumman and General Dynamics, created an 
alliance to ensure that both shipyards would participate in the construction of the DD (X), 
thus ensuring the competitive capability of both corporations’ shipyards. A competition 
followed between the two corporations, called teams, to obtain what the Navy calls the 
DD (X) design agent contract which includes the design of the ship and building and 
testing of engineering development models (i.e., prototypes of new systems). 
The above process is part of a five-phase process of which the first two phases are 
described in this paragraph. Phase I involved both teams in ship design and support 
concepts, performance specification, and system and support requirement determination. 
11 
Phase E involved both teams in p ~ l i ~ n ~  ship a d suppurt design and initial system 
s p ~ i ~ c a ~ o n .  
Phase HI is the point at which du~n-se l~ t ion  to une design u c c ~ ,  w ~ c h  
u c c ~ e d  on 29 April ~~~~ when ~ o ~ r o p   an became the design agent, Phase HI 
is when the e n ~ n e e ~ n ~  develupment mudels will be built and tested. Phase 
in~ludes pruductiun ~eadiness* ~omplete s~stem and ~ u p ~ u ~  design, and critical design. 
It is worth n u ~ n g  again, that a l t h o u ~  one team’s design was selected, this does not 
exclude the uther team, “Buth design teams c o ~ e  together as a single team and 
~ ~ i c i p a t e  in the design of the ship, so that both yards are prepared to build the ship when 
it cumes time to have the com~tition in ~~~~. ” 
also 
The cumpe~itiun spuken of above is that for the lead ship c o ~ ~ a c ~  and leads to 
Phase N, “ ~ e  expect tu have a second ~umpetitiun or the next-step cumpetitiun to 
award de t~ led  esign and final ~ o n s ~ c ~ o n  of the lead ship.” ~ g ~ n ,  both t e r n s  will 
p ~ ~ c i p a t e  unce the c o ~ ~ e t ~ t ~ o n  has been decided except that the “lead designer” will, by 
de€ini~un, have the lead seat at the table in ~~~~ decisions about the design.  ina ally, 
Phase V u c c ~ s  whi~h is simply the executiun of e n ~ n e e ~ n ~  and lugistics Iife cycle 
suppu~ of the DD (X). 
3.3.2 ~ a ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~  t e c ~ ~ u ~ u ~  ~ n v ~ t ~ e n t s  i  the drug d e ~ ~ v e ~  prqcess [ 21 
The a ~ ~ u i s i t i u ~  process fur a naval vessel is desc~bed abuve, o f f e ~ ~ ~  i ~ s i ~ t  into 
the steps the Navy must fulluw to target its technulu~ investme~ts (i.e., the s e l ~ t i o ~  f 
new vessel d e s i ~ s  and the subse~ue~t  c o n ~ t ~ c t i o ~  of these new vessels). 
12 
Pharmaceutical companies have similar hurdles in targeting their own technolgy 
investments in the drug delivery process. 
In 1990, the field of genomics (the study of DNA) was created. “Comparing 
DNA sequences from a number of species enables scientists to study the function of a 
gene as it is expressed in different organisms. Similarities in gene function between these 
organisms and humans enable pharmaceutical researchers to use these organisms to 
analyze the effect of new therapeutic agents on the biological function of specific 
proteins, i.e., target molecules.” The huge volume of genomic data made the creation of 
a new field known as bioinformatics essential. Bioinformatics is used to extract genomic 
data from public and private databases via programs written to better understand 
biological processes. “Bioinformatics, linked to other new technologies, combinatorial 
chemistry and high throughput screening, has created a new paradigm for drug discovery. 
This technological change will move the industry from serendipitous discovery of new 
drugs to strategic management of markets and technology to improve healthcare for 
targeted diseases.” 
“Technology management is critical to the pharmaceutical industry for a number 
of reasons. First, increased investment in pharmaceutical R&D has not resulted in a 
significant change in the number of new pharmaceutical agents introduced into the 
market. The cycle time for development of new drugs and R&D dollars spent per 
product has increased. This lack of R&D productivity is caused by many problems but 
among them are understanding the limitations of new drug discovery technologies (e.g., 
combinatorial chemistry, assays to validate targets), the unpredictable complexity of 
13 
biological s ~ s t e ~ s ,  and difficulty in m a ~ n g  a ~ ~ r o ~ ~ a ~  ~nvestments in ~ h n o ~ o ~ c a l  
areas that increas~ research ~ r o d u c ~ v ~ t ~ * , ,  
‘~~econd, many of the bioteeh companies that ~rovide s e ~ ~ c e s  to the 
p h ~ a c e u t i c a ~  in dust^ have moved to i n t e ~ a l  de~elopment of their own drugs either 
alone or in ~ a ~ n ~ r s h i ~  with e s ~ l i s h e d  companies. In a recent s ~ e y ,  it was e s ~ ~ a t e d  
that ~ p p r u ~ i m a t e l ~  50 percent of the drugs sold by the p ~ ~ a c e u t ~ c ~  in dust^ were 
i 
licensed in from other firms.” 
7% i~crease r e s e ~ e h  ~ r o d u e t ~ v i t ~  at the eo~ora t e  level, a process  own as 
road~apping can be applied, R o a d ~ a ~ p i n g  is a t ~ h n o l o g ~  manageme~t ool that can be 
used for  assessi in^ the potential value of new technolo~es in m ~ ~ n g  the challen~es of 
the drug d ~ s c o v e ~  process,” ~ o a d ~ a ~ ~ i n g  ensures that the right technologjc~ 
capabilitie~ are in place to o~ta in  the desired result. This p r e s ~ ~ ~ o s e s  that the t e c h n o ~ o ~  
is not only available but Also a l i ~ e d  to meet the desired need. Of note is the fact that a 
roadmaF, on the ~ o ~ u ~ a t e  level, focuses on ~ ‘ i m ~ r o ~ ~ n g  i n t e ~ ~ a l  p r ~ e s s e s  which may 
need i ~ ~ r o v e m e ~ t  to in~rease R&D produetivit~ or to u p ~ a d e  a step in the drug 
d i scove~  process that has fallen behind ‘ i ~ d u s ~  s t d ~ d s . ’  The road~aFping pro~ess 
can be d~y~ded  into five steps: Team ~ormat~on? Focus, T e c h n o ~ o ~ ~ o r k ~ o w  A n ~ y ~ ~ s ,  
~ p l e m ~ n t a t j o ~ ?  and Revi~w.” 
Team f o ~ a t j o n  ensures the inc~usjon of the a~prop~a te  people on the team: 
people from R&D and teehnolog~ mana~ement, from ~ ~ s ~ n e s s  d ve~opment~ from 
f~nance? from medie~nal c h e m ~ s t ~ ,  high throughFut s c ~ ~ n i n g ,  regulato~? and safety 
studies. Aside from i ~ y ~ t i n ~  the a p p ~ o ~ ~ ~ a t e  ~ e o p ~ e ,  “the first p ~ o ~ t y  is to es ta~~ish  a 
c o m ~ o n  ~nderstandj~g uf the process and the ~ e ~ ~ n o ~ o ~ ~  emp~ yed in the ana~ysjs. 
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Taking this step will minimize the confusion that can potentially arise during the 
roadmapping process.” 
The focus step is where the team begins the development of a “detailed analysis 
of the drug discovery process.” In this analysis technology is an important part. The 
introduction of new technology is valued provided the process is, thus, made more 
efficient and effective. “One approach to develop a systematic analysis is to apply 
Goldratt’s Theory of Constraints” in identifying constraints and weaknesses. 
“In the drug discovery process, application of this theory must be modified based 
on limitation of technology and knowledge of biological systems. In the process of 
performing this analysis, the team must decide the metricsl factors required to evaluate 
each step in the process. Issues to consider are costs, predictability of outcome, internal 
competencies in the organization, and opportunities for technology improvement. Upon 
completion of the analysis, a model can be created to identify steps in the process that 
have the greatest potential impact on increasing research productivity.” 
The input to the technology/workflow analysis is the deliverable from the focus 
step. Where the deliverable from the focus step is the “identification of a specific step in 
the process for improvement based on technology availability and the probability of 
obtaining a successful outcome. The value of technologies in the specific process step is 
dependent on the degree of their alignment with the needs of the process. Rigorous 
evaluation of this alignment must be performed to understand the limitations and benefits 
of the technology.” 
A useful tool in employing the appropriate technology is to use a matrix with the 
process needs on the left side of the matrix and potential technologies listed at the top. 
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The technolugi~s will be ranked either high, medium or low depending un how well 
~ i ~ e d  th  t ~ c h n u l u ~ i ~ s  are with respect to the process needs. 
~ o ~ l o ~ i n g  se~ection uf the a ~ p r o ~ ~ a t e  t ec~no~og~es~  imp~ementation re~~irements 
must be i ~ e n t i ~ e d  and € u ~ a ~ d ~ d  to man~gement, ~ ~ a g e m e n t  e n s u ~ s  that the 
a ~ ~ r o p ~ a t e  resour~es? both b u d g ~ t ~  and p~rsonnel, are made av~lable. “One of the 
~ e n e ~ t s  of the roadmapp~ng process is the higher p r o ~ a ~ i l i t ~  that i m ~ l ~ m e n ~ t ~ o n  goes 
accord in^ to plan, since mul~iple ~ n c t ~ o n a l  areas were i~volved in the fu~ula t iun  of the 
r o ~ d ~ a p  and ~ r u ~ i ~ e d  expert input to ~ n s u r ~  its success.” 
The review step then ~o l~ows  here ~~~~ s~stematic im~rovement o a process 
requires that the team m e m b e ~  learn ~hether  the prucess m o ~ ~ c a t i o n  led to the desired 
outcome and, if approp~ate? take f u ~ e r  c o ~ ~ t i v e  actions. The ~ e ~ n g  Cycle  plan-do- 
ch~ck- act^ is a useful tool for reviewing the results from any process ~ ~ p ~ o v e m e n t .  The 
check step ~ ~ t s  the review of the a ~ d - u p o n  m e ~ c s  to d e t e ~ n e  ~ h e t ~ e r  theyhave . 
met the goals of the roa~app ing  ef€ort, If modi~cations are re~uired, the ap~rup~a te  
 em^^ of the team should meet and define a revised action plan. In some cases, this 
may require ~ o ~ € y i n g  a  e ~ i s t i n ~  technolo~~~rocess  or ~ n ~ n g  a ew t ~ h n o l o ~ . ”  
selecting and ~und~ng initial ~ v e l u ~ m e n t  of he next genera~on of nuclear power plants. 
This p r o g r ~  intended to rank its choices for  election based upon scores a s s i ~ e d  
i 
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quantitatively to each of the power plant concepts. The process chosen used a scoring 
model. 
The scoring process begins with questionnaires filled out by the concept designers 
for each of the nuclear power plants. Each concept designer answers questions regarding 
the projected success of the concept with respect to a set of performance goals. The 
questions asked allowed the designers to select the range of success in the area in 
question and the potential peak or most likely degree of success. In this study, seven bins 
(or discrete scores) comprised the entire range from which a score could be selected, with 
bin one being the lowest score and bin seven the highest. 
The Generation IV program assigned probability mass functions based upon the 
range and peak selected by the designers for each question. For example, if a concept 
designer selected bins 3,4, and 5 with a peak selected at 4 for a specific question, then the 
Generation IV might assign a probability mass function of 0.2 for bin 3,0.6 for bin 4 and 
0.2 for bin 5. This same process was followed for each of the questions. Each of the 
questions fit into one of three major sub-goals. Weightings (with values unknown by the 
concept designers) were assigned to each of the specific questions allowing probability 
mass functions to be calculated for each of the three major goals. Weighting were also 
assigned to each of the three major sub-goals allowing an overall probability mass 
function to be calculated for each of the nuclear power plant concepts. 
1.2.2 Reasons for utilization of data from the robot design contest 
Potential problems with the above process exist. First, the work conducted by the 
Generation IV program was purely hypothetical (i.e., none of the nuclear power plant 
concepts has actually been built). Secondly, because none of the power plants was built, 
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this means that none could be c o m p ~ d  operatiunally a~ainst their cunce~t desi~er’s 
p r u ~ ~ ~ u n s  of success (as shuwn in the ~ r o b a b i l i ~  mass ~nct ions  created via the 
~ues t ionn~re~ .  Third,  cause the cuncept designe~ them~elves criti~ued their own 
design, inherent bias exists, This is obvious due to the fact that research and 
develupment muney, ful lu~ed by the likely prospect of c o n s ~ ~ ~ u n  of the power plant 
wuuld be the prize for the victo~ous ~ o n ~ e p t .  ~ u ~ h ~  multiple uperatiunal c u m ~ ~ s o n s  
wou~d give a better idea of the uvera~l uperatiuna~ capability uf any one ~ower  plant. 
This process outlined in the steps above is nut ~easib~e in the cuntext of p~spective 
nuclear power plants because of the prohibitive cost invulved. Other ~utential problems 
than those listed above ~ ~ h t  also exis , 
The ~ r u s ~ ~ t  of using the ~ o b i l e  ~utonomous ~ystems ~ b ~ ~ t u ~  fur this 
research is excitin~ fur all of the reasons that the nuclear power plant data are nut. First, 
multi~le robut d e s i ~ s  with the same end ~ u i r e m e n t s  were a c ~ a l l y  built- Second, 
because the robots were built, they could be tested and cum~ared aga~nst the initial 
pru~ections of success by each rub& design team. Third, ~ro~ections of s ~ ~ c e s s  were nut 
unly made by the in~vidual cuncept des i~ers ,  but also by their peers @e., c o m ~ e ~ t o r s ~ ~  
alluwing for a much less biased evaluatiun. In additiun, nune uf the c u ~ ~ e t i t u r s  had 
a n ~ ~ i n g  to ain m u n e t ~ l y  from any p ~ j c u l a r  e v d ~ a ~ i o ~   ens^^^ a less biased 
eval~at~un by all parties. ~ u u ~ h ,  three c o ~ ~ e t j t i v e  events o c c ~ ~ e d  in the cuu~se of the 
robot mat&hes (i.e., two e ~ h i b ~ t ~ u n  matches folluwed by the c u m p e ~ t ~ u n ~  a l l u ~ i n ~  fur a 
more exact a s ~ e s s ~ e n t  of the overdl ~a~abi l i ty  of my one rubut design. 
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Chapter 2 
Rules of the robot contest 
2.1 The playing field 
The playing field used in exhibition 1 is shown in Figure 1. The playing fields 
used in exhibition 2 and in the competition were similar to that shown in Figure 1. The 
robot teams did not know the shape or size of the playing field prior to any of the three 
events. The characteristics of the playing field that were known were the following: 
either six or 12 inch tall white walls with a blue stripe at the top, green floors, red targets, 
and yellow scoring areas. The fact that the size and shape of the playing field were 
unknown prior to an event required that the robots be able to respond dynamically to their 
sensor data [ 31. 
Figure 1: Playing field for exhibition 1 [ 31 
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2.2 Huw ~u~~~~ w ~ r ~  a ~ a r ~ ~ ~  
In the contests? four ~ n u t e s  were e lowed €or each robot in the ~ l a ~ n g  field,
~umerous coring € a c t o ~  were used. See Table 1 below for a complete descrip~on o€ 
the v ~ o u s  scoring € a c t o ~  31. 
~ e t u ~ s  to home prior to end of round I 1 
~ o ~ e s  after four m~nutes -4 
~ 
The first ~oin ts  that were awarded in all cases were for app~oach~ng a  target^ a 
small red can, and s i~a l ing .  ~igna~ing meant that the robot ~ c o ~ z e d  the target and 
mide some visible  splay to that effect. S i ~ ~ i n g  would have been any reco~izable 
a&tion such as s ~ i n n i ~ g ,  ~ ~ a y i n g  music, m ~ n g  a noise such as a whist~e, r ~ s i n g  a flag, 
etc. One point was awarded for each target that was approached and €or whi&h a signal 
was a~complished [ 31, 
After s i~a l ing ,  the robot grasped the target* w h e t h ~ ~  that meant physi&ally 
atta&hing the target to the robot by means of a magneti& arm,  as ping with pincers, 
~agg ing  as the robot ~ o v e d  over a target, or s ~ m p l ~  c ~ n ~  the target inside or on top 
of the robot. ~ ~ n g  the target to a y e l l o ~  scoring area or to home was essentia~ to 
s&o~ng  the next set of points~ ~ r a n s ~ o ~ ~ ~ g  the target tu within eight inches of a y e l l o ~  




three points for each target left at the yellow scoring area. Five points, however, were 
awarded if the robot instead transferred a target to home. Home was the location used as 
the starting point for each of the competing robots at the start of the four-minute playing 
time [ 31. 
Two final means existed by which points were awardeddeducted. These were 
either returning home prior to the end of the allotted four minutes (for which one point 
was awarded) or continuing to move after the four minutes have passed (for which one 
point was deducted as a penalty) [ 31. 
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Chapter 3 
The ~uestions were ~ v i d ~  into three groups called goals. The three goals were 
l a ~ l e d  as c o n ~ o ~ ,  contro~score, and score The n ~ e s  of the thee goals are i~~ustrative 
of the content of the ~uestions with~n the goal grouping. This mean§ that the control 
group eont~ns  ~uestions ~ g a r ~ n g  robot contro~; the ~ontro~score goup c o n ~ n s  
~ u e s ~ o n s ,  which demonstrate a comb~nation of robot contro~ as well as sco~ng ability; 
and ~nal ly  the score group inc~udes ~~es t ions ,  which §peci~ca~ly look at the s c o ~ n ~  
capabilit~ of the robots. The c o n ~ o ~ § c o r ~  group, also, was broken into two subgruups 
called ~ a ~ g o ~  1 and c a t e ~ o ~  2 which ~~~us t ra te  c a ~ a b i ~ i ~ e s  relati~g to targets and 
s c o ~ n ~  re§p~tive~y- 
In the first and second exhi~it~on matches, 17 q~estions were used to project the 
future success of each of the t e ~ s  in the e x h ~ ~ i ~ o n s  ~Appendjx A). The ev~uations 
provided by the p ~ i ~ i ~ a t i n g  teams are found in ~ p ~ e ~ d i x  B and C for Exhibitiun§ 1 and 
2, r e s p ~ t i v e ~ ~ .  The ~ u e s t i ~ n n ~ r e  for the com~etitiun match &e., the match fol~owin~ 
the secund exhibition mat~h) i n ~ ~ ~ d e d  two  addition^ ~ u ~ s ~ i o n s  ~ u ~ b e r  4: obot's arrival 
at targets and numbers 18-23 ~ h i c h  ask for the ~ru~ected ~uccess r a n ~ n ~  of each of the 
p ~ i ~ i ~ a t i n ~  tea~s) .  The q ~ e ~ ~ i o n n ~ r e  for the competition match alsu deleted ~ ~ e ~ t i o n  
number 3 from the 1'' and Znd e x h i ~ i ~ o n  match ques~onn~re  because none of the robots 
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damaged the playing surface in any noticeable way (i.e., this question did not 
discriminate between the robots). See Appendix D for the Competition questionnaire. 
c 
I 
3.2 Data tabulated from results of Exhibitions and Competition 
Additionally, William Hardman, who observed each of the exhibitions and the 
competition, tabulated results. The results were tabulated by William Hardman’s 
completion of one questionnaire for each of the participating teams during each of the 
three events. The difference (as compared to the questionnaires filled out by the teams 
prior to the three events) in this case was that the result for a specific question was 
assigned to only one bin, not a range of bins. The proceeding was accurate because these 
results were discrete physical outcomes, not projections of future success. This means 
that one bin in each question was assigned a value of unity (i.e., the one bin which best 
indicated the success/failure of the team to meet the performance requirement of that 
question). 
1 
See Appendix E for the evaluations provided by the participating teams prior to the 
Competition. 
Each team participating (i.e., six teams participated and four teams did not) in this 
project completed a questionnaire for itself and each of the other participating teams by 
defining a range between 1 and 10 over which the robot in question could be expected to 
perform in each of the questions asked. Some exceptions to this are the following: team 
2 had questionnaires filled out regarding its projected success but did not, itself, fill out 
questionnaires; team 6 filled out questionnaires for the 2nd exhibition and the competition 
but did not complete any questionnaires for the lSt exhibition. 
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Each ~uestion was weighted as p~viously ~scussed in ~ h a ~ t e r  4. Each of the 
~ u e s ~ o n s  f o ~ e d  a part of a goup (con~ol, contrul and score, and  score^ of ~uestions~ 
with each goup's total ~ e i g h ~ n g  s u ~ n g  tu unity (as pre~ously ~ s c u s s ~ ~ .  For a 
s ~ i ~ c  bin of a given ~uestion, the   eight in^ of the ~uestion is ~u~tiplied by the 
~ r o b a ~ i l i t ~  of being in the bin. For each bin, this product is s u ~ e d  for each ~ u e s ~ o n  in 
the goup. "he result is the probability of being in any bin for a given guup. Each goup 
was we i~ ted  with total we~gh~ng ~ ~ t ~ e e n  the three ~ o ~ p s  s ~ ~ n g  to unity (as is 
previously discussed~. Just as the ~~es t ions  wit~in a guup ere g educed to 
co~espon~ng group prubabi~ities of being in speei~c bins, the guups were, then, 
~ u c e d  to an overall probability of a robot team being in a s p ~ i ~ c  bin. These 
pro~abi~i~es will be called results in all uf the ensuing ~scussion. Results for 
Exhibitiuns 1 and 2 and the ~o~pe t i t i on  are discusse~ in ~ h ~ ~ t e r  5. ~ ~ i ~ c ~ ~ y ,  the 
results of ~ ~ h i ~ i ~ o n  I ,   hi bit ion 2 and the ~ o ~ p e t i t i o n  are shown in Figure 7, Figure 




How the data were weighted 
4.1 Question weighting from Exhibitions 1 and 2 
Weightings (i.e., a fraction of unity) were assigned to each of the questions within 
a group such that the sum of the weightings for a group is equal to unity. An exception is 
the control/score group with its two sub-goals (called categories 1 and 2), which each has 
weightings summing to unity. Lastly, each of the groups is assigned a weighting such 
that the sum of the group weightings is likewise equal to unity. 
At the onset of the project, the weightings described above were assigned based 
upon expectations by the Maslab staff of how the robot teams would attempt to score and 
operate, in general. These expectations were most easily quantified in the score group 
where point values were assigned to each of the means by which points could be accrued 
in the matches. The point values assigned to various activities established a natural 
ranking or weighting to each of the score group questions (i.e., highest points correspond 
to highest weighting). Points were assigned as follows: placing a target in the home area 
(5 points), placing a target in a yellow score area (3 points), performing a waypoint signal 
meaning making a noise or mechanical signal upon arriving at a target location (1 point), 
arriving home after the end of the allotted 4 minutes (1 point), and moving after the 
allowed 4 minutes (-1 point). 
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After obse~ing the first and second exhibition matches, it became clear that the 
~ o n t e s ~ t s  would attempt to take targets to the m ell ow score areas as opposed to the 
home area.  eref fore, dthough more Foints were av~lable for t a n g  a target home, this 
sco~ng m~hanism was weighted third in i m ~ o ~ ~ c e   weighting = 0.2) after Flacing 
targets in the ~ e l ~ o w  score areas   weighting = 0.4) and m a n g  a signal once arriving at a 
target or w a ~ o i n t   eightin in^ = 0.3)- The last two sco~ng  mechan~sms for arrival at 
home in less than four ~ n u t e s   weighting = 0 .0~)  or mov~ng after the allo~ed four 
~ n u t e ~  had ex~ired   weighting = 0 . ~ ~ )  were weighted only ~ n i ~ a l l y .  The c o n t ~ s ~ n t s  
all s h o ~ e d  themselves caFable u€ not e x c ~ ~ i n g  the al~owed four ~ n u t e ~  uFeration time; 
and, thus, none would be negativel~ ~ f ~ t e d  by the loss of one point for e x c ~ ~ n g  the 
allowed time. Also, none of the ~ o m ~ t i t o r s  showed any i n ~ c a t i o ~  that the goal was to 
end the matches with the robot having made its way back to home. Thus, this scoring 
mech~ism was not chosen as a sco~ng  means by any of the com~titors and became 
nun-disc~~nating and li~ewise was ~ n i m a l l y  weighted. 
The contro~score group  atego go^ 1) weightings initially were equal to 0.6 for 
&Val at targets, equal to 0.2 for detection of the targets~ and equal to 0.2 for Frocessing 
~ u i c ~ y  in de t~ t ing  targets and score areas. ~e a~sumed that having high reliabili~ in 
de t~ t ing  targets and short Frocessing times for detecting targets were essentially 
~€ferent ve~ions  of the same ~uestion and thus me~ted  the same weighting. The more 
q u i c ~ y  a robot Froces~ed the sens~r data and d e t e ~ n e d  a detection had o c c ~ e d  made 
for a much more timely signal and thus a more relia~le robot, This was true as longer 
~rocessing times meant more time between when a robot first ob t~ned  sensor data on a 
target and when it d e t e ~ n e d  that a target had been sighted which dso ~ e a n t  more of a 
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delay between first sensor data and time to signal the detection of the target. The robot’s 
arrival at the target was the most easily measured (i.e., visually observed) means by 
which the control and scoring capability of the target can be measured; and, thus, was 
given the highest weighting. 
The control/score group (category 2) weightings did not change throughout the 
project. The weightings were equal to 0.4 for getting to a yellow score area, equal to 0.3 
for detaching the target from the robot into the yellow score area, equal to 0.15 for the 
fraction of the playing field explored, equal to 0.1 for reliability in detecting the score 
area, and 0.05 for attempting to grasp a target after failing to grasp it on the first attempt. 
The weightings most representative of success of the robot in this category were assigned 
to the robot’s arrival at the yellow score area followed by the ability to detach the target 
in the score area. This preference was natural because the robot must first get to the score 
area else detaching the target became irrelevant. Percentage of playing field explored 
was not a direct link to success. However, the idea was that if more area were explored 
then the robot would be more successful; this was only true if the area was explored 
efficiently (i.e., long searches to identify targets, once near them, or random travel 
bypassing numerous targets are not desirable). Reliability in detecting the scoring areas 
was not quite as easily quantifiable a metric as actual arrival at the score areas and, 
though important, was just part of the process of arrival at a score area and must receive a 
lower weighting. The robots, with one exception, used the approach of dragging targets 
wedged in a bay beneath them, thus minimizing the importance of this question in 
discriminating between robots. 
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The control group weigh~ngs ini~ally were equal to 0.4 fur the 10 second 
requi~d computin~ and movement delay prior to the start of the 4 ~ n u t e  play period 
(allowing for fair start for all robot competito~~, equal to 0.3 €or the robot's ability to 
~ 
avoid collisions with large objects (like walls in the match  arena^^ equal to 0.2 for having 
a calibra~on time of less than 60 seconds prior to a match (is., time rquired to p rep~e  
tfie robot for the start of a match once placed in the home ~a~ and q u a l  to 0.1 for the 
abil~ty to o~erate re~iably using  at^^ power. In the first and second e ~ ~ b ~ ~ o n s  the 
robots all had ~ f ~ c u l t y  especially with the ten secund delay, collision with walls and the 
~alibra~ion time prior to the matches* At that stage of the project the robots 
automa~cally started at the push of their start ~ u ~ o n s ,  collided €requently with walls and 
often stalled follow in^ a collision, and re~uired s i ~ i ~ c a n t l y  more ~ ~ i ~ ~ t i o n  time than 
the 60 seconds  owe^ prior to a match. The weigh~ngs described above in~cate  the 
~ 
relative ~ f ~ c u l t ~  that the robuts had in each p e ~ o ~ a n c e  area, U~erating reljab~y using 
~ a t ~ e ~  power a p ~ ~ d  to be largely a non-disc~~nator  tween the robots and, thus, 
was w e ~ ~ t e d  ~ n i m a l l ~ .  





10 sec required delay 
0.3875 0.025 
damages playing surface (penalty) 
0.05 0.01 
collision with objects in path 
0.2875 0.8 
reliable operation on battery power 0.0875 0.14 
total 
Table 2: Initial and final values of the weightings for Control questions 




Sub- oal wei htin 
arrival at targets 0.6 0.6 
long processing time in detecting targets 
reliability in detecting targets 0.2 0.1 
and score areas 0.2 0.3 
total 1 1 
Table 3: Initial and final values of the weightings for Control and Scoring questions 
IControl and Scoring (goal) 
I (two categories) 
attempting to grasp target agai 
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After o b s e ~ i n ~  the final match, the competi~on, it b ~ a m e  a ~ p ~ e n t  tha  the 
~ e i g h ~ n g s  had to be revised ~ i ~ f i c a n t l ~  in the con~o l  and score groups, as s h o ~ n  in
Table 2 and Table 4, r e s~c t ive l~ ,  with only minor ~ v i s ~ o n s  being made in the 
&on~o~score  goup ( c a t e ~ o ~  I) h o ~  in Table 3. These  visions were made in order 
to re~resent more a c c ~ ~ t e l y  the i m p o ~ ~ c e  of those p e ~ o ~ a n e e  a t~bu tes  (or goals), 
~ h i & h  ~ ~ e c t e d  best the results of the com~etit~on. By the time of the com~etition, the 
robots were in the best position to exhibit al3 of the skills ~ve loped  over the & o u ~ e  of 
the project as o ~ ~ ~ s e d  to only ~ h o ~ c a s i n ~  the results of the ~ r o ~ e s s i v e  design 
e~ha~cements follo~ing the first and second exhibitions. Design and ~ r o ~ a ~ n ~  
choices that the  inni in^ cum~etiturs had made re~ected ~fferent ~ ~ o ~ t i e ~   on^ the set
of ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e  goals, and, thus,  dictate^ ~ i f f e r e ~ t   eights in forecasting ac~uratel~ the
outco~es of the compet~~ion. This meant that ~ e ~ g h t s  were adopted such that 
o b s e ~ ~ t i o n  f the a t t ~ ~ u t e s  cont~but in~  most to the competition results combined with 
the actual competition results (i.e., r a ~ ~ n ~  of c o ~ p e t i t o ~  at the conclusion of the 
c o ~ p e t ~ t i o n ~  could provide a picture closely resembl~ng the competition outcome. 
Tfie most s i ~ i f i c a ~ t  ~eighting revisions occu~ed in the score group shown in Table 
4. The rubuts placi~g highest in the eom~etition chose to take t ~ g e t s  home as opposed to 
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the yellow score areas, as was done in the first and second exhibitions. This was the 
major mechanism used by competitors to score highly in the competition. Thus, the 
weighting was changed from 0.2 to 0.65. The second major means used to score was the 
making of a signal upon arrival at a target, dictating a weighting change from 0.4 to 0.15. 
The third most important scoring method was that of taking targets to the scoring area. 
However, this was largely unused, and, thus, was weighted accordingly at 0.1 (previously 
at 0.3). The lowest weightings were assigned to arrival at home in less than four minutes 
(going to 0.07 from 0.05) which was not a competitor priority but which was slightly 
more important than moving after the four minutes allowed (0.03). None of the robots 
moved after the allowed four minutes. Thus, the question of performance in this area 
became a non-discriminator and, therefore, was weighted negligibly. 
The control group weighting revisions largely made all but one question in this 
group irrelevant as discriminators. Collision with large objects (i.e., walls) became the 
telling question within this group because robots either wasted significant time or stalled 
completely once a collision had occurred. Additionally, robots stalled occasionally 
without having collided with anything. These stalls were accounted for here also. The 
weighting for collisions and stalls was assigned a value of 0.8. (0.3 previously). Reliable 
operation using battery power, though largely non-discriminating, was discriminated 
enough in the competition to merit a weighting of 0.14 (previously 0.1). The questions 
regarding the calibration time requirement and the ten second delay prior to robot 
movement and computation proved to be non-discriminators, and were both weighted 
negligibly at 0.03 (previously 0.2 and 0.4 respectively). 
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The cun~u~score ~ o u ~  ~ c a ~ ~ u ~  I) w i ~ ~ n ~ s  were only ~ n i ~ a l l y  c ~ a n ~ e d .  
me arrival at the targets m ~ n ~ n e d  its ~recedence with a we~ghting of 0.6, but the 
~rucessing time needed to detect ~ ~ e t s  and core areas was raised &-urn 0.2 tu 0.3 tu 
account for the fact that this ~uestion inc~uded etection of nut only t ~ ~ e t s  but also score 
areas (a fact n e ~ l ~ t ~  in the first weighting a~sessment~~ ~ i ~ ~ a r l y ,  the w e i ~ ~ n g  fur 
reliabi~ity in detectiun uf  gets was ~ u w e r ~ d  from 0.2 to 0.1 in urder tu accuunt fur the 






The groups were initially assigned weightings of 0.3 for control, 0.2 for control 
and score (with 0.5 assigned to each of categories 1 and 2 as shown in Table 5),  and 0.5 
for score. In order to accurately represent the results of the competition the group 
weightings were changed to 0.1 for control, 0.3 for control and score (with 0.3 for 
category 1 and 0.7 for category 2 as shown in Table 5),  and 0.6 for score. See Table 6 for 
the initial and final group weightings. 
In the control group only one question appeared to be a real discriminator, as 
discussed previously. Furthermore, this question was not a real descriminator in points 
scored by the victorious robots; hence a weight reduction of 0.2 was merited in this group 
(from 0.3 to 0.1). 
Based on how points were scored by the robots in the competition, no different 
(from that in the first and second exhibitions) discrimination appeared to exist for the 
control and score group compared to the score group. Therefore, the dfference in 
weightings, as previously assigned, was maintained. This meant that the 0.2 weight 
reduction for the control group was assigned equally between the control and score group 
and the score group (see Table 6).  
The control and score category 1 and 2 weightings (see Table 5) should not have 
been equal given the fact that more questions are asked in category 2 than in category 1 
(5 versus 1) as well as the fact that questions were asked which discriminated more 
effectively the various levels of success displayed by the robots (compared to category 1 
questions). 
Chapter 5 
~ ~ o u g h o u t  ~ h a ~ t e r  5, the overall r a n ~ n g  will s p e c i ~  the r a n ~ n g  of the teams as 
evaluated by a s ~ ~ i ~ c  team or by the results of a match (i.e., exhibi~ons 1 or 2 or the 
~ompeti~on>. The overall r a ~ n g  in all of these cases is taken from the e x ~ t e d  value 
of the bin number for each team. The bin n u ~ b e r  in which a team is e x ~ ~ ~ t e d  to be 
found is ~a lcu la te~  using the ~ ~ u a t i o ~  bel w for e x ~ t e d  value, E(y), given a discrete 
number of bins (i.e., n = 10). 
~ u a t i o n  1: ~ x ~ e c t e ~  value (i.e., n ~ b e r  of the bin in w h i ~ ~  a team is expec~d to 
be found> i ~ e ~ a t e l y  f~llows and then is d e ~ n ~  Mow. 
The ~robability, P i , for my team, of being in each of the ten bins, respectively? (n = 10) 
has been ~ s i g ~ e d *  ~ u ~ t ~ ~ l ~ ~ g  the probability? P j of being in a bin by the bin number, 
i , and then s u ~ i ~ g  over the ten p r ~ u ~ t s  gives the e x ~ e ~ t e d  bin in which a team 
should be found. The higher the bin number? the better the team is expected to ~ e ~ o ~ ,  
and the higher r a n ~ n g  that is ac~ieved. 
Also, ~ r o u g ~ o ~ t  ~ ~ a p t e r  5, the word r a n ~ n g  m e ~ n ~  a r a n ~ n g  of ~ighest to 
Iowest ~robabilit~es of a team being in a specific bin.  erefo fore^ this r a n ~ n g  is also a 
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Table 7: Far left column indicates the team whose evaluations produced the Exhibition 1, Exhibition 
2 and Competition rankings as a function of expected bin in which a team should be found. The 
teams are ranked highest to lowest with the highest at the top and lowest at the bottom. To the right 
of the Exhibition 1, Exhibition 2 and Competition rankings are the results, in the form of team 
rankings also, for each of the respective events. 
4 1 1 6 6 6 
5 3 5 135 1 3 
6 5 3 5 5 
1 4 1  6 
I I 
Team6 I rank ****I team 
I I I I 
team 1 team I team I team 
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5.1.1 ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ u ~  1 ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~  (uf ~ ~ c c ~  made by ~ a ~ i c i ~ a i n  teruns 
In Figure 2 (on the next page) see the evaluation by team 1 of the   rob ability of 
su&&ess for the teams in e x ~ i b i ~ o n  1. Team 1 p r e ~ ~ ~ d  that the overall r an~ng ,  from 
first to last, ~ o u l d  be team 2, team 5, team 10, team 3, team 6, and ~ n a l ~ ~  team 1 (see 
Table 7). Given the ~ n u r  v ~ a ~ o n  in ~robabili~es €orall teams in either bin 1 or bin 10, 
it is a ~ ~ ~ e n ~  &at team 1 believed that dl teams had an approximately equal l~~elihood f 
being in bin 1. ~ k e ~ i s e ,  t am 1 ~ l ~ e v e d  dl teams had an approx~mate~~ q u d  
likel~~oud of being in bin 10. 
Team 1 ~redi&ted the r a n ~ n g  (i-e., first tu last) for bin number 10 ~ o ~ d  be team 
2, team 3, team 5, team 6, team 10, and €inally team 1. For bin n u m ~ r  5, team 1 
p ~ ~ ~ t e d  the r a n ~ n ~  ( a g ~ n  first to last) as team 10, team 1, team 6, team 3, team 5, and 
~nal ly  team 2. In bin num~er 1, team 1 pre~ i~ ted  the r a n ~ n g  (also first to last) as team 6, 
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Figure 2: Prior evaluation by team 1 of the probability of success for the teams in exhibition 1. 
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In Figure 3 below see the evaluation by tern 3 of the probability of sueeess for 
the teams in exhibi~un 1. Team 3 p r e ~ e t ~  that the o v e r ~ l  r a n ~ n ~ ,  from first tu last, 
wuuld be team 10, team 6, team 2, team 1, team 3, and ~ n ~ l ~  team 5(see Table 7). . 
Figure 3 shows that  team^ 10,fi, 2, and 1 were e x p ~ t e d  to do well but that teams 3 and 5 
were e x ~ e t e d  tu do poorly. 
Team 3 ~ r ~ ~ t e d  the ~~n~ @e., first tu last) fur bin number 10 would be team 
2, team 10, team 6, team 1, team 3, and ~ i n ~ l ~  team 5. Fur bin n u ~ b e r  5, team 3 
~redi&ted the r ~ ~ g  ~ a ~ ~ n  first to last) as team 1, team 2, team 10, team 6, t e a  5, and 
f i n ~ l ~  team 3. Lastly, in bin  umber I, team 3 ~ r ~ d ~ & t e d  the r a n ~ n g  (also first to last) as 
team 5, team 3, team 1, and teams 2,6,  and 10. 
0.6 2 i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
bin n~~~ 
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In Figure 4 below see the evaluation by team 5 of the probability of success for 
the teams in exhibition 1. Team 5 predicted that the overall ranking, from first to last, 
would be team 3, team 2, team 5, team 6, team 10, and finally team l(see Table 7). . As 
shown in Figure 4, Team 5 expected largely poor performance from all but team 3. 
Team 5 predicted the ranking (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 would be team 
2, team 5, team 1, team 3, team 10, and finally team 6. For bin number 5, team 5 
predicted the ranking (again first to last) as team 3, team 10, teams 2 and 5, team 6, and 
finally team 1. In bin number 1, team 5 predicted the ranking (also first to last) as team 1, 
team 6, teams 5 and 10, team 2, and lastly team 3. 
0.8 1 
C -E 0.7 
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Figure 4: Prior evaluation by team 5 of the probability of success for the teams in exhibition 1. 
Team 6 provided no evaluations for Exhibition 1.  Instead of disregarding Team 6 
evaluations for Exhibition 2 and the Competition, the Team 6 evaluations for Exhibition 
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2 were substituted fur the, non-existent, evaluatjuns for ~ x ~ b i t i u n  1 - This fact ~ n i ~ ~ e s  
the value uf team 6 evalua~uns. 
In Figure 5 below see the evaluation by team 10 of the ~rubabil~ty of success for 
the teams in exhibitiun 1. Team 10 ~ ~ ~ ~ t e d  that the overall r a n ~ n g ,  from first to last, 
wuu~d be team 6, team 2, team 3, team 10, team 5, and f i n a ~ l ~  team I(see Table 1)- . As 
s ~ u w n  in Figure 5,  team 10 ex~ected all teams to have ~udera te  success as s h u ~ n  by the 
a ~ ~ r u x i ~ a t e l y  equal ~rubabj~j t ie~  ~0.51 to 0.6) of k ing  in bin 5. 
Team 10 ~redjcted the r a n ~ n g  (i.e., first to last) fur bin n u ~ b e r  10 ~ u u ~ d  be 
team 3, team 6, team 2, team 10, and fin all^ teams 1 and 5. Fur bin n~mber  5, team 10 
~ r e ~ c t e d  the r a n ~ n g  ~ a g ~ n  first to last) as team 10, teams 3 and 5, team 2, team 1, and 
~nal ly  team 6. In bin n ~ ~ b e ~  1, team 10 ~ ~ ~ ~ t e d  the r a n ~ n g  (also first to last) as team 
10, team 5, team 1, and lastly teams 2,3 and 6. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 
bin ~~~~ 
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5.1.2 Results of exhibition 1 
The only importance assigned to Figure 6 below is the fact that none of the 
participating teams was prepared to have its robots take part in exhibition 1. This means 
that scores of one (i.e., the lowest score) were officially assigned to each of the 
participating teams. Each of the participating teams was, however very close to being 
prepared for exhibition 1, a fact that is useful in the description for Figure 7. Note that 
although it appears in Figure 6 that only team 2 participated in exhibition 1 the one line 
of the plot applies to all 6 participating teams. 
I) I) I) I I) I) I I) 
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 1  - 1 1 1 -  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
bin number 
- -CTeam 1 
- -CTeam 2 
+Team 6 
&Team 10 
Figure 6: Exhibition 1 results (participating teams). The one line of the plot applies to all 6 
participating teams and merely indicates that the participating teams were not prepared for 
Exhibition 1. 
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Note in Figure 7 beluw the results for exhibitio~ 1 from the teams not 
~ a ~ i c j ~ a t i n ~  in our pro~ect are ~ l o ~ e ~ .  This is done becau§e none of the ~ ~ i c i ~ a t j n g  
teams have §core§ that are useful for the ~ a y e ~ i a n  ~ ~ r ~ a c ~  to ~ r o j ~ ~ n ~  the §ucces§ of 
the robots in §ucce§~ive vents, whjc~ is ~ s c ~ s s e d  in ~ ~ a ~ t e r  6. ~herefure, an initial 
result for all of the ~ ~ i c i ~ a t i n g  e ~ s  was taken as the avera~e fin each bin) of the non- 
~ ~ c i ~ a t ~ n ~  team results such that a useful s t ~ i n g  point for f ~ ~ e r  ~rojec~ons could be 
bad. These bjn-wj§e a v e ~ a ~ ~ s  were taken to be the evi~ence o b ~ n e d  from tests of the 
likely ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e  of a ~ ~ ~ a l  team that w s able to get its robot w o r ~ n ~ .  Use of this 
~vidence ~ ~ t §  ~ a ~ e § i a n  ~ r o ~ ~ t i o ~ §  of t e ~ - s ~ e c ~ ~ c  ~ e ~ o ~ ~ c e  for ex jbition 2 and 
€or the c u ~ ~ e t ~ ~ o ~  evaluatiun§ to be closer to reality than if scores of unity in bin ## 1, as 




P g 0.2 
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I 
Figure 8 below graphically illustrates the assumed values of the results for each of 
the participating teams. These values (bin-wise averages of the non-participating teams 
results for Exhibition 1, see Figure 7) were assumed since the participating teams were 


























Figure 8: Assumed Exhibition 1 results for each of the participating teams. These results are the bin- 
wise averages of the data presented in Figure 7. 
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5.1.3 A general ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~  of f d t s  uf the rubots in ~ ~ i b i ~ u ~  1 f u ~ ~ s .
~ a n u a l  starts of robots were r e ~ u i r ~ .  A manual start means? simpl~? that a 
b u ~ o n  is  push^ and the robot begins c o m ~ u ~ n g  a n ~ o r  movin~ i ~ e ~ a t e l y  after the 
start b u ~ o n  is depressed (i.e.,  second delay not met as ~scussed  low). 
~ o s t  robots began moving or c o m p u t i ~ ~  prior to the r~~~ 1~-second elay at 
tfie beg~nning of the event. Tfie ~ ~ - s ~ o n d  delay is meant to ensure that the robots would 
begin the event at exact~y the same time, demonst~ t in~  control o€ the robot. 
The rubots spent ~onsiderable time s c a n ~ i ~ g  for targets. Once a target was 
approached  man^ robots were still unable to signal by a noise or m~hanical action that 
the robot is within four inches of the target. 
Most sen so^ (e.g., ultrasound or infrared range ~ n d e ~ )  were not operational. For 
most robots v~sion was the only sensor as o€ yet at their ~sposal* This made it ~ossible 
to detect the targets but impossible to stup ~ ~ a u s e  only the code €or target ~ t ~ t i o n  and 
move~ent toward the det~cted t ~ g e t ,  not what to do once target was approa&hed? was 
wri~en at this p u i ~ t ~  and signal; hence robots just drove t ~ o u g h  the targets without 
s tupp~n~.  Once the robot drove over the target it lost sight of the target and began 
l o o ~ n ~  for other targets. 
5,2,1 ~ x ~ ~ ~ i ~ i u n  2 ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ s  (of s u ~ ~ ~ s s ~  made by ~ a ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ a t ~ ~ ~  team  
In Figure 9 (next page) see the ev~uation by tern 1 of the probabilit~ of su&&ess 
for the teams in e x h i b ~ t ~ ~ n  2. Tern 1 predi&ted that the overall r an~ng ,  from first to last, 
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would be team 1, team 3, team 6, team 10, team 5, and finally team 2 (see Table 7). This 
prediction was accurate for two teams, teams 3 and 5. Teams 5 and 2 were expected to 
perform poorly; teams 6 and 10 were expected to be about average performers; while 
teams 1 and 3 were expected to be good performers. 
Team 1 predicted the ranking (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 would be team 
1, team 3, team 10, team 5, team 6, and finally team 2. For bin number 5, team 1 
predicted the ranking (again first to last) as team 2, team 6, team 1, team 10, team 3, and 
finally team 5. In bin number 1, team 1 predicted the ranking (also first to last) as team 
10, team 3, team 5, team 6, team 2, and lastly team 1. 
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Figure 9: Evaluation by team 1 of the probability of success for the teams in exhibition 2. 
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In Figure 10 klow see the ~va lua t io~  by team 3 of the ~ r o b a b j l i ~  of success for 
the teams in exhibi~ion 2, Team 3 ~redicted that the overall r ~ ~ ~ g ,  from first to last, 
~ o u l d  be team 10, team 2, team 6, team 1, team 5, and f ~ n a l ~ ~  team ?(see Table 7). Team 
3 was accurate on two teams  teams 10 and 5). Team 3 expects poor p e ~ o ~ a n c e  from 
team 3; ave~age ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e  from t ams 1, 5, and 6; and good ~ ~ o ~ a n c e  from teams 2 
and 10. 
Team 3 pred~cted the r a n ~ n g  (Le., first to last) €or bin n ~ b e r  10 would be team 
10, team 2, teams 1,5 and 6, and f i n a ~ ~ ~  team 3. For bin number 5, team 3 ~ ~ e ~ c t e d  the 
 ran^^^ ( a ~ ~ n  first to last) as team 6, team 5, team 1, team 3, tern 2, and € l n ~ ~ ~  team 10. 
In bin n ~ m ~ e ~  1, team 3 ~ r e ~ c ~ d  the r ~ ~ g  (also first to last) as team 3, team 1, and 
teams 2,5,6, and 10. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 







Figure 10: ~ ~ a ~ ~ a t i o n  by team 3 of the ~ r o b a b ~ ~ t ~  of success for the teams in e x ~ i b i ~ ~ o n  2. 
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In Figure 11 below see the evaluation by team 5 of the probability of success for 
the teams in exhibition 2. Team 5 predicted that the overall ranking, from first to last, 
would be team 3, team 2, team 1, team 10, team 6, and finally team 5(see Table 7). This 
prediction was accurate only for team 5. Team 5 predicted poor performance from team 
5;  average performance from teams 1,2,6,  and 10; and good performance from team 3. 
Team 5 predicted the ranlung (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 would be team 
3, team 5, team 2, team 1, team 6, and finally team 10. For bin number 5, team 5 
predicted the ranking (again first to last) as team 1, team 2, team 10, team 6, team 3, and 
finally team 5. In bin number 1, team 5 predicted the ranking (also first to last) as team 5,  
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Figure 11: Evaluation by team 5 of the probability of success for the teams in exhibition 2. 
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In Figure 12  low see the evaluation by team 6 of the probability of su&&ess for 
the teams in e x ~ ~ b i ~ o n  2. Team 6 ~ r e ~ ~ t e d  that the overall r a n ~ n g ?  €rum first to last, 
would be team 5, team 1, team 3, team 2, team 6, and € in~ly  team 10 (see Table 1). 
Team 6 was a&&urate on none of these ~re~&tions.  Team 6 pre~ctions were s o m e ~ ~ a t  
in&onsistent: team 10 poor or good; team 5 poor, average or good; team 3 poor or good; 
teams 2 and 6 about avera~e? team 1 good. 
Team 6 p r e ~ & t ~ d  he r a n ~ n g  (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 ~ o u l d  be team 
5, team 10, team 1, team 3, team 6, and finally team 2. For bin number 5, team 6 
predi&~d the r an~ng  ( a g ~ n  first to last) as team 1, team 6, team 2, team 5, team 3, and 
f i n ~ l y  team 10. In bin n u m ~ r  1, team 6 predi&ted the ~ n ~ n ~  (also first to last) as team 
10, team 5, team 3, team 2, team 6, and lastly team 1. 
f 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





Figure 12: E ~ ~ ~ u a t i ~ ~  by team 6 of the ~robabi~ity of ~ ~ c e ~  for the teams in exh~bitio~ 2. 
In Figure 13 below see the evaluation by team 10 of the probability of success for 
the teams in exhibition 2. Team 10 predicted that the overall ranking, from first to last, 
would be team 2, team 10, team 3, team 5, team 1, and finally team 6 (see Table 7). 
Team 10 was accurate on one team (team 1). Team 10 predicted poor performance from 
teams 1 ,3 ,5 ,6  and 10 and good performance from team 2. 
Team 10 predicted the ranking (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 would be 
team 10, team 3, team 5, team 2, team 1, and finally team 6. For bin number 5, team 10 
predicted the ranking (again first to last) as team 2, team 6, team 5, team 1, team 10, and 
finally team 3. In bin number 1, team 10 predicted the ranking (also first to last) as team 
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Figure 13: Evaluation by team 10 of the probability of success for the teams in exhibition 2. 
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In Figure I4 below see the results for the teams in exhi~i~on 2, The overall 
r ~ ~ ~ n g ,  from first to last, was t e r n  10, team 3, team 2, team 6, and teams I and 5 (see 
Table 7). The results show poor p e ~ o ~ ~ ~ e  for teams 1,2,6, and 5;  s l i g ~ ~ y  better than 
pour ~ ~ u ~ ~ n ~ e  for team 3; and still s l i ~ t l ~  better p e ~ o ~ a n ~ e  from t am 10. 
~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ n g ?  poor results were seen from all teams. 
The results r a n ~ n g  (is., first to last) for bin n u ~ b e r  10 was teams 2 and 10, 
teams 3 and 6, and terns 1 and 5. Fur bin n u ~ b e r  5, the r ~ ~ n g  ( a g ~ nfirst to last)  as 
team 3, team 2, t e r n  6, and terns 1,5, and 10. In bin n u ~ b e r  1, the r ~ ~ n g  (also first to 
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5.2.3 A general description of faults of the robots in Exhibition 2 follows. The 
robots in Exhibition 2 were still ramping up to attaining the final capabilities that 
will be exhibited in the Competition. 
The robots were not moving for a long time after start of the four-minute contest 
period. Worse, the robots often moved only minimally from the home position (i.e., 
starting point) and then stalled requiring a restart of the robot’s computer. 
The robots still spent considerable time scanning for targets. Upon arrival at a 
target, some robots were still not signaling. Additionally, some robots did not pick up 
the targets but, rather, spun them endlessly instead. What targets were picked up were 
not readily detached in scoring areas. 
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53.1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ j u n  ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ j u ~ ~  (uf s u ~ e s s ~  made by ~ a ~ i ~ j ~ a ~ j ~ ~  teams 
In Figure 15 beluw see the evaluation by team 1 of tfie ~robabilit~ u€ success fur 
tfie teams in the co~petitiun. Team 1 pre~cted that the overall ~ ~ ~ n ~ ,  from first to last, 
would be tern 5, team 10, team 3, team 6, team 2, and ~ n a l l ~  team I (see Table 7). 
Team 1 was accur~te on two teams (teams 6 and 10). Team 1 ~ r e ~ c t e d  poor 
~ ~ u ~ a n ~ e  from teams I and 2 and good ~ ~ o ~ ~ n c e  from teams 1,5,6md 10. 
Team 1 ~ r e ~ c t e d  the r ~ ~ n ~  @., first to last) for bin  umber 10 would be team 
10, team 3, team 6, team 1, team 5 ,  and f i n d l ~  team 2. Fur bin n ~ ~ r  5, team 1 
p ~ e t e d  the ~~n~ ( a ~ ~ n  first to last) as team 2, team 5, team 3, team 6, team 10, and 
~n~~~ team 1. fn bin  umber 1, team 1 ~redi~ted the r~~~ (dso first tu last) as team 1, 
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Figure 15: ~ v ~ u a t ~ o n  by team 1 of the ~ r o b ~ b j 1 ~ ~ ~  of success for teams in the c o ~ ~ ~ t j t j o n .  
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In Figure 16 below see the evaluation by team 3 of the probability of success for 
the teams in the competition. Team 3 predicted that the overall ranking, from first to last, 
would be team 3, team 10, team 2, team 6, team 1, and finally team 5 (see Table 7). 
Team 3 was accurate on two teams (6 and 10). Team 3 expected poor performance from 
team 5; below average performance from teams 1,2, and 6; average performance from 
team 10; and good performance from team 3. 
Team 3 predicted the ranking (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 would be team 
3, team 10, team 2, teams 1 and 5, and finally team 6. For bin number 5, team 3 
predicted the ranking (again first to last) as team 6, team 1, team 2, team 3, team 10, and 
finally team 5. In bin number 1, team 3 predicted the ranking (also first to last) as team 5, 
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Figure 16: Evaluation by team 3 of the probability of success for teams in the competition. 
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fn Figure 11 beluw see the evd~atiun by team 5 of the p r u b a ~ i l i ~  of succ~ss fur 
the teams in the &umpe~~un .  Team 5 pre~&ted that the overall r ~ ~ n g ,  from first to last, 
would be team 10? team 1, team 3, team 6, team 2, and f i n ~ ~ l y  team 5 (see Table '7). 
Team 5 was a c c ~ ~ t e  on one team  team 6). Team 5 p r e ~ c ~ u n s  were sumewhat 
~ n ~ o ~ s i § t e n t ~  am 1 pour or good, team 6 pour or guod, team 2 pour, team 5 poor, team 3 
average, and team 10 good, 
Team 5 p r e ~ ~ ~  the r a n ~ n g  (Lea, first tu last) fur bin number 10 would be team 
10, team 6, team 1, team 3, team 2, and f i n d l ~  team 5. Fur bin n~mber 5,  team 5 
~ r e d ~ ~ t e d  th   ran^^^  again first to last) as team 3, team 6, team 5, team 2, team 1, and 
fi~ally team 10. fn bin n u m ~ r  1, team 5 pre~&ted the ~ n g  (dsu first tu last) as team 
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In Figure 18 below see the evaluation by team 6 of the probability of success for 
the teams in the competition. Team 6 predicted that the overall ranlung, from first to last, 
would be team 10, team 1, team 3, team 6, team 2, and finally team 5 (see Table 7). 
Team 6 was accurate for two teams (teams 5 and 6). Team 6 predictions were somewhat 
inconsistent: team 2 poor or good, team 6 poor or good, team 10 poor or good, team 5 
poor, team 3 average, and team 1 average. 
Team 6 predicted the ranking (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 would be team 
6, team 10, team 2, team 3, team 1, and finally team 5. For bin number 5 ,  team 6 
predicted the ranking (again first to last) as team 1, team 6, team 5 ,  team 3, team 2, and 
finally team 10. In bin number 1, team 6 predicted the ranking (also first to last) as team 
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Figure 18: Evaluation by team 6 of the probability of success for teams in the competition. 
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In Figure 19 beluw see the e v ~ u a ~ u n  by team 10 of the prubability of S U C G ~ S ~  for 
the teams in the Com~etition. Team 10 predi~ted that the overall r an~ng ,  €rum first to 
last, wuuld be team 10, team 2, team 3, team 6, team 5, and f i n a ~ ~ ~  team 1 (see Table 1). 
Team 10 was a ~ ~ ~ ~ t e  un one team (t am 6)- Team 10 p ~ ~ C t e d  pour p e ~ u ~ ~ c e  fur 
team 1, pour p e ~ u ~ a n ~ e  fur team 5, average p e ~ u ~ ~ ~ e  fur team 3, av rage 
~ e ~ u ~ a n ~ e  fur team 6, good p e ~ u ~ a n ~ e  fur team 10, and guod ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ e  by team 
2. 
Team 10 pre~Cted the r a n ~ n g  @e., first to last) for bin  umber 10 would be 
team 10, team 2, team 3, and teams 1, 5, and 6. Fur bin  umber 5, team 10 p ~ ~ ~ t e d  the 
~~n~ ( a ~ ~ n  first tu last) as team 6, team 3, team 1, team 2, team 5, and ~ n ~ l ~  team 10. 
In bin number 1, team 10 p ~ ~ ~ t e d  the r a n ~ n g  (also first to last) as team 1, team 10, 




























Figure 19: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a t ~ ~ n  by team 10 of the ~ r o b a b i ~ i ~  of successfor team in the co~pet~tion. 
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5.3.2 Results of competition 
In Figure 20 (shown on the next page) see the results for the teams in the 
competition. The overall ranking, from first to last, was team 2, team 10, team 1, team 6, 
team 3, and finally team 5. The results indicate that teams 3, 5 and 6 performed poorly, 
that team 1 was an average performer, and that teams 2 and 10 were good-to-excellent 
performers. 
The ranking (i.e., first to last) for bin number 10 was team 2, team 10, team 1, 
team 5, and teams 3 and 6. Note in Table 8 (shown on the next page) that the actual 
ranking by points scored in the Competition is shown as team 10, team 2, team 1, teams 5 
and 6, and team 3 indicating some error in the weighting scheme (discussed in chapter 4) 
used to predict outcomes of events as well as display results of events. For bin number 5, 
the ranking (again first to last) was team 10, team 1, teams 3 and 6, team 2, and team 5. 
In bin number 1, the ranking (also first to last) was team 5, team 3, team 6, team 2, and 
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5.3.3 A general description of faults of the robots in the Competition follows. 
Some robots still exhibited difficulty in signaling the arrival at a target. Others, 
however, readily lifted a mechanical arm, played some music or made a whistle. 
False signals occurred (i.e., signaling without being near a target). 
Some robots stalled in a corner, at a wall, at scoring areas or at home. Some 
robots even stalled without having left home. 
Numerous difficulties were exhibited in dealing with targets either in aspects of 
detection or of control. Some robots drove past or over targets or past score areas. Other 
robots pushed targets to score areas only to then push them out of those same score areas. 
Still other robots were able to collect numerous targets but were then unable to transport 
them to score areas. 
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Chapter 6 
~ a ~ ~ s i a n  a ~ ~ r o a ~ ~  t  ~ r o j ~ ~ t ~ n ~  s ~ ~ ~ ~ s s  of robots in s ~ ~ ~ ~ s s i ~ ~  
~~~n~ 
The vdue of Bayes’ ~ e o r e m  lies in the a ~ i ~ i t y  to p ~ d i c t  the success of future 
events, in our case robot ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e ,  in suece§§ive events. The ~ u i r e m e n t s  tu use 
i 
Bayes’ the ore^ are an initial data set predi~ting the su~cess of the robots, in our case, 4 
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and the results of that event (Le., ~ ~ d e n c e ) .  The ~ ~ c i ~ a t i n ~  teams pruvided the 
predic~uns of s~ccess for each of the ~ ~ i c i p a t i n g  teams by w a ~  of the ~ u e s ~ u n ~ ~ ~ s  
( i s ,  evaluation§ ~ r o j ~ t i n g  the §ucce§s of the teams in ~ x ~ b i ~ o n  1). The results of 
~xhibi t~on 1 (and the §ubse~uent events~ were com~iled by ~ i ~ ~ i ~  ~ a r ~ a n  and are 
desc~bed in detail in ~ e ~ t i ~ ~  3.2. 
The two data sets just ~ e s c ~ ~ e d  ( p r e ~ c ~ o ~ s  of xhibi~ion 1 and the results of 
~ x h i b i ~ o n  1) can then be com~ined, using Bayed ~ h e ~ r e m  in producing the Baye§ian- 
u~dated  diction for the next event ~xhibit iun 2). This Baye§ian-u~ated ~redi&tiun 
fur ~xhibition 2 can then be combined with the results, or evidence, from ~ x h i b i ~ o n  2, 
by using Bayes’ Theorem for the second time to produce the Bayesi~-updated p r ~ c t ~ o n  
for the next event (i.e., the competition). The point is simple; the uutput u€ the first use o€ 
Bayes’ Theorem ~rovides input for the su~se~uent  use of the theorem  provide^ new 
evidence exists, If new evidence exists, then the second use of Bayes’ T ~ e o r e ~  can 
occur and p r u v ~ d ~  a p r e ~ ~ t i o n  f the next event. This process can be repeated as lung as 
a d ~ t i u n ~  events occur and provide new evidence? each time. 
6.1 Description of the Bayesian method 
Bayes’ Theorem (equation 2) is that which immediately follows with individual 
parts of the equations defined subsequently. 
Equation 2: Bayes’ Theorem [ 41 
P(E.0  = Bi)P(Q = Bi) 
c P(E.B = ,;,P(, = Bi) P(B = q , E )  = n 
i =  1 
P(E, Q = oi) is the likelihood of experimental outcome E if 
B = oi (conditional probability) 
P( B = oi) the prior probability of Q = oi that is prior to the B~ 
availability of the experimental information E 
P( B = Bi, E )  the posterior probability of Q = oi that is, the probabili!y 
that has been revised in light of experimental outcome E 
Equation 2, or Bayes’ Theorem, allows for consistent revision of performance 
expectations as new evidence becomes available that is relevant to the success of the 
robots in subsequent events. The prior probability described above is the evaluating (i.e., 
our participating) team’s predictions of success (obtained from the questionnaires) for 
each of the participating teams for Exhibition 1. Given the prior probability and the 
results of the robot teams in Exhibition 1 (i.e., the actual evidence of the robots’ 
performance), a Bayesian-updated prediction of success (i.e., the posterior probability) 
for Exhibition 2 is obtained using equation 1. Of note here is the fact that the average of 
the four non-participating teams results was used as the results, or evidence, for each of 
the participating teams as the participating teams were of similar capability though not 
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quite prep~ed to p ~ i c ~ ~ a t e  in E x ~ b i ~ o n  1 Note dso, that the results of the robots’ 
~ ~ o ~ a n c e ,  or e v i ~ n c e ,  co~elates with the con~tional probability in flayes’ ~ e o r e m .  
The above means that a posterior probabi~ity is obt~ned  for each ~ s ~ b u t i o n  obtained 
%om the other t e ~ s ~  Of c o ~ s e ’  this means that the sum of the pro~abilities of dl ten 
bins, fur any one team, re~ains  equal to unity. 
Bayes’ ~ h e o ~ m  is used a second time tu o b ~ n  a new ~osterior dis~bution based 
upon the t e a m - s ~ ~ i ~ c  results of ~ x h i b i ~ o n  2. The new posterior dist~bution is an 
~ndication of the p r u ~ ~ t e d  success of the robots in the ~ u ~ ~ t i t i o n  (is.* the next event). 
This requires that the poste~or p r u b a b ~ ~ ~ t ~  (the ~ayesi~-updated prediction of success 
for  hib bit ion 2) ob t~ned  above becu~es the prior probabilit~ for this next use of Bayes’ 
~ e u r e ~ .  That is, to obtain the ~ u ~ e n t  Bayesian- dated prediction of success in future 
events (i-e., the cum petition^, the c ~ c u ~ ~ t e d  probability ~ a y e s i ~ - u p d a ~ e d  pr diction of 
~uccess for Exhi~~tion 2) of success for the p~v ious  event must itself be u p ~ t e d *  which 
is one w a ~  of l o o ~ n g  at what Bayes’ Theorem accump~ishes. 
Therefo~, in using Bayes’ the ore^ a second time we take the n e ~  prior 
probabili~~ust described in con~unct~on with the results from ~xhib~tiun 2 ( i ~ . ~  the 
e v i ~ e ~ c e  of tfie robots’ p e ~ u ~ ~ ~ e ~  to u b t ~ n  the ~ u s e ~ u r  prub~~i~i ty ,  applicab~e before 
the ~ o ~ ~ e ~ i t i u n .  The p o s t ~ ~ o r  p r u ~ a b i ~ i t ~  re~ev~nt  to the ~ o ~ ~ e t ~ ~ o n  is he ~ayesian- 
u~dated ~ ~ ~ i c t i u n  uf success for the ~om~e t i t i un  ~ t ~ n e ~  by the same method as the 
puste~ur ~ r u ~ ~ ~ i ~ i t ~  fur Exhi~ t i~n  2. 
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6.2 Error Calculation 
Once Bayesian-updated predictions of success have been calculated for 
Exhibition 2 and the Competition, respectively, the next step in our analysis is to 
calculate root mean square errors (RMS) concerning these predictions of success and the 
actual results of the two events. The root mean squared error is obtained as shown in 
Equation 3. below. 
Equation 3: Root Mean Squared Error (RMS) [ 51 
RMS= - 1 (y . -$ . )  = - 1 e.  
J i n  "i J ' "  "i ," 
In this analysis we take the sum of the difference squared between the actual 
results ( 'i above) and the predicted results, 'i, then divide by the total number of terms, 
n (i.e., 10, corresponding to 10 bins), and finally take the square root in order to obtain 
the RMS. 
Of value are two calculations of the RMS: that of the Bayesian predicted results 
and actual results and that of the team projections of success and actual results (both 
calculations done for Exhibition 2 and the Competition). These calculations can then be 
compared to those in the paragraph above to determine whether Bayesian updating more 
closely approximated the actual results or if the teams were able to predict more 
effectively the actual results. The method with the lower RMS indicates that that method 
has, in fact, predicted more effectively the actual results. 
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d.2J KM.S error fur ~ ~ j ~ j ~ j ~ n  2 
Tfie upper half of Table 9 and Figure 21 (on the next page) provide a tabulatio~ of 
average RMS error and a ~ a ~ h i c a l  re~resentation of RMS error ~etween actual results 
and ~ a y e s i a ~  p ~ e c t i o ~ s  f r Exhi~ition 2, respectiyely. The tab~lated ata in Table 9 are 
a sum of the RMS errors as well as the aye~ge RMS error for all of the teams evaluat~ 
by teams I,?, 5,6 and 10 (i.e,, teams I,?, 5,6 and 10 each evaluated teams 1,2,3,5,6 
1 t 
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and 10). An RMS error was d e t e ~ n e d  for each of the 6 ~~s  evaluate^ this was done 
for each of the 5 e v ~ u a ~ n g  teams (is., a total of 30 calcula~o~s). An avera~e RMS 
error, for each ~ v a l u a t i ~ ~  team, was obt~ned by t ~ n g  a s ~ m ~ ~ e  averag  of the RMS 
error values (6 totd ~ a l ~ e s )  ~ e t w ~ n  a teams p e ~ o ~ a n c e  in the event ~ x h i ~ i ~ o n  2) and 
the ~ayes~an-updated pred~c~on fthat t e ~ ~ s  success. Figure 21 offers the ~ a ~ ~ c a l  
representat~on of the data, whi~h are  educed to avera~e RMS error in the upper half of 
Table 9. ~ e ~ e f o r e ,  the evaluat~ng team (for Exhi~ition 2) with the lowest average RMS 
error was the team whose ~ayes~a~-u~dated  ~redictio~s for E ~ h ~ ~ i t i o n  2 most ac~~rately 
~red~cted the results of e x h i ~ i t ~ o ~  2. For ~ x ~ i ~ i t i o ~  2, a r a n ~ n g  of the teams was 
d e t e ~ n e d  (lo~est average RMS error to highest RMS ave~age RMS error) as teams I, 
5 , 6 , 3  and 10 ( u ~ ~ e ~  half of Table 9). 
Average RMS error between actual results and Bayesian projections for exhibition 2 
Team 1 0.375 0.063 
Team 3 1.142 0.1 90 
Team 5 0.423 0.070 
Team 6 0.671 0.112 
Team 10 1.249 0.208 
Average RMS error between actual results and team projections for exhibition 2 
Team 1 1.545 0.257 
Team 3 1.617 0.270 
Team 5 1.523 0.254 
Team 6 1.575 0.263 
Team 10 0.737 0.123 
error summed average RMS error 















I h -team 5 
+team 6 
+team 10 
Figure 21: Each evaluating team (5 total) evaluated the 6 participating teams. From these 
evaluations, the Bayesian-updated projections for Exhibition 2 were compared to the actual results of 
Exhibition 2. Six RMS errors resulted. The 6 RMS errors associated with each of the evaluated 
teams is displayed in this figure for each of the 5 evaluating teams, called evaluators here. The data 
represented in this figure are reduced to average RMS errors for each evaluating team in the upper 
A 
, with actual results equal 'i and Bayesian 
/- 
half of Table 9. rms error = i = 1 
projections equal 'i, and number of bins, n, equals 10. 
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Figure 22: Each evaluatin~ team (5 total) e ~ a ~ ~ t e d  the 6 ~ ~ c i ~ a t i n ~  teams. From these 
e ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ,  the team p r o j ~ i o ~  f r  itio ion 2 were ~ m ~ a r e d  to the actual results of ~ ~ ~ i ~ o n  
2. Six RMS errors r ~ l ~ e d .  The 5 RMS errors ~ c ~ t ~  with each of the e v a ~ u a t ~  teams is 
~ ~ a ~ e d  in this figure for each af the 5 e ~ a l u a ~ i n ~  teams9 called evaluato~ here. The data 
~ ~ r e s e ~ ~ ~  in this Esre  are reduced to average RMS errors for each e ~ a ~ ~ ~ i n g  team i  the lower 
A 
~ f o f ~ a ~ l e ~ .   error= 
equal 'i, and n ~ ~ r  of bins, n, equals 10. 
, with actual results equal 'i and team ~ r o j ~ t i o ~  
The lower half of Table 9 (pre~~ous page) and Figure 22 above provide a 
tabulat~on of average RMS error and a ~ a p h ~ ~ a l  representa~on of RMS error ~ t w ~ n  
actual results and team ~ r o ~ e c ~ o n s  f r ~ x h i b ~ t ~ o n  2, ~ e s ~ e c t ~ v e ~ ~ -  Th  abu~ated data in 
Table 9 re~resent a sum of the RMS errors as well as the avera~e RMS error for all of the 
teams evaluated by teams 1,3,5,6 and 10 (i.e., Teams 1,3,5,6 and 10 each eyalua~ed 
teams 1,2,3,5,6 and 10). An RMS error was d e t e ~ n e d  for each of the 6 teams 
eyalua~ed~ this was done for each of the 5 evaluat~n~ teams (i-e., a total of 30 
ca l~ula~~ons~.  An avera~e RMS error, for each e v a l u a ~ ~ n ~  team, was ob~a~ned by t a ~ ~ ~  




. . . .. . .. -. 
in the event (Exhibition 2) and the evaluating team’s projections of that team’s success. 
Figure 22 offers the graphical representation of the data, which are reduced to average 
RMS error in the lower half of Table 9. Therefore, the evaluating team (for Exhibition 2) 
with the lowest average RMS error was the team whose predictions for Exhibition 2 most 
accurately predicted the results of Exhibition 2. For Exhibition 2, a ranking of the teams 
was determined (lowest average RMS error to highest average RMS error) as teamslo, 5, 
1,6, and 3 (lower half of Table 9). This ranking is similar to that described by Bayesian 
projection compared to actual results except Team 10 has moved from last above to first 
here and teams 1 and 5 above are in reversed order. 
Of additional note in Table 9 is the fact that the average RMS error is lower on 
average by 0.152 for teams 1,3,5, and 6 (team 10 exceeds by 0.085) for the Bayesian 
projection versus actual results as compared to team projections versus actual results. 
This is an indication of the fact that team 10, to this point, is a fairly capable evaluator as 
it is able to perform evaluations with less RMS error than that obtained via Bayesian 
projections. 
6.2.2 RMS error for Competition 
The upper half of Table 10 and Figure 23 (both on page 70) provide a abule ion 
of average RMS errors and a graphical representation of RMS error between actual 
results and Bayesian projections for the Competition, respectively. The tabulated data in 
Table 10 represent a sum of the RMS errors as well as the average RMS error for all of 
the teams evaluated by teams 1,3,5,6 and 10 (i.e., Teams 1,3,5,6 and 10 each 
evaluated teams 1 ,2 ,3 ,5 ,6  and 10). An RMS error was determined for each of the 6 
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~eams evdua~ed~ this was done €or each of the 5 evalua~ng ~ a m s  @., a total of 30 
~al&ulatiuns~. An ~verage IwlS error, €or each evaluati~g team, was obtained by t ~ n g  a 
simple average o€ the RMS error vdues (6 total vdues~  t w ~ n  a teams ~ e ~ o ~ ~ & e  in 
the event (the ~ o ~ ~ e t j t i u n ~  and the ~a~es ian-up~ated  ~ ~ ~ i c t i u n  u€ that team's success* 
Figure 23 offers the ~ a ~ h i & ~  r e ~ ~ s e n ~ a t i o n  of the data, w ~ c h  are reduced to average 
~S emrs in the upper half of Table 10. The~fore,  the evalua~ng team (€or the 
~ o ~ ~ t j ~ u n )  with the lowest averag~ S error was the team whose ~ a y e s ~ ~ - u p d a t e d  
~redict~ons most a & & ~ a t e l ~  ~redj&ted the results of the c o ~ ~ e ~ ~ u n .  Fur the ~ u ~ ~ e ~ ~ u n ,  
it ~ ~ n g  of the teams was d e t e ~ n e d  (lowest to ~ ~ e ~ t  average RMS error) its 3,5,1 
and 6 (equal avera~e RMS  error^, and 10. This r ~ ~ n g  shows consistenc~ only €or teams 
5,fi and 10. That is, the data fur ~xh~bit iun 2   upper hal€ of Table 9) put these teams in 
the same positiu~s as seen here. 
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Table 10: Average RMS error for Competition (actual results vs. Bayesian and team projections). 
Each evaluating team (5 total) evaluated the 6 participating teams. From these evaluations, 
Bayesian-updated projections and team projections for the Competition were separately compared to 
the actual results of the Competition. Six RMS errors resulted in each case. The 6 RMS errors for 
each case were summed and an average taken with the results displayed in this table. 
Average R M S  error between actual results and Bayesian projections for competition 
Team 1 1.328 0.221 
Team 3 1.069 0.1 78 
Team 5 1.31 9 0.220 
Team 6 1.326 0.221 
Team 10 1.355 0.226 
Average R M S  error between actual results and team projections for competition 
Team 1 1.173 0.1 96 
Team 3 1.294 0.21 6 
Team 5 1.153 0.1 92 
Team 6 1.064 0.177 
Team 10 1 .lo1 0.1 83 
error summed average R M S  error 
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Figure 23: Each evaluating team (5 total) evaluated the 6 participating teams. From these 
evaluations, the Bayesian-updated projections for the Competition were compared to the actual 
results of the Competition. Six RMS errors resulted. The 6 RMS errors associated with each of the 
evaluated teams is displayed in this figure for each of the 5 evaluating teams, called evaluators here. 
The data represented in this figure are reduced to average RMS errors for each evaluating team in 
* 
, with actual results equal 'i and Bayesian 
/- 
the upper half of Table 10. rms error = 
projections equal 'i, and number of bins, n, equals 10. 
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Figure 24: Each e ~ a l u a ~  team (5 total) ev~uatead the 6 F ~ ~ ~ p a ~ ~  teams. From these 
e ~ ~ u a t i o ~ ~  the team p r o j e ~ o ~  for the ~ o ~ ~ e ~ i ~ o ~  were ~ F~~ to tfre actual results of the 
C o ~ ~ e ~ t i o ~ .  Sx RMS errors r ~ l ~ d .  The 6 RMS errors ~ o c ~ ~ d  with each of the e v ~ u ~ t e d  
teams is ~~~~~ in this figure for each of the 5 eval~ting teams, called ~ v ~ ~ t o r s  here. The data 
re~re~ented in this figure are reduced to average RMS errors for each e ~ ~ ~ ~ g  team in the lower 
 ha^ of ~ a ~ e  10. m error = J' i = 3 with actual results equal 'i and team F r o ~ ~ o ~  
equal 
- r: (Yi -9J  A 
and ~~~~r of bins, n, equals 10. 
The Iuwer half u€ Table 10 and Figure 24 above pruvide a tabulati~n uf ~ v ~ ~ g e  
RMS error and a ~aphieaI  representation o€ RMS error  tween actual results and team 
prujec~~un~ fur the ~ompetjt~on, res~ec~ively. The tab~~ated data in Table 10 r e~ r~sen t  a 
sum of the RMS errors as well as the average RMS error for all uf the terns ev~uated by 
teams 1,3,5,6 and 10 (is., teams I, 3,5,6 and 10 each evaluated Terns 1,2,3,5,6 and 
10). An RMS error was d e t ~ ~ n e d  fur each of the 6 teams e v ~ u a ~ e d ;  this was done fur 
each of the 5 e v a ~ ~ a t ~ n ~  teams (is., a total of 30 eal~~lat ions~.  An a v e r a ~ ~  RMS errur, 
fur each evaluat~ng team, was obt~ned  by taking a simple average of the RMS error 
values (6 total  value§^ b ~ ~ w e e n  a team's p ~ ~ u ~ a n c e  i  the event (the ~ u m p ~ ~ ~ o n ~  and 
the evaluating team’s prediction of that team’s success. Figure 24 offers the graphical 
representation of the data, which are reduced to average RMS errors in the lower half of 
Table 10. Therefore, the evaluating team (for the Competition) with the lowest average 
RMS error was the team whose predictions for the Competition most accurately predicted 
the results of the Competition. For the Competition, a ranking of the teams was 
determined (lowest to highest average RMS error) as teams 6, 10,5, 1 and 3 (lower half 
of Table 10). This ranking is consistent for all teams with the exception of team 6, which 
moves from second to last position (lower half of Table 9) to the first position here. Of 
additional note in Table 10 is the fact that the average RMS error is lower on average by 
0.035 for teams 1,5,6 and 10 (team 3 exceeds by 0.038) for the actual results versus 
team projections as compared to Bayesian projection versus actual results. This means 
that the team projections (compared to actual results) for all but team 3 were marginally 
better than the Bayesian projections. 
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evaluating teams (i.e,, this is an e x p ~ c t ~ d  bin approach to r a n ~ n g  the teams as per 
~ u a ~ u n  of Chapter 5 )  as well as the results of each of the three events- In ad~t ion,  the 
~ a y e s i a n - ~ ~ ~ a ~ e ~  ~ro~ections of s~ccess for ~ ~ i b ~ t i o n  2 and the ~ o ~ ~ t j t j o n  (i.e.* 
~ o s t e ~ u r  f r ~ x h i ~ i t i o n  2 and ~ o s t e ~ ~ r  for the ~ o ~ ~ e t j t i o n ,  r ~ s ~ t i v e l y )  are, l~kewise, 
s h o ~ n  in ~ p p e ~ d i x  F. This ~ ~ p e n ~ x ,  like dl others, is for reference and is s j ~ p l ~  Table
1 with two a d ~ ~ u n d  c o ~ u ~ n s  (is., the poste~ors for ~ x h j b i ~ o n  2 and the C o ~ ~ t i ~ o n ~ .  
Tfie tables and figures in ~ h a ~ t e r  6 are those, whi~h are used in ~ ~ i n g  ~ o ~ e  
. 1  
concl~sions here, 
the ~ ~ e s s i ~  of us ng data, whjch a~proxi~a ted  the c a ~ a ~ i l i ~  of these teams, These data 
were taken from the n o n - p ~ i ~ i ~ a ~ n g  teams (4, 8,9, and 1 1) as s h o ~ n  in Figure 7. 
~ 
These data were fairly repre~en~a~ve of the actual c a p a ~ j ~ i t ~  of he p~jcjpating teams as 
evjdenced by the RMS error b e ~ ~ n  ~ a ~ e s i a ~  ~ r e ~ c ~ o n s  of success in events as 
comp~ed to the results of those events. Though the data were re~res~ntative, it wou~d 
~ 
have been prefera~le to have data from the p ~ i c i ~ a t i n g  teams as the s ~ ~ i n g  point for 
~ 
these updating studies. If a f o u ~ h  event had occu~ed (is., an event f o ~ l o ~ i n g  the 
~ o m ~ e t i ~ i o n ~ ,  the  the ~ x h i ~ i t i o n  1 data could have either been kept as is and ~ p d a t e ~  
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three times using Bayes’ Theorem or thrown out. The Exhibition 1 data would only have 
been thrown out provided Exhibition 2 data updated twice to predict the success of the 
teams in the hypothetical fourth event gave better results (i.e., lower RMS errors). 
Team 6 provided no evaluations for Exhibition 1. This was problematic since no 
Bayesian-updated predictions of Exhibition 2 or the Competition could be calculated. 
Instead of disregarding team 6 evaluations for Exhibition 2 and the Competition, the team 
6 evaluations for Exhibition 2 were substituted for the, non-existent, evaluations for 
Exhibition 1. We believed, at first, that this fact could have invalidated the Bayesian- 
updated team 6 evaluations, which predicted the success or failure of the teams in 
Exhibition 2. However, upon reviewing the average RMS errors for Exhibition 2 as are 
shown in Table 9, we note that the average RMS error for team 6 (for Exhibition 2) in the 
case of the Bayesian projections is third lowest (of five). In effect, using the team 6 
evaluations done prior to Exhibition 2 as input (i.e., in place of the non-existent team 6 
Exhibition 1 evaluations) for the first use of Bayes’ Theorem (in Bayesian updating) did 
not adversely affect the team 6 Bayesian projections for Exhibition 2. 
If the robots had been more capable of performing the required tasks in Exhibition 
1, then a more rapid determination of the most useful questions or questions that should 
have been included but were not would have occurred. As it was, questions that should 
have been tossed out like “Does the robot damage the playing surface?” remained 
through the termination of the Exhibition 2. Earlier identification of useless questions 
and search for questions of greater value in identifying distinguishing characteristics 
between robots would provide for a more effective questionnaire which would allow for 
greater success in predicting success of the teams in future events. 
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~ s & u s s ~  beluw. These ~ ~ n g ~  are, in effect, an indicati~n of how we11 the t e ~ s  
~ e ~ u ~ e d  as ev~uators @e=, the ev~uating team's accuracy in eva~uation~; the higher 
the rank the more a ~ ~ ~ a t e  the team was as an e v ~ u a t ~ r .  If nu new i n f u ~ a ~ o n  was 
a v ~ 1 a ~ 1 e  ~ e t w ~ n  the end of ~ x h i ~ ~ t ~ u n  2 and the ~ u ~ p e ~ ~ i u n ,  the r a n ~ n ~ s  shuuld have 
~ 
~ ~ ~ n e d  &unsistent. ~ ~ w e v e ~ ,  the r ~ ~ n g s ,  in fact, take into a&&o~nt the effect of new 
data ~ ~ e e n  th  two ~vents. 
Table 11: Shows the r ~ ~ n ~  ofthe e y ~ u a ~ ~  teams based on ayera~e RMS error in e v ~ u a ~ g  all 6 
o€ the e ~ ~ ~ t ~  teams for both ~ x ~ ~ ~ t i o n  2 and the ~Qmpeti t~on~ For ~ ~ b ~ t i o n  2 and the 
~o~pet i t ion ,  team ~ n g s  ba ed on a v e ~ g e  ~~~ errors were d e r i y ~  for the 3 a ~ ~ ~ a n - u p d a ~  
team e y ~ ~ t i o ~  {or ~ s t e ~ a ~ )  and the team e ~ a l u a t i ~  &e., not 3aye§~an-updat~~. The r~~ 
of the teams is from the lowest ayerage RMS error {best) shown at the top of a cal%nn t~ the ~~~t 
a ~ e ~ g e  RMS error ~ w o ~ t ~  shown at tbe b o t ~ m  of the c o l u ~ .  
3 6 1 1 1  1 #6 5 
5 I 10 I 3 t t  3 
4 3 6 10 1 
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Note also that it is preferable to be the team ranked low in Exhibition 2 and ranked 
significantly higher in the Competition, as it is indicative of improvement in evaluation 
ability, unless of course a team was ranked high throughout the competition. In which 
case, that team would have evaluated exceptionally well from the beginning. 
The team rankings from the Bayesian-updated evaluation average RMS errors are 
as follows. Team 1 went from the best evaluator, or most accurate, to third of five. Team 
3 improved from fourth to first of five. Teams 5,6 and 10 remained consistent at second 
of five, third of five, and fifth of five (or least accurate), respectively. 
The team rankings, derived from the team evaluation (i.e., not Bayesian-updated) 
average RMS errors, changed as shown in Table 11 and as is discussed below. These 
rankings, just as those discussed in the previous paragraph, are an indication of the 
evaluating team’s accuracy in evaluation. The difference here is that no Bayesian 
updating has been performed on this data set. Team 1 went from the third best evaluator 
to fourth of five. Team 3 remained consistent at fifth of five. Team 5 slipped from 
second to third of five. Team 6 improved from fourth to first of five. Team 10 was 
downgraded from first to second of five. 
7.3 Accuracy and consistency changes (from Exhibition 2 to the 
Competition) in evaluations of the six evaluated teams 
7.3.1 Teams evaluated well as determined via the Bayesian-updated team evaluation 
average RMS errors 
Here an arbitrary assumption was made that an RMS error of 0.1 (or less) was 
considered a good evaluation. For Exhibition 2, the Bayesian-updated team evaluation 
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RMS errors (for   hib bit ion 2) of Figure 21 show that the fulluwing teams were evaluated 
well and by w ~ i c ~  teams those evaluatiu~s o&&urred. Teams 1 and 5 were su&&ess~lly 
able to evalu~te team 1. Teams 1 5 and 6 successfully ev~uated team 2. Teams I, 3 and 
6 ev~uated well team 3. d l  teams (teams 1,3,5,6 and 10) ev~uated well team 5, 
Team 1 and 5 su&cessfully ev~uated team 6. Teams I and I0 ev~uated success~lly 
team 10. 
If instead we now use an RMS error of 0.2 in Figure 21 to define a good 
e v ~ u a ~ o ~  for tfie ~ayesian-u~dated team ev~uations of ~ h i b ~ ~ u n  2, a d ~ ~ o n a l  teams 
are added to the list uf good eva~uators~ Teams 3 and 10 succes~~ l ly  e v ~ u a t ~  team I. 
Team 5 ~ e ~ u ~ e d  well in e v ~ u a ~ n g  team 3. Team 6 ev~uated itself well. Teams 3 ,5 ,  
and 6 suc&es§fully evaluated team 10. 
Here the assum~tion was made that an RMS error of 0. 1 (or less) was c ~ n s i d e ~ d  
a good e v ~ u a t i o ~ .  Fur the C u ~ ~ ~ t i t i o n ,  the ~ayesian-u~dated team eva~uatio~ RMS 
errors of Figure 23 show that the following teams were ev~uated well and by which 
teams those e v ~ u a ~ o n s  occu~ed. Team 3 §u&&essfully evaluated team 2. All teams 
~ t e ~ s  I,?, 5,6 and 10) evaluated team 5 well. The only ~onsisten~y ~ e e n  ~ x ~ i b i t i o n  
2 and the Com~etit~on was the fact that all t e ~ s  were able to evaluate team 5 well, This 
~ e a n s  that each uf the evaluati~g teams was &unsistently able to identify a rela~vely 
~ e ~ o c ~ e  (in ~ e ~ ~ ~ a ~ & e ~  team (see Table 8). 
If instead we nuw use an RMS error of 0.2 in Figure 23 to define a good 
evalua~ion for the ~ayesia~-u~dated team ev~uat~ons  of the C u ~ ~ e ~ ~ o n ,  again 
additional teams are added tu the list of good ev~uators. Team 10 ~ e ~ o ~ e d  well in its 
1 
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evaluation of team 2. Teams 1,3,5, and 6 successfully evaluated team 3. Teams 1,5, 
and 6 evaluated team 6 well. Team 3 successfully evaluated team 10. 
In the case of 0.2 RMS errors for the Bayesian-updated team evaluations, 
consistency between Exhibition 2 and the Competition was as follows below. Teams 1, 
3,5, and 6 successfully evaluated team 3 for both events. All teams evaluated well team 
5 in both events. Teams 1,5, and 6 successfully evaluated team 6 for the two events. 
Team 3 successfully evaluated team 10 in both events. Of note is the fact that teams 1,5, 
and 6 evaluated effectively and consistently teams 3,5, and 6 (all mediocre teams in 
performance). Team 3, on the other hand, was able to evaluate effectively and 
consistently teams 3 and 5 (both mediocre teams in performance) and team 10 (a high 
performer). 
In addition we should consider more closely, the Bayesian-updated team 3 
evaluation of team 2 (an excellent performer in the competition). If we discount the fact 
that team 3 had only the fourth lowest RMS error in its Bayesian-updated evaluation of 
team 2 prior to Exhibition 2 (see Figure 21), and instead look at the team 3 Bayesian- 
updated evaluation of team 2 prior to the Competition (see Figure 23), we see that team 3 
had the best showing with an RMS error of 0.09 and team 10 was second with an RMS 
error of 0.17. It is easier to believe that a team is a good evaluator if it is capable of 
evaluating well both good and poor performers. In this case the lack of consistency 
between Exhibition 2 and the Competition should be ignored, as the Bayesian-updated 
team 3 evaluation of team 2 was extremely accurate in the Competition, the event that 
counted. This makes team 3 our choice for the best evaluator in this instance. 
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~ g ~ n ,  the ~ s u m ~ t j o n  was made that an RMS error of 0.1 (or less) was 
~ o n s i ~ r e d  a good e v ~ u a ~ o n .  For ~ x ~ i b j ~ o n  2, tfie team ev~uation average RMS errors 
of Figure 22 show that the followjng teams were ev~uated well and by w ~ c h  teams 
those ev~uations  curr red. Team 10 was s u ~ ~ e s s ~ l ~ ~  able to ~ v u a t e  teams 1,3,6 and 
10. Team 3 § ~ c ~ e s s f u ~ ~ y  eva ua~ed team 3. 
If in~tead we now use an R M ~  error of 0.2 in Figure 22 to define a good 
e v ~ u a ~ o n  for the team e v ~ ~ a t ~ o n s  of ~ x h i b i t i o ~  2, ad~tiunal teams are added to the list 
of good ev~uators. Team 1 s u c c e s s ~ l l ~  ev~uated team 3. Teams 5 and 10 ~ ~ o ~ e d  
well in eva~uating team 5. Teams 1,3,5, and 6 s ~ ~ ~ e s s f u l l y  evaluated team 10. 
Here the ~ s u m ~ ~ o n  was made that an RMS error of 0.1 (or less) was considered 
a good evaluation. For the ~ o m ~ e ~ ~ o n ,  the team ev~uatjon RMS errurs of Figure 24 
show that the €allowing t e ~ s  were ev~uated well and by w ~ ~ h  teams those evaluations 
o c c u ~ e ~ .  Teams 5 and 6 s u ~ ~ e s s ~ ~ ~ ~  eva~uated team 6, Team 10 e v ~ u a t e ~  itself well. 
The only ~onsistenc~ ~etween ~ x ~ i b j t i u n  2 and the ~ ~ m ~ e t i t i u n  was the fact that Team 
10 was able to su~~essfully evalua~e itself over the two events. 
If  stead we  no^ use an RMS error of 0.2 in Figure 24 to define a good 
evaluat~o~ for the team eva~uations of the ~ o ~ ~ e ~ ~ o n ~  a d ~ ~ o n ~  teams are added to the 
list of good evaluaturs’ All teams s u ~ ~ e s s f u l ~ ~  ev~uated team 1. Team 6 ~ e ~ o ~ e d  well 
in evaluating team 2, All teams s u ~ ~ e s s f u l ~ ~  eva uated team 3. Teams 1,3, and 10 
s u ~ ~ e s s f u ~ l ~  ev uated team 6. Teams 1, 5, and 6 evalua~ed team 10 well. 
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In the case of 0.2 RMS errors for the team evaluations, consistency between 
Exhibition 2 and the Competition was as follows below. Team 10 successfully evaluated 
team 1 in both events. Teams 3 and 10 successfully evaluated team 3 for both events. 
Teams 10 successfully evaluated team 6 for the two events. Teams 1 , 5 , 6  and 10 
successfully evaluated team 10 in both events. This says that team 10 was consistently 
adept at evaluating four teams (1,3,6 and lo), which were three poor performers and 
itself (a high performer). Of note, however, is the fact that team 10, a good evaluator as 
well as a high performer in the events, did not evaluate its stiffest competition, team 2, 
effectively (i.e., RMS errors slightly greater than 0.2, specifically 0.28 for Exhibition 2 
and 0.23 for the Competition). However, in reviewing Figures 22 and 24, we can see that 
team 10 was one of the best (if not the best) evaluators of team 2, which may imply that 
the (arbitrary) 0.2 RMS error cutoff in determining if an evaluator was proficient may in 
fact be too low. Of additional note, is the fact that three mediocre performers (teams 1,5 
and 6) consistently evaluated team 10 (a high performer) effectively. Again, it is easier 
to believe that a team is a good evaluator if it is capable of evaluating well both good and 
poor performers. In this instance we choose team 10 as the best evaluator. 
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Chapter 8 
~wenty-seven criteria were used in d e t e ~ n i n g  which nuclear power plant 
concepts were well suited to a given ~ s s i o n .  The 27 criteria were used in creating three 
major goals ~sustainability, s ~ e t y  & r e l i a ~ i l i ~ ,  and e c o n o ~ c s ~ .  That is, the score 
~ s i ~ e d  in each of the 27 areas was rolled into 3 major scores called gods in this study. 
In the case of the robot design course, 17 criteria were used in the creation, likewise, of 
three major gods (con~ol, con~o~score,  and   core^. 
As is noted previously~ problems existed in the case of the nuclear example, 
which do not exist in the robot design course. First, the work conducted was purely 
~ ~ o t h e t i c d  (i.e., no power plants have yet been  built^ and there€ore no o ~ r a t i o n a ~  
c o ~ p ~ s o n s  ~ t w ~ n  plants could be made, k t  alone multiple operational ~ o m p ~ ~ u n s  to 
pruvide a fairly exact assessment of plant ca~a~ili ty.  Second, inherent bias existed 
because the c o n ~ e ~ t  de§i~ner~ evaluated their own designs. 
The robot design course quite readil~ handled the above twu pro~lems &om the 
nuclear e x ~ p l e *  First, the work was carried to prac~cal red~zat~on; the robots were 
c o n s ~ c t e d  and multiple ~ t ~ r e e ~  o p e r a ~ o n ~  c o ~ p ~ s o n s  occurred  lowi in^ fur a 
i 
rigorous assessment of each robot’s capabilities. Second, the concept designers evaluated 
their robot as well as those of the competition. Finally, these evaluations were then 
compared to the operational results of the events (exhibitions and competition). The fact 
that the evaluations must stand next to the results of the events lessens the bias a robot 
designer might apply to his own design especially in subsequent evaluations. 
8.2 Improving the nuclear research and development process example 
based on work in robot design course 
The fact remains, however, that a more robust evaluation method for the nuclear 
example (i.e., the impetus for this study) is desired. The methodology used in the robot 
design course can be incorporated into the nuclear example. Surveys (i.e., 
questionnaires) can be conducted by independent evaluators, from which, probability 
mass functions concerning the performance variables can be derived. The probability 
mass functions can be used to eliminate those designs not scoring above some threshold 
level. Further, more in-depth evaluations can follow to eliminate other concepts until a 
select group of a few concepts remains. Obviously, preliminary designs will become 
more concrete as designs are selected for further evaluation. 
How could the surveys be conducted? An independent evaluation team could 
evaluate all of the prospective designs in order to remove the biases of individual 
designers toward their own designs. The evaluators’ independence from any of the 
competing designs would help to ensure that the evaluation is fair. The evaluation team 
could conduct a survey (i.e., a series of questions) designed to provide a probability mass 
function predicting the success of a given design. The concept designers will have to 
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~ustify (tu the satisfa&~on of the ev~uators~ answers to any ~uestion and the con&ept 
desi~ers  will not be privy to the s c o ~ s  a s s i ~ e d ~  This eva~uation process will be done 
in stages with the t~eshold being raised for each subse~uent evdua~un. This process 
will occur until a few s ~ i v i n g  &oncepts r e ~ ~ n .  
F ~ l l o ~ i n g  the down-selection to the few s ~ i v i n ~  con&epts, &ons~&tion f 
s~~ll-scale ~ r o t o t ~ e s  of the ~ ~ ~ n i n g  &oncepts could occur. U p e r a ~ o n ~  tests could 
then be cundu&~ed. For each o~e~t iona l  test, dter the first test, ~ a ~ e s i a n  u~dating could 
be used to predict the suc&ess of each of the concepts as dune with the robot designs. 
~ ~ y e ~ i a n  updatin~ could reduce the n u ~ ~ e r  (by one) of o ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~  tests    red as it 
can ~~t p ~ ~ & ~ o n  of the sue&ess of a design in the next event. Doing this could 
reduce the ~ u ~ b e r  of o p e r a ~ o n ~  tests re~uired for the r e ~ ~ n i ~ g  two or three cun&e~ts~ 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
9.1 Recommendations for future work in improving evaluation methods 
9.1.1 Methodology used by teams in assigning a score to each of the teams 
The methodology used by each of the teams in assigning a score to the teams that 
it evaluated varied from team to team. The methodology specific to each team is shown 
in Appendix G. The methods, in general are described below. 
1. The first step is to read the Wiki journal [ 31 daily to learn the best practices of 
other teams and avoid problems encountered by other teams. The Wiki Journal, found on 
the MASLAB website [ 31, is a journal in which the design teams update their daily 
progress. In addition, speak directly with the teams to identify the best practices and the 
problems encountered that may have been left out of the journal entries. 
t 
2. The second step is to observe other robot design teams in the lab environment 
and make comparisons to own design and progress. Keep track of how much effort is put 
into the robot as an indication of expected success in the upcoming contests. Use 
performance in previous events as evidence in evaluations of projected success in future 
events. 
3. The third step is to question whether other teams often lack direction or 
consistently know what they are doing? Were other teams able to build sensors on their 
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 own^ The sen so^ are fairly sophisticated and the ability to readily ~mploy them in the 
robot design was an in~cator, potent~ally, u€ overall design ~ophist~cation a d an 
indicator of suceess in the competitive events.  ere teams using water jetting (i.e., a 
~ophisticated manufactu~ng  method^ for the robot chassis~ If a team was using such a 
methud in the manu€acture of the robot chassis, their robot was likely to be fairly 
~ophis~cated overall and ~xcellent ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e ~  thus, was exp~ted .   ere teams 
~ o n s i s t e ~ t ~ ~  m ~ n g  last ~ n u t e  ~ ~ p ~ a t i o n s  prior to the contests~ If so, poor 
~ ~ o ~ a n c e  ~ o ~ l d  l i ~ e l ~  be the result. 
9.1.2 ~a~ ~0~~~ have made the e v ~ u a t ~ o ~  pr cess easier for the ~~~ 
Each of the teams provided i n f o ~ a ~ ~ n  regar~ng what would have made the 
evaluation process easier for them. The team specific i n f o ~ a ~ o n  ca  be found in 
~ppendix H. A general descrip~on of what would have s impl i f i~  the process follows 
below. 
~rovide {to the evaluators~ ~uestionn~res better suited to each event such that, not 
only a ~ ~ ~ e n t ,  but also a fairly exact assessment of each robot capabil~ty could be 
u b t ~ n e ~  by fill in^ out such su~eys .  The caFab~lit~es of the robots were not equd in each 
of the ~ont~sts.  ~ d d ~ t i o ~ a ~ l y  full caFability was not achieved until the final contest, the 
~ompe t~ t~on’  These facts m e a ~ t  that some of the ~uestions asked in the ~ u e s t ~ u n n ~ r e  did 
nut apply until ~ x h ~ b ~ t ~ o ~  2 and ~ s s i b l y  until the ~ o m p e ~ t ~ u ~ .  
~ p e n d  more time in f i l ~ i ~ g  out the ~uestionn~re,  The contests t~emselves 
o€~ered the best eviden&e of a robot’s c a F a ~ i l ~ t ~  bu  the first e v ~ u a t ~ o ~  was based largely 
un u ~ s e ~ a t i o n s  made in the lab prior to ~ ~ h i ~ i ~ o ~  I, m ~ n g  for a d ~ € ~ ~ c u l t  first 
evaluation. This m e ~ t  that more time must be spent in u ~ s e ~ i ~ g  in the lab in order to 
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make the first evaluation. Follow-on evaluations must also be based more on the 
observations in the lab since the lab is the second most important opportunity (next to the 
competitive events themselves) to obtain the data used in evaluating each of the teams. 
Additional time could have been spent in discussing problems as well as best practices 
and plans of attack with each of the competing teams and in reading the Wiki journal [ 31. 
Be consistent in filling out the questionnaires. That is, having previous 
questionnaire(s) available could assist in maintaining greater consistency in answering 
the questionnaires. 
9.2 What we learned from the robot contests 
9.2.1 Discrepancy occurred in determination of which team was the best evaluator. 
Combining the evidence and conclusions in Chapter 7, we can now say that two 
teams were declared the best evaluators, but in two different circumstances (Bayesian- 
updated versus non-Bayesian updated team evaluations). If we adhere to the results 
obtained from Bayesian-updated team evaluations, then team 3 is the clear winner. Team 
3 consistently and effectively evaluated teams 3 ,5  and 10 where teams 3 and 5 were poor 
performers while team 10 was a high performer. However, if we adhere to the results 
obtained from team evaluations (i.e., non-Bayesian-updated), then team 10 is easily the 
best evaluator. Team 10 consistently and effectively evaluated teams 1 ,2 ,3 ,6  and 10 
where teams 1,3, and 6 were poor performers and teams 2 and 10 high performers. 
Considering the above facts, then, the best evaluator overall is team 10 for the case of the 
non-Bayesian updated team evaluations. 
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~ection 9.2.1 details the methuds used by team 10, which gives some insight into I i , 
why team 10 was able to ~ e ~ o ~  so well as evduators. In ~ e c ~ o n  9.2.1 we note that 
team 10 had the most complete and ~o~histicated ~x~lanation f what should be done to 
e€f~tively evaluate the robot teams. 
~y do we see a discre~ancy b e ~ e e n  the ~ayesian-updated choice of best 
e v ~ u a t u ~  and nun-~ayesian-u~dated chuiee~ ~ o t e n t i ~ l y  many reasons exist. The 
evduatiuns ~um~le ted  prior to ~xhibition 1  we^ comple t~  with ~ n i m a l  in fo~at ion  
@e., no previous events had ~ c c u ~ e d  by whi~h to judge the robots~. ~ h e ~ ~ o ~ ?  the teams 
were only able to evduate the other teams by means of obse~a~ons  made in the lab and 
via ~scussions with the other teams, ~ombine  this fact with the fact that the results of 
~ ~ i b i ~ u n  1 were est~mated because the p ~ i e i ~ a t i n ~  teams were not p rep~ed  for 
 hib bit ion 1 and the ~ a y e s i ~ - u ~ d a t e d  team e v ~ u a ~ u n s  ~ro~e&ting the success uf the 
~ a m s  in ~xh~bit ion 2 may not have made these data the must desirable* In other words, 
the evaluators went t h r o u ~  two steep l e ~ i n g  c u ~ e s  in a ~ e m ~ t i n ~  to meet the 
r~uirements of ~xhibition 
to become ~ r o ~ c ~ e n t  evdu~tor of their peers. 
b ~ u ~ n g  technically  competent^ as well as a t t e m ~ ~ n g  
~ d ~ t i u n ~ l y ,  the teams were only ~ n i m d l ~  capa~le tu cum~ete by the time of 
~xhib~tion 1 and for that ma~er ,  that of ~ x h i b i ~ u n  2 as well. It would have been 
 referable to have had a f u u ~ h  event to dlow s l i ~ t ~ y  less a~vanced teams to make the 
c ~ a ~ g ~ ~  that ~ u u l d ,  ~ ~ r h a ~ s ,  have chan~ed their robot from a puur p e ~ u ~ e r  to a good 
or even high ~ ~ u ~ ~ r .  
~ 
~ x a m ~ l ~ s  of the p ~ e ~ ~ o u s  state~ent include the n o ~ - o f ~ ~ i d  results of rubuts 
~ 
c u m p ~ t ~ n ~  i ~ e d i a t e ~ y  f u l l u ~ ~ n ~  the ~ o m p e ~ ~ i o ~ .  Tfie robot  team^ (not all teams 
! 
participated) made minor improvements after that team’s performance in the Competition 
and were allowed at the conclusion of the competition to compete, unofficially. Team 3 
scored 4 points (They had scored 0 points in the Competition.). Team 4 (one of the teams 
not participating in our project) scored 8 points (They had scored 0 points in the 
Competition.). Team 9 (another team not participating in our project) scored 13 points, 
which is one more point than the winning team (team 10) scored in the Competition. 
In other words, robot progression from one event to another was more of an 
exponential change rather than a linear change. This fact makes evaluation harder for the 
novice evaluator, although team 10 was able to perform extremely well. 
9.2.2 Methodology of the best evaluator (team 10) 
As part of this work it was important to understand better how qualified experts 
evaluate technological concepts. The methodology used by team 10 in evaluating the 
robot teams prior to the three events follows below. Note that team 10 had the most 
complete and sophisticated (among the participating teams) idea or explanation of what 
should be done to effectively evaluate the robot teams. 
The method that team 10 used included the following steps. 
1. Observe the robot teams in the lab environment. Observe whether other teams 
often lacked direction or consistently know what they are doing? Were other teams able 
to build sensors on their own? The sensors are fairly sophisticated and the ability to 
readily employ them in the robot design was an indicator, potentially, of overall design 
sophistication and an indicator of success in the competitive events. Were teams using 
water jetting (i.e., a sophisticated manufacturing method) for the robot chassis? If a team 
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was using such a method in the manufac~e  of the robot chassis, their robot was likely to 
be fairly so~histicated overall and excellent ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e ,  thus, was expected. Were 
terns consistentl~ a i k i n ~  last ~ n u t e  ~ r e ~ ~ a t i o n s  prior to the contests? If so, poor 
~ ~ o ~ a n c e  would likely be the result. 
2. ~ b s e ~ e  of t am ~ ~ o ~ a n c e  in the competitive events. This is the most 
o~vious and, likely, the most useful means by w ~ ~ h  the teams should be evaluated. 
~ e ~ o ~ a n c e  in previous event§ is good evidence of the ~ro~ected success of the terns in 
future events. 
3. ~dent~fy problems and best ~ r a c ~ c e s  of the other terns, This c m  be 
~ c c o ~ ~ l i s h e d  by reading the Wiki ~ o u ~ a l  [ 31, an online s o ~ c e  of i n f o ~ ~ t i o n ~  an( 
discu~sing these ~ o n c e ~ s  with the other teams,  en team 10 was inte~iewed for their 
res~onse as to what their m e ~ o d  of ev~uation consisted of, they did not state that they 
had used the Wiki ~ o u ~ a l *  ~lthough team 10 did not, s p ~ i ~ c a l l y ?  indicate that they had 
re€erred to the Wiiki ~ o u ~ a l ,  we assume that they, in fact, did so as did all the other 
teams. In addi~on to using the Wiki ~ o u ~ ~ ?  we likewise assume that team 10 also spoke 
with the other teams to identify ~roblems and best ~ractjces that may not have been 
incl~ded in the Wiki ~ o u ~ a l .  
In addition to u n d e r s t a ~ d i ~ ~  better how ~ u ~ i f ~ e d  experts evaluated t ~ h n o l o ~ c a l  
conce~ts? we wanted to d e t e ~ n ~  if a proba~ilistica~ly f o ~ u l a t e ~  method of i ~ t e ~ a t ~ n ~  
~ o w l ~ d g e  of v ~ o u s  p e ~ o ~ a n c e  attributes ~rovjdes better understanding o€ the likely 
~ e ~ o ~ a n c e  of a tec~nologic~ oncept. This was, in fact a c c o ~ ~ ~ i s h e d .  ~ h a ~ t e r  3 
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describes how the data (projections of the team’s success) were obtained via 
questionnaires. Chapter 4 details how weightings were assigned to the data (i.e., how 
probabilities were assigned identifying the likelihood of a team’s success in specific 
performance areas). Chapter 5 compares the data to the results of the three events. 
Chapter 6 shows the errors between the team projections of success and the actual results. 
Chapter 7 shows that, although some teams were better evaluators than others, successful 
evaluations of the teams occurred. Therefore, a probabilistically formulated method of 
integrating knowledge of various performance attributes can provide a better 
understanding of the likely performance of a technological concept, in our case robot 
performance. 
9.3 Lessons which can be extended to the broader concern of how 
companies allocate R & D funding, to include the acquisition of a new 
Naval vessel or targeting technology investments in the drug delivery 
process. 
Whatever the various options are for which R & D funding can be allocated (e.g., 
the newest Naval vessel or technology investment in the drug delivery process), a 
thorough and sophisticated evaluation of those options should occur. The overwhelming 
success of team 10 in evaluating effectively five of six participating robot teams was 
largely due to the thorough and sophisticated process used in evaluating the robot teams. 
Yes, this could go without saying and, yet, the other four evaluators (te.ams 1 , 3 , 5  and 6 )  
had lesser degrees (some significantly) of success in their evaluations. 
Both the Naval ship acquisition process and the technology investment in the drug 
delivery process specified phases that must be passed through to effectively obtain the 
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best ship and the techno lo^ which will best be used to inc~ase research p r o d u c t i ~ ~ ~  
respectively. ~ i t h i n  these phases used to ultimately select and ~roduce the desired 
outcomes, lies the oppo~unity to employ a probabilistic~ly-fo~ulated method of 
i n t e ~ a t i n ~   owle edge of v ~ o u s  ~ e ~ o ~ a n c e  a ~ ~ b u t e s  that can proyide a better 
understanding of the likely p e ~ o ~ a n c e  of the ~ e c h n o ~ o ~ c a l  concept, in our two 
e x ~ p l e s  the ability of the ship to meet the ~ s s ~ o n  need re~u~rements and the abi~ity to 
increase research ~ r o d u c t i v i ~  ~ s ~ p  ac uisition and ~ ~ e t ~ n ~  t ~ n o ~ o ~  investment in 
the drug d e l i v e ~  rocess, r e s p ~ t i v e ~ ~ ~ .  
First, s u ~ e y s  should be created by the individu~s providing the requirements that 
must be met by the new ship design or new t e c ~ n o l o ~  used to improve r e s e ~ c ~  
pruductivity. ~ u ~ e y s  can be ~ompleted at s i ~ i ~ c a ~ t  ~lestones or phases in the 
process, The s ~ e ~ s  at the start of a speci~c ~ l e s t o n e  can be c o m p ~ d  to the results 
ob t~ned  at the end of that phase, Bayesian updating (or the use of Bayes theurem~ can 
be used to predict the future success of the ship design or the new t ~ h n u l o ~  at the end 
of the next phase. If only one design or new techno lo^ is under  consideration^ the 
Bayesian-updated prediction may very well produ~e the data used to d e t e ~ n e  if the 
process will co~tinue or if the results do not ~ u s ~ f y  con~nued s u ~ p o ~ .  If m u ~ t ~ ~ ~ e  
designs or technolo~ies iire cons~dered, the Bayesian-updated prediction may well be 
used to dow~-select one, or more, o€ the c o ~ ~ e ~ n ~  designs or technolo~es at any phase 
in the se~ectiun process. 
Bayesian updatin~, in effect, can be used tu limit the reso~r&es al~o&ated to
s ~ e c ~ ~ c  designs or new technolo~ies by sho~ening the se~ect io~ process. The ~ayesian 
u ~ d ~ t i ~ ~  furecasts the success of the design or new teGhnology in the next phase. If that 
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forecast does not meet the threshold requirement for that phase, then the funding for that 
design or new technology, not meeting the requirements, would be terminated. Only 
those designs or new technologies meeting the threshold requirement for that stage of the 








Appendix A: Exhibitions 1 & 2 questionnaire 
The questionnaire used in Exhibitions 1 and 2 is presented below. The questionnaire shows the questions used to project a 
robot’s potential prior to an event and to identify a robot’s performance in the events. Minor changes were made between the 













3 robot damages playing surface 




4 does not arrive (i.e, within 4" ) 





5 does not perform waypoint signal 
after arriving (i.e, within 4") 




6 retrieved and placed in yellow 
scoring locations far less than 






2 3 4  5 
average 
performance 
2 3 4  5 
average 
performance 
2 3 4  5 
average 
performance 
2 3 4  5 
robot does not damage playing 
surface (leaves no marks) 
6 7 8  9 10 
arrives (Le., within 4") at all 
specified waypoints 
6 7 8  9 10 
performs waypoint signal 
every time within 4" of a 
waypoint 
6 7 8  9 10 
retrieved and placed in yellow 
areas greater than average # of 
targets 





















11 collides with all large 







2 3 4  5 
collides with no 
objects placed In its path 
6 7 8  9 10 







2 3 4  5 
13 robot unreliable in detecting average 
the targets performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
14 robot has long processing time in 
detecting scoring areas average 
and/or targets performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
robot 100% reliable in 
detecting scoring areas 
6 7 8  9 10 
robot 100% reliable in 
detecting the targets 
6 7 8  9 10 
robot has short processing 
time In detecting scoring 
areas and/or targets 















Appendix B: Data collected from Exhibition 1 
Evaluations were performed by teams 1,3,5, and 10 for Exhibition 1. All of the following applies to these teams but not to 
team 6, which did not provide evaluations for Exhibition 1. Team roll-up evaluations prior to Exhibition 1 is the major heading for 
each team evaluation. C (control), CS 1 (waypoints--control/score), CS2 (scoring--controllscore), S (score), CS--Controllscoring are 
the goals which when combined become the Complete goal rollup. Note that CS1 and CS2 are the two categories within the 
control/score goal and are described in the text. 
Exhibition 1 results of non-participants are the results assumed for Exhibition 1 for the participating teams. This was done 
because the participating teams (including team 6) were not prepared to compete in Exhibition 1 but required results from Exhibition 1 
such that a starting point for Bayesian updating would exist. 
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Team 1 roll-up evaluations prior to Exhibition 1; 
C (control) 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0 
Team 6 0 
















1 2 3 
0 0.018 0.09 
0 0 0.036 
0.06 0.06 0.096 
0 0 0.036 
0.01 0.01 0.07 








6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.0025 0.0045 0.1 6625 0.5375 0.2885 1 
0 0 0.007 0.0285 0,9645 1 
0 0 0.007 0.021 0.972 1 
0 0 0.004655 0.01 1655 0.983655 0.999965 
0 0.001 0.005325 0.01 1325 0,982325 0.999975 
0 0.0025 0.00633 0.01083 0.98033 0.99999 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 ? 8 9 10check sum 
0.156 0.232 0.268 0.18 0.056 0 0 1 
0.066 0.096 0.12 0.175 0.189 0.239 0.079 1 
0.126 0.156 0.138 0.133 0.087 0.077 0.067 1 
0.066 0.096 0.12 0.175 0.189 0.239 0.079 1 
0.1 0.13 0.082 0.112 0.172 0.232 0.082 1 















1 2 3 
0.031 0.1565 0.2915 
0.018 0.0555 0.0465 
0.089 0.1305 0.1195 
0.053 0.0905 0.0835 
0.048 0.0615 0.111 
0.063 0.078 0.129 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.2815 0.1735 0.066 0 0 0 0 1 
0.0415 0.023 0.083 0.185 0.2625 0.182 0.103 1 
0.1085 0.0905 0.115 0.103 0.091 0.081 0.072 1 
0.1005 0.1175 0.177 0.144 0.111 0.078 0.045 1 
0.1885 0.186 0.113 0.097 0.081 0.065 0.049 1 
0.178 0.147 0.113 0.097 0.081 0.065 0.049 1 
S (score) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.1674 0.2734 0.2184 0.1634 0.0853 0.0281 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 1 
0.1492 0.2442 0.1782 0.1 122 0.0594 0.0352 0.0275 0.10508 0.06428 0.02458 0.99984 
0.081 0.275 0.209 0.143 0.077 0.011 0.011 0.09628 0.06428 0.03228 0.99984 
0.1492 0.2442 0.1 804 0.1232 0.066 0.0286 0.022 0.10068 0.06208 0.02348 0.99984 
0.1602 0.2552 0.1956 0.136 0.0764 0.0366 0.043 0.0494 0.0318 0.0158 1 
0.1404 0.176 0.156 0.136 0.116 0.096 0.076 0.056 0.0318 0.0158 1 
CS--Controkcoring 
1 
Team 1 0.021 7 
Team 2 0.01 26 
Team 3 0.0803 
Team 5’ 0.0371 
Team 6 0.0366 
Team 10 0.0471 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.1 1495 0.231 05 0.24385 0.1 91 05 0.1 266 0.054 0.01 68 0 0 1 
0.03885 0.04335 0.04885 0.0449 0.0941 0.1 82 0.24045 0.1 991 0.0958 1 
0.10935 0.11245 0.11375 0.11015 0.1219 0.112 0.0898 0.0798 0.0705 1 
0.06335 0.06925 0.0901 5 0.1 1 1  05 0.1 599 0.1 533 0.1 344 0.1263 0.0552 1 
0.04605 0.0987 0.16195 0.1692 0.1037 0.1015 0.1083 0.1151 0.0589 1 
0.0576 0.1032 0.1465 0.1347 0.1235 0.1483 0.1101 0.0791 0.0499 1 
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0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.1 0695 0.1 98525 0.200355 0.1 71 195 0.1 0857 0.05509 0.02625 0.031 265 0.06335 0.03845 1 
0.0933 0.158175 0.1 19925 0.081975 0.0491 1 0.04935 0.0711 0.135883 0.101 148 0.139938 0.999904 
0.07269 0.1 97805 0.1 591 35 0.1 19925 0.079245 0.0431 7 0.0402 0.085408 0.064608 0.1 37718 0.999904 
0.1 0065 0.1 65525 0.1 2901 5 0.1 00965 0.07291 5 0.0651 3 0.0591 9 0.1 01 194 0.076304 0.1 2901 4 0.999901 
0.1 071 0.1 66935 0.1 4697 0.1 301 85 0.0966 0.05307 0.05635 0.062663 0.054743 0.1 25383 0.999998 
0.09837 0.1 2288 0.1 2456 0.12555 0.1 1001 0.09465 0.09034 0.067263 0.043893 0.1 22483 0.999999 
104 i, . 




























2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.24 0.32533 0.091 655 0.024655 0.01 8325 0 0.028 
0.005 0.01 5 0.01 9655 0.01 1655 0.168655 0.48 0.17862 
0 0.32 0.24 0.165 0.0875 0.0125 0.03112 
0.1691 0.2581 0.1892 0.1282 0.0272 0.0002 0 
0 0 0.056 0.141 0.2277 0.3152 0.12782 
0 0 0.02715 0.01755 0.00795 0.1617 0.2421 
CSl (waypoints--control/score) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.0399 
0 0 0.036 
0.0798 0.1998 0.3198 
0.3458 0.2658 0.1 858 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
CS2 (scoring--controVscore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.00665 
0 0.005 0.02 
0.5065 0.3465 0.0965 
0.4727 0.2867 0.1 107 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
9 locheck sum 
0.084 0.028 0.999965 
0.04662 0.07462 0.999825 
0.0571 2 0.08662 0.99986 
0.042 0.098 1 
0.05382 0.07832 0.99986 
0.3645 0.1 79 0.99995 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0.9997 
0.066 0.096 0.156 0.346 0.1 8 0.12 0 1 
0 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.1799 0.0999 0.0399 0.9991 
0 0.9994 0.106 0.063 0.033 0 0 0 
0 0.036 0.141 0.151 0.3708 0.2208 0.0798 0.9994 
0 0.06 0.09 0.18 0.34 0.21 0.12 1 
0.1 199 0.3399 0.38 0.12 0 0 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.06 0.99955 
0.045 0.065 0.08 0.075 0.3732 0.2232 0.1132 0.9996 
0.005 0:02 0.015 0.01 0 0 0 0.9995 
0.0515 0.0405 0.0285 0.009 0 0 0 0.9996 
0.0945 0.26 0.3352 0.1907 0.1012 0.018 0 0.9996 
0.04 0.06 0.11 0.3532 0.2765 0.1465 0.0133 0.9995 




Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0.19959 037 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check surn 
0 0 0.03731 0.45209 0.31009 0,19978 0 0 0 0.99927 
0 0.014 0.153 0.226 0.293 0.115 0.108 0.059 0.032 1 
59 0.22859 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.99977 
Team 5 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Team 6 0 0 0.0084 0.0259 0.0981 0.3774 O"279 0.1827 0.0253 0.0032 1 
Team 10 0 0 0 0.132 0.205 0.3244 0.1629 0.0949 0.0539 0.0269 1 
CS--ControVscoring 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0.37849 
Team 5 0.43463 
Team 6 0 
Team 10 0 
Bins 1-1 0 
2 3 4 5 6 
0 0.01 6625 0.068625 0,227865 0.25624 
0,0035 0.0248 0.051 3 0.0743 0.1 028 
0.30249 0.1 6349 0.0035 0.01 7 0.0225 
0.28043 0.1 3323 0,06785 0.04725 0.02985 
0 0 0,06615 0.1928 0.27694 
0 0 0.028 0.06 0.104 
7 8 9 10check surn 
0.22724 0.098 0.063 0.042 0.999595 
0,1563 0.31 524 0.1 9224 0.07924 0.99972 
0.01 6 0.05397 O"02997 0.01 197 0.99938 
0,0063 0 0 0 0.99954 
0.1 7879 0.1 8208 0.07884 0.02394 0.99954 
0.301 24 0.29555 0.1 6555 0.04531 0.99965 
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Goals/ weighting Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
Control 
0.1 
ControVscore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.3 Team 1 0.01 6 0.024 0.037521 0.052139 0.342079 0.264759 0.1 8804 0.0322 0.0273 0.01 54 0.999437 
Team 2 0 0.001 55 0.01 734 0.1 09156 0.1 59056 0.223506 0.1 6389 0.1 77234 0.097734 0.050434 0.999899 
Score Team 3 0.233301 0.433701 0.21 8201 0.02505 0.021 6 0.01 55 0.00605 0.01 9303 0.01 4703 0.01 2253 0.999662 
0.6 Team 5 0.5591 89 0.281 039 0.065779 0.039275 0.026995 0.01 1675 0.001 91 0 0.0042 0.0098 0.999862 
Team 6 0 0 0.00504 0.040985 0.1 308 0.332292 0.252557 0.1 77026 0.04421 4 0.01 6934 0.999848 
Team 10 0 0 0 0.09031 5 0.1 42755 0.226635 0.204282 0.1 6981 5 0.1 18455 0.047633 0.99989 
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Team 5 roll-up evaluations prior to Exhibition 1: 
c (control) 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0.003 
Team 5 0 
Team 6 0 
Team 10 0 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0 0.00175 0.00745 0.0412 0.0982 0.15445 0.20385 0.2571 0.236 1 
0 0 0 0.0028 0.01 68 0.0308 0.055625 0.055225 0.838725 0.999975 
0.0226 0.0808 0.1 31 55 0.1 81 45 0.221 45 0.2631 5 0.096 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.243 0.757 1 
0 0 0.01 45 0.033825 0.1 14725 0.269725 0.4264 0 0.1 4 0,9991 75 
0 0 0 0.0225 0.0225 0.245 0.56 0.003 0.147 1 
CS1 (vvaypoints--controVcore) 
1 2 3 
Team 1 0.6 0 0 
Team 2 0 0 0.012 
Team 3 0 0.01 0.052 
Team 5 0 0 0 
Team 6 0.31 33 0.0333 0.0533 






_. Team 10 
CS2 (scoringcontrol/seore) 
1 2 3 
0.709 0.0285 0.0405 
0.3 0 0.0532 
0.036 0.1005 0.0965 
0.85 0.0105 0.0255 
0.85 0 0 
0.85 0.045 0.105 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 
0.005 0,009 0.013 0.017 0.111 
0.032 0.025 0.138 0.37 0.123 
0.096 0,08 .0.136 0.18 0.224 
0.1 733 0.21 33 0.31 33 0.24 0.06 
0 0 0.12 0.36 0.12 
0 0.4798 0.1998 0.3198 0 
9 locheck surn 
0.235 0.01 1 
0.09 0.21 1 
0.147 0.075 1 
0 0 0,9999 
0 0 0.9999 
0 0 0.9994 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck surn 
0.1332 0.2312 0.103 0.078 0.033 0.018 0.05 0.9996 
0.141 0.188 0.211 0.141 0.0715 0.0095 0.0045 0.9995 
0.0405 0.0555 0.018 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0.1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0.0435 0.0605 0.0495 0.0385 0.021 0.009 0 1 








S (score) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.8284 0.0259 0.01 89 0.01 19 0.01 81 0.0407 0.0297 0.01 87 0.0077 0 1 
0.6684 0.08453 0.05553 0.02653 0.0049 0 0 0.048 0.112 0 0.99989 
0 0.0132 0.0352 0.0296 0.1252 0.286 0.2258 0.17 0.0904 0.0246 1 
0.77 0 0 0.014 0.042 0.014 0.02128 0.05328 0.08528 0 0.99984 
0.77 0 0 0.00931 0.02331 0.05859 0.05328 0.08528 0 0 0.99977 
0.77 0 0 0 0.048 0.112 0.021 0.049 0 0 1 
CS--ControVscoring 
1 
Team 1 0.6763 
Team 2 0.21 
Team 3 0.0252 
Team 5 0.595 
Team 6 0.68899 
Team 10 0.595 
Bins 1-1 0 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.01 995 0.02835 0.031 95 0.04505 0.03855 0.03205 0.048 0.0768 0.003 1 
0 0.04084 0.10284 0.16934 0.1135 0.1656 0.06 0.0396 0.098 0.99972 
0.07335 0.0831 5 0.1 275 0.1 556 0.1 885 0.1 527 0.1 1725 0.05075 0.02565 0.99965 
0.00735 0.01 785 0.08034 0.1 0284 0.1 0659 0.072 0.01 8 0 0 0.99997 
0.00999 0.01 599 0 0.105 0.036 0.108 0.036 0 0 0.99997 


















.... . .. .- . .. 
Team 10 roll-up evaluations prior to Exhibition 1: 
C (control) 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0 
Team 6 0 
Team 10 0 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 
0 0 0.0175 0.1 6 
0 0 0 0.00625 
0 0 0 0.01665 
0 0 0 0.14625 
0 0 0 0.01665 
0 0 0 0.145 
CS1 (waypoints-eontroVcore) 
1 2 3 
Team 1 0 0 0 
Team 2 0 0 0 
Team 3 0 0 0 
Team 5 0 0 0 
Team 6 0 0 0 
Team 10 0 0 0 
6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.01 0.00583 0.00333 0.56333 0.24 0.99999 
0.00925 0.01 175 0.04225 0.6495 0.281 1 
0.01 665 0.01 665 0.028 0.329 0.593 0.99995 
0.00625 0.00625 0.01 4575 0.573325 0.253325 0.999975 
0.01 665 0.01 665 0.031 33 0.48733 0.431 33 0.99994 
0.0075 0.01 0.005825 0.568325 0.263325 0.999975 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
0.06 0.39 0.35 0.1 5 0.04 0.01 
0 0 0 0.2199 0.4599 0.2899 
0 0.3 0.3 0.0999 0.0999 0.1499 
0 0.3 0.15 0.1833 0.1833 0.1833 
0 0.3 0.3999 0.1332 0.1332 0.0333 
0 0.3 0.072 0.2553 0.1953 0.1353 





















1 2 3 
0.14 0.26 0 
0 0 0.0333 
0 0 0.025 
0.26 0.14 0 
0 0 0 







0.0333 0.1 833 
0 0.16665 
6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.0657 0.01 25 0 0 0 0.9996 
0.08 0.1866 0.2266 0.0666 0 0.9997 
0.1 5495 0.1 4245 0.1 4245 0.0925 0.01 25 0.99985 
0.14985 0.14985 0.1332 0 0 0.99955 
0.23325 0.1998 0.1998 0.14985 0 0.9993 










2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.007 0.029 0.073 0.721 0.103 0.039 0.007 0.007 0.007 1 
0 0 0 0.79331 0.02331 0.02331 0.08528 0.05328 0.02128 0.99977 
0 0 0 0.77 0.02331 0.02331 0.05531 0.096 0.032 0.99993 
0 0 0.04 0.825 0.095 0.04 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0.42 0.42 0 0.05328 0.05328 0.05328 0.99984 
0 0.0032 0.0128 0.8624 0.032 0.0416 0.0288 0.016 0.0032 1 
CS--ControVscoring Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
Team 1 0.098 0.182 0 0.17599 0.32399 0.15099 0.05375 0.012 0.003 0 0.99972 
Team 2 0 0 0.02331 0.02331 0.26131 0.056 0.19659 0.29659 0.13359 0.009 0.9997 
Team 3 0 0 0.01 75 0.01 75 0.3735 0.1 98465 0.1 29685 0.1 29685 0.1 0972 0.02375 0.999805 
Team 5 0.182 0.098 0 0 0.206655 0.149895 0.1 59885 0.14823 0.05499 0 0.999655 
Team 6 0 0 0 0.02331 0.21 831 0.283245 0.1 7982 0.1 7982 0.1 14885 0 0.99939 






0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.0336 0.0588 0.01 74 0.098347 0.545797 0.1 08097 0.0401 08 0.0081 33 0.061433 0.0282 0,99991 5 
0 0 0.006993 0.006993 0.555004 0.031 71 1 0.0741 38 0.1 4437 0.1 36995 0.043568 0.999772 
0 0 0.00525 0.00525 0,57571 5 0.0751 91 0.054557 0.074892 0.1 2341 6 0.085625 0.999895 
0.0546 0.0294 0 0.024 0.571 622 0.1 02594 0.072591 0.045927 0.07383 0.025333 0.999894 
0 0 0 0.006993 0.31 91 58 0.338639 0.05561 1 0.089047 0.1 151 67 0.0751 01 0.99971 5 
0.0735 0.01 05 0.001 92 0.00768 0.593937 0.057899 0.080406 0.06341 2 0.07861 0.032033 0.999894 
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Exhibition 1 results of non-participants 
C (control) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 
Team 4 0 0 0 
Team 8 1 0 0 
Team 9 0 0.01 0 




Team 1 1  
CS1 (waypoints--controllscore) 
1 2 3 
0.6 0.4 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0.3 0 
CS2 (scoring--controllscore) 
1 2 3 
Team 4 0.85 0 0.1 5 
Team 8 1 0 0 
Team 9 0.35 0 0 





























































Team 4 1 0 
Team 8 1 0 
Team 9 1 0 
Team 11 0.84 0 
CS--Control/scoring Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 
Team 4 0.775 0.12 0.105 
Team 8 1 0 0 
Team 9 0.245 0 0 
Team 11 0.595 0.09 0.105 
3 4 5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 





0.03 0.18 I 
6 ? 8 9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0.1 6 0 0 0 
6 ? 8 9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0.07 0.09 0.49 0.105 
0 0 0 0 














Complete goal rollup Bins 1-1 0 
Con trol/score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.3 Team 4 0.8325 0.036 0.0315 0 0.0025 0 0 0 0 0.0975 1 
Team 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Score Team 9 0.6735 0.001 0 0 0.0025 0.021 0.027 0.147 0.0315 0.0965 1 
0.6 Team 1 1  0.6825 0.027 0.0315 0.009 0.0565 0.096 0 0 0 0.0975 1 
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Appendix C: Data collected from Exhibition 2 
Evaluations were performed by teams 1 , 3 , 5 , 6  and 10 for Exhibition 2, All of the following applies to these terns. “Team 
roll-up evaluations prior to Exhibition 2” is the major heading for each team evaluation. Mhor headings include C (control), CS 1 
(waypoints-controllscore), CS2 (scoring--controllscore), S (score), CS--ControVscoring, which are the goals which combine to 
become the Complete goal rollup. Note that CS 1 and CS2 are the two categories within the controllscore goal and are described in the 
text. 
The subsequent major heading is “Bayesian projections for exhibition 2.,’ Here the Bayesian-updated team evaluations for each 
of the evaluated teams are found. The Bayesian projections contain each the headings describe in the previous paragraph, This must 
be so since these projections start with the team evaluations as described above, 
Exhibition 2 results (participants) is the next major heading. Just like the previous two paragraphs, the results contain all of the 
same headings as described before, The results are compared to the Bayesian projections as well as directly to the team evaluations 
for this event, 
The next major heading is difference squared between actual results and Bayesian projections for Exhibition 2 (in terns of 
RMS error), This is where the comparison between actual results and the Bayesian-updated evaluations is made. 
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The next major heading is difference squared between actual results and team projections for Exhibition 2 (in terms of RMS 
error). This is where the comparison between actual results and the team evaluations is made. 
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c (control) Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0 O"00275 0.00525 
0 0 0 
0.0035 0.0035 0.0035 
0,0005 010025 0,0045 
0.00075 0.00225 0.00375 
CS1 (waypoints--controVscore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0.036 0.066 0.162 
0 0.0636 0.0636 
0.079 0.239 0.195 
0.058 0.1 0.148 
0.201 0.185 0.142 
CS2 (scoring-controVscore) 
1 2 3 
0.075 0.075 0.075 
0.018 0,064 0,157 
0.075 0.0856 0.0901 
0.077 0.2295 0.2245 
0.0265 0.0595 0,0925 
O"0995 0.106 0.118 
4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.00225 0.01 925 0.07 0.1 175 0.1 6833 0.261 83 0.36058 OS99974 
0.008 0,0083 0.0972 0.35065 0.27705 0.20395 0.04685 1 
0.047 0.0846 0.1 259 0.1 7575 0.21 435 0.25295 0,09945 1 
0.0755 0.1103 0.1507 0.1929 0.1718 0.1507 0.1296 0.992 
0.0465 0.0772 0.1 088 0.1 421 0.1 7545 0.251 8 0.1 904 0.99975 
0,00525 0,02295 0.1 0455 0.1 8435 0.28457 0.22267 0.1 6877 0.99986 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.01 0.025 0.021 0.137 0.1828 0.2688 0.3548 0.9994 
0.1 92 0.24 0.154 0.104 0.034 0.012 0 1 
0.1 0.0886 0.1206 0.1916 0.1576 0.1236 0.0896 0.9988 
0.169 0.108 0.078 0.06 0,042 0.024 0.006 1 
0.19 0.232 0.112 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 1 
0.144 0.1 0.057 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.997 





0.21 95 0.0885 
0.1305 0.177 
0.1385 0.164 
6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.1275 0.1175 0.1075 0.0975 0.0875 1 
0.15 0.058 0.008 0,002 0 1 
0.1 156 0.1 096 0.1 036 0.0976 0.091 6 0.9998 
0.029 0.033 0.048 0.033 0.018 1 
0.161 O"1175 0.1125 0.0775 0.0455 1 
0.13 0,108 0,048 0,044 0.04 0.996 
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S (score) Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
Team 1 0.073 0.073 0.1182 0.1452 0.1722 0.1132 0.0862 0.073 0.073 0.073 1 
Team 2 0.09808 0.241 08 0.3851 8 0.061 0.1 206 0.0522 0.01 58 0.01 14 0.007 0.007 0.99934 
Team 3 0.105 0.098 0.091 0.084 0.077 0.0962 0.1362 0.1202 0.1042 0.0882 1 
Team 5 0.0902 0.2882 0.2112 0.1342 0.0494 0.0212 0.037 0.0536 0.0562 0.0588 1 
Team 6 0.1082 0.1115 0.1214 0.1313 0.1401 0.1186 0.1346 0.0582 0.0422 0.0262 0.9923 
Team 10 0.1275 0.1279 0.1299 0.1303 0.1316 0.0888 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 1 
CS--ControVscoring Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 
Team 1 0.0525 0.0525 0.0525 
Team 2 0.0234 0.0646 0.1 585 
Team 3 0.0525 0.079 0.0821 5 
Team 5 0.0776 0.23235 0.21 565 
Team 6 0.03595 0.071 65 0.1 0915 
Team 10 0.12995 0.1297 0.1252 
4 5 6 7 a 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.073 0.10375 0.09555 0.1 2335 0.1 3009 0.14889 0.1 6769 0.99982 
0.2186 0.2911 0.1512 0.0718 0.0158 0.005 0 1 
0.10357 0.1 1478 0.1 171 0.1342 0.1 198 0.1054 0.091 0.9995 
0.20435 0.09435 0.0437 0.041 1 0.0462 0.0303 0.01 44 1 
0.1 4835 0.1 935 0.1463 0.09425 0.09075 0.06625 0.04385 1 






0.3 Team 1, 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup MIIS 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.05955 0.05955 0,08667 0.109245 0.13637 0.103585 0.1 00475 0.09966 0.1 1465 0.1 30165 0.99992 
0.065868 0.1 64303 0.2791 83 0.1 0298 0.1 6052 0.0864 0.066085 0.039285 0.026095 0.008885 0.999604 
0-07875 0.0825 0,079245 0,0861 71 0.089094 0.1 0544 0.1 39555 0.1 29495 0.1 19435 0.0901 65 0.99985 
0.07775 0,242975 0.1 91 765 0.1 49375 0.068975 0.0409 0.05382 0.0632 0.05788 0.05256 0.9992 
0.075755 0.088645 0.1 06035 0.127935 0.14983 0.12593 0.123245 0.07969 0.070375 0.04791 5 0.995355 
0.1 1556 0.1 15875 0.1 15875 0.1 2075 0.124695 0.0961 65 0.084495 0.081 91 7 0.074887 0.068657 0.998876 




























2 3 4 5 6 
0 0.14375 0.2875 0.31625 0.115 
0 0 0 0 0.0575 
0.1 61 25 0.24875 0.29875 0.0775 0.01 
0 0.0575 0.2875 0.4025 0.115 
0 0 0.1 53238 0.226988 0.1 71 988 
0 . o  0 0 0.0575 
CS1 (waypoints--control/score) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.06 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.1 4 
0 0 0.02 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
CS2 (scoringcontrol/score) 
1 2 3 
0.01 0.03 0.17 
0 0 0.03 
0.77 0.1 0995 0.08995 
0 0.01 0.1 1 
0 0 0.14 
0 0 0 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 
0.3666 0.3266 0.2066 
0.02 0.08 0.22 
0.4 0.22 0.14 
0.1 866 0.4464 0.2664 
0.3398 0.3864 0.2064 
0 0 0.02 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 
0.55995 0.20995 0.01 995 
0.13 0.155 0.295 
0.02995 0 0 
0.5431 5 0.2631 5 0.0731 5 
0.4983 0.2633 0.0683 


































































0.2291 5 0.99995 
0.0875 1 
0.0975 1 
0.0975 0.99971 3 
















S (score) Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
Team 1 0.0425 0.1 275 0.1 5831 3 0.299563 0.21 581 3 0.09375 0.0625 0 0 0 0.999938 
Team 2 0 0 0 0 0.09581 3 0.33331 3 0.38331 3 0.1 875 0 0 0.999938 
Team 3 0.65831 3 0.02081 3 0.039563 0.1 25 0.09375 0,0625 0 0 0 0 0.999938 
Team 5 0 0,113263 0.1 53263 0,527825 0.1 97063 0.00831 3 0 0 0 0 0.999725 
Team 6 0 0.02125 0.17375 0.39875 0.33125 0.075 0 0 0 0 1 
Team 10 0 0 0 0.0425 0.07625 0.1 225 0.25361 3 0.303925 0.1 58925 0.041 563 0.999275 
CS--Control/seoring 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
Team 1 0.005 0.01 5 0.1 15 0.463275 0.268275 0.1 13275 0.02 0 0 0 0.999825 
Team 2 0 0 0.015 0.075 0.1175 0.2575 0.3675 0.1525 0.015 0 1 
Team 3 0.385 0.054975 0,114975 0.21 4975 0.1 1 0.07 0.04 0.01 0 0 0.999925 
Team 5 0 0.005 0.065 0.364875 0.354775 0.1 69775 0.0399 0 0 0 0.999325 
Team 6 0 0 0.07 0.41 905 0.32485 0.1 3735 0.0483 0 0 0 0.99955 
Team 10 0 0 0 0 0.005 0.0575 0.2916 0.394 0.2115 0.0399 0.9995 
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Goals /weighting Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
Control 
0.1 
ControVscore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.3 Team 1 0.027 0.081 0.1 43863 0.34747 0.241 595 0.1 01 733 0.0435 0.001 0.003 0.00975 0.99991 
Team 2 0 0 0.0045 0.0225 0.092738 0.282988 0.357488 0.1 761 65 0.040665 0.02291 5 0.999958 
Score Team 3 0.5181 13 0.045105 0.083105 0.169368 0.097 0.0595 0.015 0.004 0 0.00875 0.99994 
0.6 Team 5 0 0.069458 0.1 17208 0.454908 0.26492 0.06742 0.01 197 0.001 0.003 0.00975 0.999633 
Team 6 0 0.01 275 0.1 2525 0.380289 0.31 8904 0.1 03404 0.03774 0.00875 0.003 0.00975 0.999836 
Team 10 0 0 0 0.0255 0.04725 0.0965 0.256898 0.31 8805 0.1 96305 0.0581 58 0.99941 5 
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C (control) Ellins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0 0.0055 0.027375 0.040375 0.057625 0.1 355 0.1 935 0.252625 0.204625 0.081 0.9981 25 
0 0.009275 0.06465 0.1 49025 0.21 41 25 0.21 7275 0.1 63775 0.1 10275 0.053025 0.01 5525 0.99695 
0 0.002625 0.052 0.1 62 0.226 0.23575 0.1 84625 0.1 10625 0.026375 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0.1 88238 0.1 21 988 0.055738 0.033688 0.1 93688 0.4061 88 0.999525 
0 0.034225 0.050975 0.071225 O"097475 0.155625 0.1 80725 0.196225 0.1 34225 0.078725 0.999425 
0 0.01875 0.1525 0.28875 0.115 0 0.0575 0.1725 0.09875 0.09625 1 
CS1 (waypoin ts--con trollscore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.03 
0 '  0 0,136 
0 0.016 0.062 
0.4264 0.2664 0.1 064 
0 0.102 0.22 












0.138 0.1 6 
0.04 0 
0.1 52 0.09 
024 0.54 
8 9 locheck sum 
0.2 0.102 0 1 
0.112 0.096 0,084 0.998 
0.18 0,222 0 0.994 
0 0 0 0.9992 
0.052 0.004 0 0.998 
0.2 0 0 1 
CS2 (scorin9--controVsco~e) Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0 0 0,0265 0.0715 0.121 0.1765 0.17 0.1685 0.208 0.058 1 
0 0.0045 0.029 0.1155 0.2345 0.2455 0.1935 0.116 0.053 0.008 0.9995 
0 0.0075 0.0305 0.0555 0.0785 0.121 0.196 0,171 0.1 8 0.1 6 1 
0.6231 5 0.3031 5 0.0731 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.99945 
0.098 0,174 0.175 0.166 0.14 0.117 0.106 0.0195 0.0005 0 0.996 
0.00665 0,06985 0.1 5985 0.301 5 0.2733 0.1 583 0.03 0 0 0 0.99945 
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S (score) Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
Team 1 0 0.0075 0.06861 3 0.2053 0.358925 0.21 231 3 0.0531 25 0.068 0.0255 0 0.999275 
Team 2 0 0.0025 0.02625 0.106 0.17875 0.249375 0.233375 0.1455 0.05825 0 1 
Team 3 0 0.0031 25 0.026875 0.061 25 0.05525 0.04925 0.04325 0.1 21 8 0.25205 0.386425 0.999275 
Team 5 0.590675 0.251 925 0.1 25675 0.031 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.999525 
Team 6 0.061 875 0.1 60438 0.1 5931 3 0.1 60063 0.1 6081 3 0.1 33375 0.1 04375 0.0301 25 0.01 9875 0.005625 0.995875 
Team 10 0.0825 0.1 2375 0.1 65 0.08375 0.1 67063 0.1 8831 3 0.1 27063 0.0625 0 0 0.999938 
CS--Control/scoring Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
Team 1 0 0 0.02825 0.06975 0.1305 0.18825 0.215 0.18425 0.155 0.029 1 
Team 2 0 0.00225 0.0825 0.12975 0.19625 0.19375 0.15975 0.114 0.0745 0.046 0.99875 
Team 3 0 0.01175 0.04625 0.07675 0.09825 0.1295 0.178 0.1755 0.201 0.08 0.997 
Team 5 0.524775 0.284775 0.089775 0.02 0.06 0.02 0 0 0 0 0.999325 
Team 6 0.049 0.138 0.1975 0.183 0.159 0.1345 0.098 0.03575 0.00225 0 0.997 
Team 10 0.003325 0.034925 0.079925 0.1 5075 0.1 4665 0.1 991 5 0.285 0.1 0 0 0.999725 
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Goals /weighting Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
Control 
0.1 
Controllscore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.3 Team 1 0 0.00505 0.05238 0.1 481 43 0.260268 0.1 9741 3 0.1 15725 0.121 338 0.082263 0.01 68 0.999378 
Team 2 0 0.0031 03 0.046965 0.1 17428 0.1 87538 0.229478 0.204328 0.1 32528 0.062603 0.01 5353 0.99932 
Score Team 3 0 0.005663 0.0352 0.075975 0.085225 0.091 975 0.09781 3 0.1 36793 0.2141 68 0.255855 0.998665 
0.6 Team 5 0.51 1838 0.236588 0.1 02338 0.02475 0.036824 0.01 81 99 0.005574 0.003369 0.01 9369 0.04061 9 0.999465 
Team 6 0.051 825 0.141 085 0.1 59935 0.1 5806 0.1 53935 0.1 35938 0.1 10098 0.048423 0.026023 0.01 1248 0.996568 
Team 10 0.050498 0.086603 0.1 38228 0.1 2435 0.1 55733 0.1 72733 0.1 67488 0.08475 0.009875 0.009625 0.99988 
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C (control) Bins 1-10 
6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0.01875 0.075 0.05625 0.15125 0.2675 0.28125 0.1 5 1 
0.03875 0.0775 0.1 1625 0.4425 0 0.0375 0.05625 0.08165 0.06165 0.0879 0.99995 
0 0 0 0 0 0.1 1625 0.3261 25 0.1 44875 0.271 125 0.1 41 25 0.999625 
0.038238 0.1 34488 0.308238 0.1 1625 0.0775 0 0 0.00665 0.0991 5 0.21 91 5 0.999663 
0 0 0.206538 0.1 29038 0.204775 0.095738 0.069825 0.079088 0.1 52838 0.061 25 0.999088 
0.271 25 0.1 1625 0 0 0.02875 0.115 0.08625 0.075 0.0675 0.24 1 
CSl (waypoints-controVscore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.044 
0 0 0 
0 0.06 0.24 
0 0.14 0.44 
0.1 066 0.4064 0.3064 
CS2 (scoring--control/score) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.03 
0 0.05665 0.06165 
0 0.04 0.1 6 
0.035 0.015 0 







0.3 0.1 2 
0.1 398 0.04 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 
0.126 0.276 
0.06665 0.1 15 
0.1 61 0.381 
0 0.06 
0.31 99 0.3699 
0.35985 0.23985 0.1 998 0.09995 0.07995 
6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.08 0.06 0.12 0.22 0.42 1 
0.254 0.134 0 0 0 1 
0.38 0.22 0.04 0 0 1 
0.08 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.04 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0.9992 0 0 0 0 
6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.396 0.116 0.056 0 0 1 
0.2732 0.31 32 0.1 132 0 0 0.99955 
0.156 0.081 0.021 0 0 1 
0.25 0.27995 0.21 995 0.1 3995 0 0.99985 
0, 0.9997 0.125 0.03 0 0 
0 0.9994 0.02 0 0 0 
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s (score) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3, 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
Team 1 0,0275 0.1 1 0.145 0.1 9 0.29 0.155 0.0825 0 0 0 1 
Team 2 0.07581 3 0.2031 75 0.1 881 75 0.251 1 13 0.1 25 0.09375 0.0625 0 0 0 0.999525 
Team 3 0.1 0375 0.36581 3 0.1 67063 0.050813 0 0 0.03125 0.125 0.09375 0.0625 0.999938 
Team 5 0.1 13263 0.070763 0.028263 0.054863 0.1 37363 0.21 9863 0.00831 3 0.02081 3 0.1 27063 0.21 875 0.99931 3 
Team 6 0.021 25 0.1 5375 0.21 125 0.35125 0.18 0.0825 0 0 0 0 1 
Team 10 0.401 925 0.221 925 0.0631 75 0 0 0 0 0 0.09375 0.21875 0.999525 
CS--Control/scoring 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0.01 75 
Team 6 0 
Team 10 0,233225 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Obheck sum 
0 0.015 0.083 0.168 0.238 0.088 0.088 0.1 1 0.21 1 
0.028325 0.052825 '0.1 40325 0.2345 0.2636 0.2236 0.0566 0 0 0.999775 
0.02 0.08 0.1105 0.3405 0.268 0.1505 0.0305 0 0 1 
0.0375 0.1 2 0.09 0.1 0.165 0.169975 0.149975 0.129975 0.02 0.999925 
0.0775 0.28995 0.30995 0.24495 0.0625 0.01 5 0 0 0 0.99985 






0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.01 65 0.066 0.091 5 0.1 40775 0.231 9 0.1 70025 0.091 025 0.0531 5 0.061 125 0.078 1 
0.049363 0.1 381 53 0.1 40378 0.23701 5 0.1 4535 0.1 3908 0.1 10205 0.0251 45 0.0061 65 0.00879 0.999643 
0.06225 0.225488 0.1 24238 0.063638 0.1 021 5 0.092025 0.09651 3 0.098638 0.083363 0.051 625 0.999925 
0.1 00333 0.065333 0.052958 0.05991 8 0.1 15293 0.1 9291 8 0.064605 0.06498 0.1 21 98 0.1 61 25 0.999565 
0.31 1 123 0.230093 0.1 34489 0.048866 0.03847 0.01 2574 0.006983 0.007909 0.071 534 0.1 37375 0.99941 4 
0.01 6574 0.1 28949 0.244559 0.31 536 0.1 89235 0.06825 0.0045 0.000665 0.00991 5 .0.021915 0.999921 
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, *  
Team 10 roll-up evaluations prior to Exhibition 2: 
C (control) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
, Team1 0 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 0 0.1 54375 0.21 97 0.30345 0.2722 0.999725 
Team 2 0 0 0.01 0.023625 0.047625 0.0551 25 0.149688 0.21 0938 0.231 938 0.271 063 1 
Team 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07125 0.12375 0.2725 0.5325 1 
Team 5 0 0 0.01 0438 0.0321 88 0.0731 88 0.094563 0.1 2681 3 0.044063 0.1 35063 0.48281 3 0.9991 25 
Team 6 0.3875 0 0 0.03875 0.145 0.098 0.067125 0.0175 0.025375 0.22075 1 














1 2 3 
0 0 0.06 
0 0.018 0.028 
0 0 0 
0.24 0.18 0.144 
0 0 0.04 
0 .  0 0.02 
CS2 (scoringcontroVscore) 
1 2 3 
0.3 0 0 
0.8 0 0.015 
0.868 0.033 0.048 
0.4 0.305 0.1 8 
0.5 0 0.0175 
0.82 0.03 0.03 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.26 0.3 0.24 0.1 2 0.02 0 0 1 
0.044 0.06 0.06 0.1 8 0.24 0.29 0.078 0.998 
0.02 0.1 2 0.24 0.3 0.26 0.06 0 1 
0.128 0.108 0.108 0.068 0.024 0 0 1 
0.1 8 0.36 0.3 0.14 0 0 0 1 
0.102 0.176 0,218 0.26 0.14 0.042 0.022 1 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.045 0.06 0.015 0 0 0 0 1 
0.011 0.032 0.133 0.194 0.23 0.086 0.0135 0.9995 
0.06 0.045 0.035 0.02 0.015 0.01 0 1 
0.033 0.018 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0.06 0.04 0.015 0 0 0 0 1 
0.0365 0.057 0.082 0.094 0.106 0.07 0.037 1 
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S (score) Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Team 1 0.981 25 0.01 875 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 2 0.009375 0.01 51 25 0.1 061 25 0.279625 0.1 231 25 0.0491 25 0.0991 88 0.1 3831 3 0.1 79563 
Team 3 0.81 6563 0.122813 0.054063 0.00625 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 5 0.66875 0.0531 25 0.065625 0.1 0.06875 0.0375 0.00625 0 0 
Team 6 0.95 0.0375 0.0125 0 0 0 0 0 .  0 
Team 10 0.58625 0.0825 0.01 25 0.00625 0 0 0.0625 0.09375 0.125 
CS--Controkcoring Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 









0.031 25 1 
locheck sum 
0 1 
Team 2 0.15 0.009 0.014 0.0275 0.046 0.0965 0.187 0.235 v.188 0.0-575 0.99875 
Team 3 0.4 0 0.0075 0.04 0.0825 0.1375 0.16 0.1375 0.035 0 1 
Team 5 0.554 0.1065 0.096 0.0805 0.063 0.054 0.034 0.012 0 0 1 
Team 6 0.2 0.1525 0.1 0.1 2 0.2 0.1575 0.07 0 0 0 1 
Team 10 0.25 0 0.02875 0.06925 0.1165 0.15 0.177 0.123 0.056 0.0295 1 
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Goals /weighting Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
Control 
0.1 
ControVscore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
Team 2 0.050625 0.01 1775 0.068875 0.1 78388 0.092438 0.063938 0.1 30581 0.1 74581 0.1 87331 0.040831 0.999363 
Score Team 3 0,609938 0.073688 0.034688 0.01 575 0.02475 0.041 25 0.0551 25 0.053625 0-03775 0.05325 0.99981 3 
0.6 Team 5 0.56745 0.063825 0.06921 9 0.087369 0.067469 0.0481 56 0.026631 0.008006 0.01 3506 0.048281 0.99991 3 
Team 6 0,66875 0.06825 0.0375 0,039875 0,0745 0.05705 0.02771 3 0.001 75 0.002538 0.022075 1 
Team 10 0.433788 0.059513 0.0298 0.035825 0-043875 0.0505 0.0959 0.098775 0.0983 0.053725 1 
0.3 Team 1 0.71 175 0.01 7 0.01 475 0.047 0,05525 0.03825 0.033438 0.02497 0.030345 0.02722 0.999973 
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I 
- -  
Bayesian projections for exhibition 2 
Team 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
Team 1 0.853571 0.031 803 0.031 595 0.003857 0.01 671 3 0.01 61 34 0.001 774 0.01 1504 0.004995 0.028055 1 
Team 2 0.761 674 0.02591 9 0.01 9344 0.001 889 0.007733 0.01 4783 0.00491 5 0.051 143 0.0081 58 0.1 04442 1 
Team 3 0.721 399 0.039403 0.031 205 0.003359 0.01 5169 0.01 5721 0.003378 0.039078 0.006334 0.1 24952 1 
Team 5 0.78438 0.025892 0.01 9866 0.002221 0.01 096 0.01 8625 0.003906 0.036358 0.005875 0.091 918 1 
Team 6 0.805855 0.02521 2 0.021 85 0.002765 0.01 402 0.01 4653 0.00359 0.021 737 0.004069 0.086249 1 
Team 10 0.788573 0.01 9772 0.01 9729 0.002841 0.01 701 0.027842 0.0061 32 0.024859 0.003476 0.089765 1 
Bins 1-10 
Team 3 
1 2 3 
Team 1 0.416256 0.012533 0.019287 
Team 2 0 0.001149 0.012649 
Team 3 0.934773 0.03488 0.01 7274 
Team 5 0.984239 0.009929 0.002288 
Team 6 0 0 0.003659 
Team 10 0 0 0 
Team 5 
1 2 
Team 1 0.988199 0.00061 
Team 2 0.961749 0.0021 1 
Team 3 0.23877 0.019625 
Team 5 0.980881 6.78E-05 
Team 6 0.98512 8.86E-05 
Team 10 0.982954 0.000291 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.003829 0.1 71 655 0.252749 0.041 426 0.038621 0.00701 7 0.036628 1 
0.01 1375 0.1 13263 0.302788 0.051 237 0.301 667 0.035647 0.1 70226 1 
0.000283 0.001 669 0.002279 0.000205 0.003566 0.000582 0.004488 1 
0.0001 95 0.00091 6 0.000754 2.85E-05 0 7.3E-05 0.001577 1 
0.004251 0.092697 0.44801 0.078579 0.299873 0.01 6049 0.056883 1 
0.009653 0.1 04265 0.31 4908 0.065504 0.296459 0.04431 3 0.1 64899 1 
Bins 1-1 0 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.000558 6.96E-05 0.000776 0.002373 0.00051 3 0.002995 0.000744 0.0031 62 1 
0.001 866 0.000274 0.0021 6 0.00271 7 0.000926 0.005003 0.001 732 0.021 463 1 
0.032499 0.005931 0.081 998 0.279003 0.053404 0.205561 0.020847 0.062362 1 
0.0001 62 0.0001 4 0.001 656 0.002269 0.000446 0.002638 0.001 142 0.01 0599 1 
0.0001 4 2.93E-05 0.001 389 0.0031 04 0.001 139 0.0071 05 0 0.001886 1 




Team 1 0.34235 
Team 2 0.740109 
Team 3 0.676627 
Team 5 0.814142 
Team 6 0.524693 
Team 10 0.91 51 41 
Team 10 
1 
Team 1 0.624591 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0.720076 
Team 6 0 
Team 10 0.776461 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.027487 0.0371 42 0.008238 0.096576 0.1 2971 2 0.021 974 0.1 12321 0.0261 66 0.1 98034 1 
0.0391 41 0.041 194 0.01 2078 0.031 53 0.060776 0.01 1748 0.024672 0.00273 0.036023 1 
0.048934 0.025651 0.001 749 0.01 71 33 0.042346 0.01 5857 0.067388 0.01 6521 0.087795 1 
0.00898 0.004335 0.000738 0.01 0798 0,037459 0.0031 19 0.01 6685 0.00624 0.097505 1 
0.063259 0.1 201 51 0.01 8264 0.074308 0.046834 0.000603 0.0021 84 0-006978 0.1 42726 1 
0.01 3026 0.01 0528 0.000654 0.005234 0.0041 66 0.000656 0.004043 0.003386 0.0431 66 1 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck Bum 
0.021 94 0.006391 0.0051 6 0.1 95694 0.073734 0.00631 3 0.00697 0.01 1282 0.047925 1 
0 0.005606 0.000801 0.434336 0.04721 2 0.025472 0.270053 0.05491 2 0.1 61 607 1 
0 0.00385 0.00055 0.41 21 29 0.1 024 0.01 7146 0.1281 45 0.045251 0.290529 1 
0.007783 0 0.000893 0.1 45406 0.049648 0.0081 07 0.027924 0,00961 9 0.030543 1 
0 0 0.000633 0.1 97421 0.398507 0.01 51 02 0.1 31 659 0.036488 0.2201 9 1 
0.002226 0.000401 0.000229 0.1 21 021 0,022444 0.0071 93 0.030884 0.008204 0.030937 1 
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1 2  
1 0  
0.025 0 
0 0  
1 0  
0.025 0 
0.025 0 
Bins 1-1 0 
3 4 5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0.8 0.1 4 
0 0 0 
0.8 0 0.14 
0 0 0 
6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0.975 1 
0.025 0 0 0 0.035 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0.035 1 








1 2  3 
1 0  0 
0.6 0 0.3 
0 0  0.3 
1 0  0 
1 0  0 
0 0  0 
CS2 (scoring--control/score) 
1 2  3 
Team 1 1 0  0 
Team 2 0.85 0 0 
Team 3 0.85 0 0 
Team 5 1 0  0 
Team 6 1 0  0 









6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0.6 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0.4 0.6 0 0 1 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.1 5 0 0 0 0 
0 0.15 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 














0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup 
1 2  3 
1 0  0 
0.835 0 0.027 
0.6825 0 0.027 
1 0  0 
0.9025 0 0.08 










6 7 8 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0.1 525 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0.213 0.099 0.054 
9 10check sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.0975 1 
0 0.0035 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.0035 1 
0 0.0975 1 
T D L n C o b - 0  
U U T U U U  g g g g g g  
0 m c u U T u r  u u u u u u  
0 0 0 0 0 0  
9 9 9 9 9 9  
0 0 c o o 0 0  u u u u u u  
9 9 9 9 9 9  
d d c i d d d  
T u u u m u  u u u u u u  g g g g g g  
r u u u u u u  
u u u u u u  9 9 9 9 9 9  
( o u u m u u m  
U U T U U d  
0 0 0 0 0 0  
9 9 9 9 9 9  
c u 0 0 t - o u u  
0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0  



















































































































































0.01 0 0.068 
0.01 9 0.1 32 
0.003 0.142 
1 Orms error 





0.1 10 0.004 
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difference squared between actual results and team projections for exhibition2 






















1 2 3 
0.884 0.004 0.008 
0.592 0,027 0.064 
0.365 0,007 0.003 
0.851 0.059 0.037 
0,684 0.008 0,001 
0.177 0.013 0.013 
1 2 ' 3  
O"947 0.007 0.021 
0.697 0.000 0,001 
0.027 0.002 0.003 
1.000 0.005 0.014 
0.815 0.000 0.002 
0.288 0.000 0.000 
1 2 3 
1.000 0.000 0.003 
0.697 0.000 0.000 
0,466 0.000 0.000 
0.238 0.056 0.010 
0.724 0.020 0,006 
0.236 0.007 0.019 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 7 8 
0.01 2 0.019 0.011 0.010 0.010 
0.01 1 0.014 0.007 0.004 0.002 
0.000 0.001 0.002 0.019 0.017 
0.022 0.005 0.002 0.003 0.004 
0.01 6 0.018 0.016 0.015 0.006 
0.01 5 0.016 0.014 0.000 0.001 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 7 8 
0.1 21 0.058 0.010 0.002 0.000 
0.001 0.003 0.080 0.128 0.031 
0.008 0.002 0.009 0.000 0.000 
0.207 0.070 0.005 0.000 0.000 
0.145 0.093 0,011 0.001 0.000 
0.001 0.002 0.014 0.025 0.070 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 
0,022 0.068 0.039 0.013 0.015 
0.014 ' 0.022 0.053 0.042 0.018 
0.000 0.001 0,004 0.010 0.019 
0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.025 0.020 0.018 0.012 0.002 




























0.001 0.1 60 






























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.967 0.004 0.008 0.020 0.054 0.029 0.008 0.003 
0.617 0.019 0.013 0.056 0.011 0.019 0.012 0.001 
0.385 0.051 0.009 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.009 0.010 
0.809 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.013 0.037 0.004 0.004 
0.785 0.017 0.027 0.099 0.031 0.005 0.000 0.000 
0.051 0.053 0.018 0.002 0.001 0.040 0.008 0.002 
9 1 Orms error 
0.004 0.006 0.332 
0.000 0.008 0.275 
0.007 0.002 0.21 9 
0.015 0.026 0.303 
0.000 0.000 0.31 0 
0.005 0.002 0.135 
Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Orms error 
0.083 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.097 
0.615 0.000 0.002 0.032 0.003 0.004 0.017 0.030 0.035 0.003 0.272 
0.005 0.005 0.000 0.004 0.001 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.062 
0.187 0.004 0.005 0.008 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.1 46 
0.055 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.084 
0.011 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.026 0.000 0.002 0.01 0 0.002 0.076 
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Appendix D: Competition questionnaire 
The questionnaire used in the Competition is presented below, The questionnaire shows the questions used to project a robot’s 
potential prior to the Competition and to identify a robot’s performance in the Competition, Minor changes were made between the 
questionnaire used for the Exhibitions and that used for the Competition (Appendix A). These changes me discussed in the text. 
Questionnaire to be filled out by students of 6.188 who are doing the special project also. 
Fill out one for your team and then one for each of the participating teams. m e  participating teams are 1,2,9,5,6,10 
Team members should split the work so only 2 or 3 questionnaires maximum will be filled by any one person. 
Return to a staff member or Bill Hardman prior to the competition of 1/29/03. 
Team filling out the questionnaire 1 2 3 5  6 10 
(circle team number for which questionnaire filled out) 
I robot requires more than average requires no calibration 
60 seconds calibration performance 
(requires between 1 sew timee 80 sec) 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  a 10 
select range 
select peak 
. ~~ I 
2 robot begins computing or starts average begins moving at exactly 
prior to 10 second required delay performance 10 seconds 
(moves starting between 30 and 10 sec) 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  9 10 
select range 
select peak 
3 robot moves after 4 min average performance 
allowed time limit (stops with time to spare) 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
4 does not arrive (i.e, within 4" ) average 
at any specified performance 
waypoints 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
5 does not perform waypoint signal average 
after arriving (i.e, within 4") 
at any specified waypoints 
performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
robot stops exactly at 4 min 
allowed time limit 
6 7 8  9 10 
arrives (i.e., within 4") at all 
specified waypoints 
6 7 8  9 10 
I 
performs waypoint signal every 
time within 4" of a waypoint 















$ ' t  
2 %  
C 


















- d P 








18 robot team 1 is last In competition average 
performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
19 robot team 2 is last in competition average 
performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
20 robot team 3 is last in competition average 
performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
select range 
select peak 
21 robot team 5 is last in competition average 
performance 
1 2 3 4  5 
robot team 1 wins competition 
6 7 8  9 10 
robot team 2 wins competition 
6 7 8  9 10 
robot team 3 wins competition 
6 7 8  9 10 
robot team 5 wins competition 




c m m 
Appendix E: Data collected from Competition 
Evaluations were performed by teams 1 ,3 ,5 ,6  and 10 for the Competition. All of the following applies to these teams. 
“Team roll-up evaluations prior to the Competition” is the major heading for each team evaluation. Minor headings include C 
(control), CS 1 (waypoints--controllscore), CS2 (scoring--control/score), S (score), CS--Control/scoring, which are the goals which 
combine to become the Complete goal rollup. Note that CS1 and CS2 are the two categories within the controlhcore goal and are 
described in the text. 
Note also, that a minor heading of “final score” is found between S (score) and CS--Control/scoring. This was data not used in 
the project but was asked for in the Competition questionnaire as the teams one question rollup, (i.e., the evaluating team’s overall 
opinion) of the teams prior to the Competition. 
. The subsequent major heading is “Bayesian projections for the Competition.” Here the Bayesian-updated team evaluations for 
each of the evaluated teams are found. The Bayesian projections contain each the headings describe in the previous paragraph. This 
must be so since these projections start with the team evaluations as described above. 
Competition results (participants) is the next major heading. Just like the previous two paragraphs, the results contain all of the 
same headings as described before. The results are compared to the Bayesian projections as well as directly to the team evaluations 
for this event. 
15 1 
The next major heading is difference squared between actual results and Bayesian projections for the Competition (in terns of 
RMS error). This is where the comparison between actual results and the Bayesian-updated evaluations is made. 
The next major heading is difference squared between actual results and team projections for the Competition (in terns of 
RMS error). This is where the comparison between actual results and the tern evaluations is made. 
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Team 1 roll-up evaluations prior to Competition: 
C (control) 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0.01 4 
Team 5 0 
Team 6 0.01 4 
Team 10 0.01 4 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 
0 0.188 0.564 0.188 
0.01 4 0.03 0.0807 0.1335 
0 0 0 0 
0.014 0.018 0.0367 0.0732 








1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0.1 599 0.0999 0.0399 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0 0.06 0.3 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
CS2 (scoring-controlkcore) 
1 2 3 
Team 1 0.3731 0.2331 0.0931 
Team 2 0.02665 0.01 665 0.03665 
Team 3 0.09 0.09 0.1175 
Team 5 0.01 0.01 0.02 
Team 6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Team 10 0.1 0.1 0.1 











0.09 0.1 7 
Oil1 15 0.1 075 
0.04 0.1 1 
0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.105 
6 7 8 9 
0 0.16 0.48999 0.1 8799 
0 0.006 0.02199 0.01599 
0.1 887 0.2358 0.1 685 0.1 009 
0.188 0.564 0.19799 0.02799 
0.1014 0.1379 0.1657 0.2415 
0.1008 0.1379 0.1687 0.2433 
6 7 8 9 
0.14 0 0.06 0.18 
0.14 0 0 0 
0.157 0.107 0.057 0.067' 
0.02 0 0 0 
0.152 0.101 0.05 0.059 
0.157 0.107 0.057 0.067 
6 7 8 9 
0.06 0 0 0 
0.44 0.2 0.02 0 
0.1 035 0.0995 0.0965 0.0925 
0.28 0.1 8 0.25 0.09 
0.1 05 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
1 Ocheck sum 
0.1 61 99 0.99997 
0.01 599 0.99997 
0.0336 0.9997 
0.021 99 0.99997 






























1 2 3 
0.43706 0.27306 0.1 0906 
0,144 0,432 0.144 
0.074 0.08 0.0855 
0 0 0 
0.083 0.093 0.104 
0.084 0.104 0.097 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10check surn 
0 0 0-03 0.09 0.03399 0,00999 0.01 599 0.9991 5 
0.03 0,104 0.092 0.08 0.038 0.006 0 1.07 
0.091 5 0.0981 0.1 101 0.0951 0.1 1 16 0.1 21 8 0.1 308 0.9985 
0.034 0.132 0.254 0.426 0.148 0.006 0 1 
0.094 0.0846 0.0881 0.1041 0.1221 0.1338 0.0933 1 









(student single question guess) 
2 3 4 5 6 
0 0 0 0 0.06 
0 0.015 0.065 0.1 2 0.1 
0 0 0.1 0.355 0.205 
0 0 0 0.1 0.36 
0 0.1375 0,2075 0,3875 0.1675 
0.21 65 0.1 165 0.05 0.05 0.1 
CS--ControVscoring 
1 2 3 
Team 1 0.26117 0*16317 0.06517 
Team 2 0.066625 0.041625 0.037625 
Team 3 0.072 0-072 0,09125 
Team 5 0.007 0.025 0.104 
Team 6 0.079 0.079 0.079 
Team 10 0.079 0.079 0.079 
Elins 1-1 0 
1 8 
0.11 0.2265 
0.08 0.1 6 




9 locheck surn 
0.2765 0.3265 0.9995 
0.34 0.1 2 1 
0.06 0.01 1 
0.085 0.035 1 
0.0125 0.0025 0.995 
0.05 0.05 0.9995 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck surn 
0,084 0,252 0,084 0 0.018 0.054 0.018 0.99951 
0.105 0.245 0.35 0.14 0.014 0 0 0-999875 
0.1 5905 0.1 3825 0.1 1955 0.1 01 75 0.08465 0.08485 0.07595 0.9993 
0.16 0.131 0.202 0.126 0.175 0.063 0.007 1 
0.151 0.133 0.1191 0.1003 0.085 0.0877 0.0866 0.9997 
0.151 0.1365 0.1171 0.1021 0.0871 0.0901 0.0791 1 
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0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup of Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.340587 0.212787 0.084987 0.0252 0.0756 0.0432 0.07 0.074793 0.040993 0.031 193 0.99934 
0.1 06388 0.271 688 0.1 16488 0.1 059 0.1 547 0.1 602 0.0906 0.0291 99 0.0051 99 0.001 599 1.041 96 
0.0674 0.071 0.081675 0.1 10685 0.1 13685 0.120795 0.1 1 1  165 0.109205 0.1 08625 0.1 04625 0.99886 
0.0021 0.0075 0.031 2 0.0684 0.1 185 0.231 8 0.3498 0.1 61 099 0.025299 0.004299 0.999997 
0.0749 0.0809 0.0879 0.10537 0.09798 0.09873 0.10634 0.1 1533 0.13074 0.10089 0.99908 





























3 4 5 6 
0.01 2 0.1 2099 0.1 91 99 0.25999 
0 0.062 0.151 0.237 
0 0 0 0.08 
0.11799 0.296 0.216 0.136 
0 0.08 0.326 0.26199 
0 0 0.08 0.32 
CS1 (vvaypolnts--control/sco~e) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.12 
0 0.03 0.07 
0 0 0 
0.18 0.432 0.07 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
CS2 (scoring--control/scor~) 
1 2 3 
0 0.04 0.196 
0.03 0.3332 0.2765 
0 0.018 0.1929 
0.2233 0.5283 0.0733 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Team 3 roll-up evaluations prior to Competition: 
-“.I - 
-I - ~ 1  -1 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 
0.36 0.2 













4 5 6 
0.2943 0,2093 0.1 143 
0.1 731 5 0.0499 0.0566 
0.2399 0.3349 0.13 
0.045 0.055 0.06 
0.48305 0.37305 0.1 4305 
0 0 0.31985 
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7 8 9 1 Ocheck surn 
0.176 0.096 0.042 0.098 0.99997 
0.311 0.099 0.042 0.098 1 
0.32 0.25599 0.22099 0.1 2299 0.99997 
0.056 0 0.042 0.098 0.99997 
0,17599 0.04399 0.084 0.028 0.99997 
0,249 0.1 9362 0.06762 0.08962 0.99986 
7 8 9 10cheek sum 
0.1 0.01 0 0 1 
0.4398 0.2298 0.0798 0 0.9994 
0.2653 0.1953 0.1133 0 0.9999 
0.036 0.006 0 0 1 
0.1 799 0 0 0 0.9997 
0.5598 0.08 0 0 0.9994 
7 8 9 10check surn 
0 0.9999 0.1 16 0.03 0 
0.07995 0 0 0 0.9993 
0,022 0.03865 0.01 665 0.00665 0.99965 
0.01 5 0 0 0 0.9999 
0 0 0 0 0.99915 
0.41 985 0.1 9985 0.06 0 0.99955 
S (score) 
1 
Team 1 0 
Team 2 0 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0.18 
Team 6 0 
Team 10 0 
Bins 1-1 0 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.084 0.41 845 0.26345 0.1 4345 0.069 0.021 0 0 0 0.99935 
0 0.1384 0.4657 0.1808 0.0445 0.0736 0.0567 0.0366 0.0036 0.9999 
0 0.0084 0.0354 0.0524 0.0554 0.0394 0.208 0.441 0.1 6 1 
0.523 0.2331 0.0341 0.0151 0.0111 0.0036 0 0 0 1 
0 0.34645 0.26975 0.12275 0.0693 0.141 0.05 0 0 0.99925 
0 0 0 0.065 0.314 0.304 0.26 0.051 0.006 1 
final score (student single question guess) Bins 1-10 
1 2 .  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
Team 1 0.1 0.15 0.4665 0.2165 0.0665 0 0 0 0 0 0.9995 
Team 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 1 






Team 1 0 
Team 2 0.021 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0.21 031 
Team 6 0 











0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.1 1 0.31 0.31 0.21 0.06 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.035 0.185 0.285 0.385 0.1 1 
Bins 1-1 0 
3 4 ' 5  6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.1 732 0.31 401 0.20651 0.1 4301 0.1 1 12 0.024 0 0 0.99993 
0.21 455 0.1 21 205 0.05293 0.06662 0.1 87905 0.06894 0.02394 0 0.99933 
0.1 3503 0.1 8953 0.27403 0.1576 0.09499 0.085645 0.045645 0.004655 0.999725 
0.07231 0.0585 0.0724 0.0639 0.021 3 0.001 8 0 0 0.99993 
0 0.3561 35 0.3871 05 0.2021 05 0.05397 0 0 0 0.999315 






0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup of Elins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0.0591 0.30423 0.264372 0.1 67222 0.1 10302 0.06356 0.01 68 0.0042 0.0098 0.999586 
0.0063 0.072672 0.1 47405 0,321 982 0.1 39459 0.070386 0.1 31 632 0.064602 0.033342 0.01 196 0.999739 
0 0.00378 0.045549 0.078099 0.1 13649 0.08852 0.0841 37 0.1 76093 0.300393 0.1 09696 0.99991 5 
0.1 72092 0.466422 0.1 73352 0.06761 0.05238 0.03943 0,0141 5 0.00054 0.0042 0.0098 0.999976 
0 0 0.20787 0.276691 0.222382 0.1 2841 1 0.1 1839 0.034399 0.0084 0.0028 0.999342 
0 0 0 0 0.0541 82 0.31 2751 0.345851 0.224531 0.049962 0.01 2562 0.999838 
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e - 




















1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.02 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.1 6 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
CS1 (waypoints--control/score) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.02 
0 0 0 
0 0.18 0.56 
0 0 0.036 
0 0 0 
CS2 (scoring--controlkcore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
0.04 0.166 0.1385 
0.21 0.09 0.0532 
0.21 32 0.2232 0.3532 
0.046 0.051 0.056 
0 0 0 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 
0 0 
6 7 8 
36 0.362 0.27598 0.1 
9 
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0 0.24 0.56 0 0.02261 0.06561 0.11161 0.99983 
0.48 0.16 0 0 0.012 0.036 0.152 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0.611 0.389 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.7 1 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 0 0.06 0.5131 0.2931 0.1331 0.9993 
0.06 0.02 0.072 0.162 0.312 0.222 0.132 1 
0.06 0.24 0.2 0.2199 0.1199 0.1599 0 0.9997 
0.24 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0.066 0.096 0.086 0.066 0.3598 0.2098 0.0798 0.9994 
0 0 0 0 0.1333 0.6033 0.2633 0.9999 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0 0.02 0.2449 0.1999 0.3181 0.1632 0.0532 0.9993 
0.128 0.103 0.143 0.1445 0.0795 0.0445 0.01 0.997 
0.1 432 0.3331 5 0.07995 0.03995 0 0.015 0.035 0.99945 
0.18 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0.9996 
0.061 0.101 0.1 0.105 0.1 0.25 0.13 1 































2 3 4 5 6 
0.41 331 0.1 6731 0 0 0 
0,22245 0.1 0445 0.006 0 0.018 
0 0 0.36645 0.31376 0.12976 
0.494 0.282 0.044 0.006 0.018 
0.244 0 0.018 0.045 0.07 
0 0 0 0 0 
(student single question guess) 
2 3 4 5 6 
0 0 0 0 0.05 
0.2665 0.1665 0.1265 0.185 0.135 
0 0.06 0.1 1 0.26 0.26 
0.185 0.135 0.085 0.035 0 
0 0 0.06 0.185 0.135 

















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
Team 1 0 0 0 0 0.014 0.17143 0.15793 0.3766 0.20217 0.07717 0.9993 
Team 2 0.028 0.1 162 0.10295 0.1076 0.0781 0.1217 0.14975 0.14925 0.09775 0.0466 0.9979 
Team 3 0.1 47 0.063 0.03724 0.1 1824 0.305205 0.1 15965 0.093935 0.03597 0.05847 0.0245 0.999525 
Team 5 0.1 4924 0.21 024 0.41 524 0,198 0.027 0 0 0 0 0 0.99972 
Team 6 0.0322 0.0357 0.05 0.0625 0.0995 0.0958 0.0933 0.1 7794 0.23794 0.1 1494 0.99982 
































Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
0.1 
Control/score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0.3 Team 1 0.083586 0.247986 0.100386 0 0.0042 0.065029 0.083579 0.1 72972 0.1 76043 0.065943 0.999724 
Team 2 0.21 627 0.1 6833 0.095555 0.041 18 0.02697 0.06629 0.1 29845 0.1 04521 0.09531 1 0.054666 0.998938 
Score Team 3 0.0441 0.01 89 0.01 1 1  72 0.255342 0.30381 8 0.1 68646 0.033767 0.015446 0.093096 0.0551 05 0.999391 
0.6 Team 5 0.134772 0.359472 0.309772 0.1338 0.0277 0.0108 0.0036 0.0012 0.0036 0.0152 0.999916 
Team 6 0.29526 0.1 571 1 0.01 5 0.02955 0.05685 0.07074 0.06699 0.077382 0.1 45082 0.085982 0.999946 
Team 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 23 0.372597 0.3701 97 0.244897 0.999991 
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Bins 1-1 0 
3 4 5 
0 0 0 
0.00399 0 0 
0 0 0 
0.168 0.256 0.176 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
CS1 (waypoints--contro~score) 
1 2 3 
0 0.3 0.3399 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0.036 0.146 0.366 
0 0.006 0.03 
0 0 0 
CS2 (scoringcontrollscore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.02665 
0.1 599 0.31 31 0.1 731 
0 0.0532 0,1332 
0.436 0-1 0,2045 
0.005 0.023 0.042 
0.7 0 0.024 
6 7 8 9 10check surn 
0 0.4264 0.2724 0.2224 0.078 0.9992 
0 0 0.03199 0.09399 0.84399 0,99994 
0 0 0.44901 0.33201 0.21801 0.99903 
0.096 0.016 0.012 0.036 0.152 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0.16 0.48 0.36 1 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10check surn 
0.0999 0.1 599 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0 0.9997 
0.09 0.21 0 0 0.02 0.24 0.44 1 
0.06 0.24 0.3399 0.2332 . 0.0732 0.0533 0 0.9996 
0.286 0.166 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0.054 0.088 0.1 0.132 0.284 0.186 0.1 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0.1 2 0.45 0.43 1 
Bins 1-10 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10check surn 
0.01 665 0.00665 0.0665 0.3564 0.4564 0.0699 0 0.99915 
0.0732 0.06 0.065 0.105 0 0.015 0.035 0.9993 
0,2531 0.0999 0.1 599 0.01 33 0.1 2325 0.1 3325 0.02995 0.99905 
0.1 41 5 0.0775 0.0225 0.01 35 0.0045 0 0 1 
0.059 0.151 0.172 0.193 0.052 0.003 0.3 1 
0.044 0.064 0.044 0.024 0.02 0.06 0.02 1 
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Team 1 0 
Team 2 0.1 1193 
Team 3 0 
Team 5 0.31 6 
Team 6 0.0035 
Team 10 0.49 
Bins 1-10 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.03 0.99993 0.02331 0.00931 0.26 0.195 0.175 0.2 0.07 
0.1 7331 0.00931 0 0.006 0.018 0.02595 0.04995 0.07995 0.99978 
0.05061 0 0 ‘0.34645 0.24645 0.17645 0.039 0.021 0.99918 
0.2624 0.0454 0.0144 0.0194 0.006 0 0 0 1 
0.012 0.022 0.032 0.022 0.012 0 0 0.1 8 1 
0.028 0.021 0.014 0 0 0.1 3 0.39 0.31 1 
(student single question guess) 
2 3 4 5 6 
0.1 925 0.3675 0.27575 0.1 0075 0.03325 
0 0.08 0.23 0.36325 0.21 325 
0 0.16325 0.16325 0.26325 0.28 
0.25 0.43325 0.23325 0.03325 0 
0 0.055 0.23 0.255 0.13 
0 0 0 0 0.05 
Bins 1-10 
7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 0 0 0.99975 
0.1 1325 0 0 0 0.99975 
0.1 3 0 0 0 0.99975 
0 0 0 0 0.99975 
0.0525 0.2025 0.075 0 1 
0.2 0.225 0.4 0.125 1 
Bins 1-10 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
0.09 0.1 20625 0.041 625 0.052625 0.05855 0.25848 0.32548 0.051 93 0 0.999315 
0.21 91 7 0.1 21 17 0.07824 0.1 05 0.0455 0.0735 0.006 0.0825 0.1 565 0.99951 
0.03724 0.09324 0.1 951 7 0.1 41 93 0.21 39 0.07927 0.1 08235 0.1 09265 0.020965 0.99921 5 
0.1 138 0.25295 0.1 8485 0.1 0405 0.01 575 0.00945 0.0031 5 0 0 1 
0.0179 0.0384 0.0575 0.1321 0.1504 0.1747 0.1216 0.0579 0.246 1 
0 0.0168 0.0308 0.0448 0.0308 0.0168 0.05 0.177 0.143 1 
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Goals /weighting Complete goal rollup Bins 1-1 0 
Control 
0.1 
Control/score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
Team 2 0.1 251 78 0.3591 36 0.1 40736 0.029058 0.031 5 0.01 725 0.03285 0.020569 0.0641 19 0.1 7931 9 0.99971 5 
Score Team 3 0.037566 0,0451 38 0.058338 0.058551 0.042579 0.27204 0.1 71 651 0.1 83242 0.089381 0.040691 0.9991 76 
0.6 Team 5 0.1 8942 0.33976 0.2501 25 0.1 08295 0,057455 0.025965 0.008035 0.0021 45 0.0036 0.01 52 1 
Team 6 0.43305 0.00537 0.01 872 0.03045 0.05883 0.05832 0.05961 0.03648 0.01 737 0.281 8 1 
Team 10 0-207 0.0042 0.021 84 0.021 84 0.021 84 0.00924 0.00504 0.1 09 0.3351 0.2649 1 
0.3 Team 1 0 0.049386 0.0501 74 0.01 8074 OA71788 0.1 34565 0.2251 84 0.244884 0.07981 9 0.0258 0.999673 
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Bins 1-1 0 
2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0.4124 
0 0 . 0.015 0.475 
0 0.0027 0.0039 0.35509 
0 0.0966 0.1802 0.4062 
0 0.006 0.22012 0.54012 
0.094 0.334 0.254 0.204 
CS1 (waypoints--controlkcore) 
1 2 3 
0 0 0.08 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.0999 
0 0 0 
0 0 0.054 
0.06 0.06 0.06 








CS2 (scoring--controVscore) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 
0.025 0.065 0.21 0.31 985 0.22985 






















































































0 0 0.105 0.29485 0.33485 0.21485 0 0.01665 0.01665 0.01665 0.9995 
0 0.2025 0.288 0.273 0.0965 0.0965 0.033 0.01 0 0 0.9995 
0 0 0.0999 0.1599 0.2499 . 0.08 0.1432 0.1332 0.1332 0 0.9993 
0.53 0.048 0.063 0.078 0.063 0.048 0.03 0.03665 0.04665 0.05665 0.99995 
















3 4 5 6 
0.05661 0.0666 0.081 6 0.06999 
0.137 0.137 0.143 0.025 
0.02801 0.3409 0.3521 0.0563 
0.1 7861 0.0393 0.0435 0.0435 
0.06021 0.40321 ’ 0.41 521 0.0456 







0.0496 0.061 6 
9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 0.9998 
0,1303 0.037 0.9999 
0.0357 0.01 8 0.99963 
0 0 0.99983 
0 0 0.99983 
0.0421 0.6741 1 
final score (student single question guess) Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Ocheck sum 
Team 1 0.066667 0.2 0.1 06667 0,073333 0.1 06667 0.073333 0.04 0.1 77667 0.1 11 0.044333 0.999667 
Team 2 0 0 0.066667 0.333333 0.4 0.2 0 0 0 0 1 
Team 3 0 0 0 0.1 0.233333 0.273333 0.1 73333 0.1 06667 0.073333 0.04 1 
Team 5 0.033333 0.1 53333 0.1 63333 0.223333 0.1 7 0.1 83333 0.063333 0.01 0 0 1 
Team 6 0.066667 0.1 3 0.21 0,223333 0.1 7 0.1 23333 0.043333 0.03 0 0 0.996667 
Team 10 0.04 0.073333 0.1 06667 0.083333 0.073333 0.083333 0.1 4 0.1 96667 0.1 63333 0.04 1 
CS--ControVscoring 
1 2 
Team 1 0,0175 0.0455 
Team 2 0 0.0154 
Team 3 0 0 
Team 5 0 0.14175 
Team 6 0 0 
Team 10 0.389 0-0516 
Bins 1-1 0 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10check sum 
0,171 0.259895 0.268835 0.1 76835 0.05994 0 0 0 0.999505 
0.03955 0.0637 0.08785 0.0521 5 0.1 3974 0.33424 0.22474 0.042 0.99937 
0.1 0347 0.236365 0.264365 0.1 95395 0.045 0.066645 0.066645 0.021 645 0.99953 
0.201 6 0.2235 0.1 8395 0.1 5395 0.0795 0.01 54 0 0 0.99965 
0.08613 0.16533 0.23673 0.1244 0.17524 0.11844 0.09324 0 0.99951 
0.0621 0.0726 0.0621 0,0552 0.0681 0,075755 0.079755 0.083755 0.999965 
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0.3 Team 1 
Team 2 
Score Team 3 
0.6 Team 5 
Team 6 
Team 10 
Complete goal rollup Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10check sum 
0.39525 0.01 365 0.085266 0.1 17929 0.1 70851 0.1 22585 0.073821 0.01 9299 0.000999 0 0.999649 
0.0822 0.08682 0.094065 0.1 0281 0.1 59655 0.0561 45 0.087202 0.1 50452 0.1 45602 0.0348 0.999751 
0.01 3986 0.01 3986 0.0481 17 0.27584 0.326079 0.1 14028 0.070469 0.0781 24 0.041 684 0.01 7294 0.999604 
0.100386 0.310491 0.177306 0.10865 0.121905 0.091505 0.061 14 0.02808 0.00033 0 0.999793 
0 0.999737 
0.1 823 0.02908 0.05623 0.051 38 0.04701 0.03734 0.05249 0.062287 0.050887 0.430987 0.99999 
0 0 0.062565 0.31 3537 0.3741 57 0.086692 0.088482 0.046332 0.027972 
167 
Bayesian projections for competition Blns 1-1 0 
Team 1 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 
Team 1 0.96408 0.03592 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 2 0.98297 0 0.000807 0 0.000484 0 0 0 
Team 3 0,990399 0 0.001 695 0.000541 0.001 663 0.004823 0 0 
Team 5 0,968045 0.031955 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 6 0,996921 0 0.002396 0 0.000269 0 0 0 





































0,00061 7 0 
0 6.26E-05 
0 0.004148 














































0.0001 6 0.00061 7 
9 locheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.015739 1 
0 0.00088 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.000414 1 
0 0.019905 1 
9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.771033 1 
0 2.46E-05 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 0.111251 
0 0.152183 1 
9 locheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.002599 1 
0 0.001032 1 
0 0 1 
0 7.42E-06 1 
0 0.00038 1 
Team 6 Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Team 1 0.925679 0.074321 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 2 0.990541 0 0.001783 0 0.002047 0 0 0 
Team 3 0.981861 0 0.001 473 0.000297 0.001 985 0.01 373 0 0 
Team 5 0.989091 0.010909 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 6 0.976992 0 0.019831 0 0.002146 0 0 0 
Team 10 0.989162 0 0 0 0 0.001 788 0.0001 31 0.00044 
Team 10 Bins 1-1 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Team 1 0.966066 0.033934 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 2 0 0 0.004519 0 0.525114 0 0 0 
Team 3 0 0 0.002649 0.001 121 0.572375 0.397942 0 0 
Team 5 0.989307 0.010693 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 6 0 0 0 0 0.781963 0 0 0 
Team 10 0.9761 53 0 0 0 0 0.01 1202 0.001 669 0.003908 
9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.00563 1 
0 0.000653 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.001031 1 
0 0.008479 1 
9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.470368 1 
0 0.025912 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.218037 1 
0 0.007068 1 
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Competition results (participants): 
c (control) ' 
1 2  
Team 1 0 0  
Team 2 0 0  
Team 3 0 0  
Team 5 0.8 0 
Team 6 0 0  
Team 10 0 0  
Elins 1-1 0 
3 4 5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0.8 0 
0 0 0.14 
0 0.8 0 
0 0 .  0 
CS1 (waypoints--control/score) 
1 2  3 
Team 1 0 0  0 
Team 2 0 0  0 
Team 3 0 0.3 0,7 
Team 5 1 0  0 
Team 6 0 0.3 0 
Team 10 0 0  0 
CS2 (scoring--contro~seore) 
1 2  3 
Team 1 0.4 0 0 
Team 2 0.4 0 0 
Team 3 0 0.7 0.1 5 
Team 5 1 0  0 
Team 6 0 0.3 0.1 























8 9 10check sum 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 0.2 1 
0 0 0.06 1 
0 0 0.2 1 
0 0 0.2 1 
8 9 locheck sum 
0.7 0 0 1 
0 0 0.3 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0.3 1 
Elins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 
0 0.35 0-1 
0.1 5 0.05 0 
0 0.1 5 0 
0 0 0 
0 0.05 0.4 
0 0.2 0 
7 8 




0 0.1 5 
0 0 
9 locheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0,4 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.4 1 
170 - - . "  
- -  
S (score) 
1 2  
Team 1 0.1 0 
Team 2 0.25 0 
Team 3 0.8 0 
Team 5 0.9 0 
Team 6 0.72 0 
Team 10 0.1 0 
CS--Controlkcoring 
1 2 
Team 1 0.28 0 











4 5 6 
0 0.07 0.65 
0 0 0 
0 0.1 0 
0 0 0 
0.1 5 0.03 0 
0 0.07 0.1 5 
Bins 1-1 0 
4 5 6 
0 0.335 0.07 
0 0.105 0.245 0 
Team 3 0 0.58 0.315 0 0.105 0 
Team 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Team 6 0 0.3 0.07 0 0.245 0.28 















9 1 Ocheck sum 
0 0.1 8 1 
0 0.75 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.07 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.65 1 
9 locheck sum 
0 0 1 
0 0.37 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0.37 1 
171 
Goals /weighting Complete goal rollup Bins 1-1 0 
Control 
0.1 
ControUseore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 locheck sum 
0.3 Team 1 0.1 44 0 0 0 0.1425 0.411 0 0.0945 0 0.208 1 
Team 2 0.234 0 0 0.0315 0.0735 0 0 0 0 0.661 1 
Score Team 3 0.48 0.174 0.1545 0.08 0.0915 0 0 0 0 0.02 1 
0.6 Team 5 0.92 0 0.01 8 0 0.01 4 0 0 0 0 0.048 1 
Team 6 0.432 0.09 0.081 0.17 0.0915 0.084 0 0.0315 0 0.02 1 
Team 10 0.144 0 0 0 0.147 0.17 0.018 0 0 0.521 1 
difference squared between actual results and bayesian projections for competition 




























































































































































































































0.251 0.31 1 





























1 2 3 4 
0.611 0.006 0.000 0.000 
0.572 0.000 0.000 0.001 
0.252 0.030 0.023 0.006 
0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.297 0.008 O"004 0,029 
0.714 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1 2 3 4 
0.676 0.001 0.000 0.000 
0.055 0.000 0.000 0.001 
0.230 0.030 0.023 0.006 
0.005 0.000 0.000 0,000 
0.187 0.008 0,007 0.029 
0.692 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Bins 1-10 








































































difference squared between actual results and team projections for competition 




































































































































































































































1 Orms error 
0.020 0.167 
0.368 0.212 




















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Orrns error 
0,021 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.076 0.051 0.023 0.006 0.033 0.147 
0.012 0.129 0.020 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.004 0.232 0.200 
0.196 0.017 0.009 0.000 0.002 0.074 0.029 0.034 0.008 0.000 0.192 
0.534 0.115 0.054 0.012 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.268 
0.000 0.007 0.004 0.019 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.069 0.102 
0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.026 0.000 0.012 0.112 0.066 0.154 
Bins 1-10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 orrns error 
0.063 0.000 0.007 0.014 0,001 0.083 0.005 0.006 0.000 0.043 0.149 
0.023 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.007 0.003 0.008 0.023 0.021 0.392 0.223 
0.217 0.026 0.011 0.038 0.055 0.013 0.005 0.006 0.002 0.000 0.193 
0.672 0.096 0.025 0.012 0.012 0.008 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.288 
0.187 0.008 0.000 0.021 0.080 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.175 
0.001 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.010 0.018 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.008 0.072 
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Appendix F: Expected bin ranking of teams for Exhibition 1 and 2 and the Competition 
Far left column indicates the team whose evaluations produced the Exhibition 1, Exhibition 2 and Competition rankings as a function of expected bin in which a 
team should be found, as evaluated by each of the evaluating teams (i.e., Teams -1,3,5,6, and 10). The teams are ranked highest to lowest with the highest at the 
top and lowest at the bottom. To the right of the Exhibition 1, Exhibition 2 and Competition rankings are the results, in the form of team rankings also, for each 
of the respective events. .To the right of the results of Exhibition 1 and Exhibition 2 are the respective posteriors projecting the success of the teams in the 
subsequent events, Exhibition 2 and the Competition, respectively. 
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~~~~~~~ G: Each ~ ~ a ~ ’ §  ~~ ~~~~~u~~ in  as§^^^^ s ~ u r ~ ~  
In ~ectiun 9.1 I 1 a s ~ o p s i s  of the methods used by the teams in ~ s i ~ i n ~  scures 
is uffered. A desc~pt~on uf each uf the t e a ~ - s p e c ~ ~ c  me~hods is found below. 
~ e t h u d  used by Team 1. 
I. Read the Wiki ~ o u ~ ~  daily to learn the best practices o€ other 
teams and avuid ~ r u ~ l e ~ s  e n c u u n ~ e ~ d  by &her ~eams. The 
Wiki ~ u u ~ a l ,  €uund on the ~~~ website [II9 is a ~ u ~ ~  in 
which the design teams update their daily pro~ess. 
2. ~ b ~ e ~ e  pe rs in the lab and make comp~sons  to own design 
and pru~ess .  
Keep track of huw much effort is put into the robot as an 3. 
indicat~un of expected success in the u p ~ o ~ n ~  co~tests.
Use p e ~ u ~ a n c e  in p ~ ~ o u s  events as evidence in eval~atiuns 
of ~ r o ~ e c t ~  succes~ in future  event^- 
4. 
~ e t ~ u d  use  by Team 3. 
1, 
2. 
U ~ s e ~ e  peers in the lab environment. 
Speak with the other robot design teams tu identif~ their best 
~ r a ~ t ~ ~ e s  and ~ r u ~ l e m s  e~countered. 
Use ~ e ~ u ~ a n c e  in previuus eve~ts  as e ~ d e n ~ e  in v ~ ~ a ~ o n s  3. 
b 
o€ ~ru~ected s u c ~ e ~ s  in future eve~ts. 
Method used by Teams 5 and 6.  
1. 
2. 
Observe peers in the lab environment. 
Use performance in previous events as evidence in evaluations 
of projected success in future events. 
Method used by Team 10. 
1. Observe peers in the lab environment. Question whether other 
teams often lack direction or consistently know what they are 
doing? Ask whether teams are able to build sensors on their 
own? If they can, whether they are performing well above 
average and are expected to do well in the contests. Ask 
whether teams are using water-jetting (Le., a sophisticated 
manufacturing method) for the robot chassis? If a team is using 
such a method in the manufacture of the robot chassis, their 
robot is likely to be fairly sophisticated overall and excellent 
performance thus is expected. Ask whether teams are 
consistently making last minute preparations prior to the 
contests? If so, then poor performance will likely result. 
Use performance in previous events as evidence in evaluations 
of projected success in future events. 
2. 
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~~~e~~~ H:  ma^^^ the e v a ~ ~ a t ~ o ~  ~roce§§ easier for each 
team 
In g tio on 9.1.2 a s ~ o p s i s  of the what ~ o u l d  have made the evaluati~n process 
easier is offered. A desc~ption of what w ~ u l d  have made the evaluation process easier 
fur each uf the teams is found below. 
Team 1 
The ~apabi l i~es  of the rubuts were nut equal in each of the ~untests (is., €dl 
capabili~ was nut a c ~ i e v e ~  until the final cuntest, the ~ u ~ p e t i t i u n ~ .  This fact ~ e ~ t  that 
some of the ~ u e s ~ o n s  asked in the ~ u e s t i u n n ~ ~  did nut apply until ~ ~ h i b ~ ~ u n  2 and 
pus~ibly until the ~ u ~ p e t i t i u n ~  This fact ~ e a n t  that the ~uest iunn~res  needed tu be 
better suited to each event such that not only a ~ ~ ~ e n t  but also a fairly exact ~sessment 
uf each robot capability could be obt~ned  by ~ l l i n ~  out such su~eys .  
Team 3 
~ u ~ h i n g  ~ o u l d  have made the ev~uation process easier. The use of s ~ e y s  was 
a good way to eva~uate a rubut's overall c a ~ a ~ ~ l ~ t y .  
Team 5 
More time sho~ld be spent in ~ l l i n g  out the ~ues t~onn~res .  This was, however, a 
~ f ~ c u l t  issue tu resolve as p r e p ~ a t i o ~  f the robot for each of the three events was a 




Be consistent in filling out the questionnaires. That is, having previous 
questionnaire(s) available could assist in maintaining greater consistency in answering 
the questionnaires. 
Team 10 
Completing the first evaluation was difficult. Since the contests themselves offer 
the best evidence of a robot’s capability, the first evaluation was based largely on 
observations made in the lab prior to Exhibition 1. This meant that more time must be 
spent in making not only the first evaluation but also the follow-on evaluations. The 
additional time could have been spent in discussing problems as well as best practices 
and plans of attack with.each of the competing teams and in reading the Wiki journal [ 11. 
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